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Preface for Indexes, tables and charts

The thesis is supplemented by four indexes. Each documents the various types
of inscriptions as they occur on the exterior and interior of some selected monuments
from each era: Fatimid, Mamluk and Ottoman. The monuments selected are the ones
whose original architectural and decorative features are sill extant, accessible and not
under restoration. Each index is divided into two sections; the first documents the
inscriptions on the religious institutions and the second is dedicated to the inscriptions
on the freestanding mausoleums. The monuments are listed chronologically. The
Quranic quotations found on monuments are numbered. For example, the first Quranic
quotation documented on the exterior of the mosque of al-Maridani (Index 120) is
numbered as follows 120.E.1; on the interior is 120.I.1 and so forth. The citation of the
verses that compose each Quranic quotation is documented and their form, whether
complete or partial; if the latter, the beginning or end is transcribed. Note that the
intention of these indexes is not to produce a full documentation of each single
inscription on the monuments under consideration. Some inscriptions are difficult to
read. Therefore, I have included the inscriptions whose reading I am quite sure of;
otherwise, I have put a question mark for any missing inscription. For full
documentation to the inscriptions on Cairene Islamic monuments, refer to the ongoing
project Documentation of the Inscriptions in the Historic Zone in Cairo.
The thesis also contains three tables, each documenting the common Quranic
verses utilized on the religious monuments of each era: Fatimid, Mamluk and Ottoman.
Each table documents the exterior and interior architectural location or locations of
each verse, its form whether complete, partial or paraphrased, whether it is attached to
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another Quranic verse or group of verses or other inscription type, then the number of
the Quranic quotation, which is documented in the indexes. The verses are listed
according to the order of the suras in the Quran and according to the order of the verses
within the sura.
Charts illustrate the frequency of the various types of inscriptions on the exterior
and interior of the monuments of each period. They apply to the inscriptions that are
documented in the indexes, and the frequency of the Quranic inscriptions illustrated on
the charts includes both the purely Quranic quotations and the Quranic quotations
attached to other types of inscriptions, most often the foundation and the date.
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Chapter 1
Monumental Quranic Inscriptions: Previous Analyses

Earlier explorations of Islamic inscriptions started with the extensive
chronological documentation on monuments scattered in different regions of the
Islamic world.1 Soon afterwards, art historians’ concern moved beyond
documentation to examine the perception of the inscriptions questioning whether
inscriptions were denotative or connotative, informative or symbolic. Grabar, in a
long essay on Islamic writing states that the understanding of Islamic inscriptions is
based on two main experiences of perception: literal and visual. Literal perception
means reading the literal content of the inscription. However, visual perception is
based on the interaction between the viewer and the stylistic form of the inscription.2
The literal content of Islamic inscriptions was of various categories. One is
based on the sacred book, the Quran; the others were derived from other literary
sources, such as the prophetic tradition,3 philosophy,4 poetry, pious and glorifying
phrases and historical information, such as names of patrons and dates. Sometimes
these types were used exclusively and at other times two types or more were used
1

The two principal sources of Islamic inscriptions so far are the MCIA (Materiaux pour un Corpus

Inscriptionum Arabicarum), the series initiated by Max Van Berchem in the early twentieth century
and the RCEA (Repertoire Chronologique d’Épigraphie Arabe), the chronological list of Arabic
inscriptions started under the editorship of Etienne Combe, Jean Sauvaget and Gaston Wiet in 1931.
2

Grabar, Mediation of Ornament, 103-10.

3

Such as the Shi‘i hadith that is inscribed on the interior of the dome of Masjid-i Shah in Isfahan

(1611-6), Nathan, Islam, 115.
4

See, for example, Socrates’ words that are inscribed on the main façade of tomb Shahi-i Zinda in

Samarkand (1385-6), Blair and Bloom, Art and Architecture, 42.

1

together. Specifying the type of perception of these inscriptions is based on two main
aspects of the appearance of the inscription: the architectural location and its form.
Because of the high architectural placement of some inscriptions, the
complexity of the scripts used and the existence of some epigraphic mistakes,5 art
historians mostly agree that the importance of Islamic inscriptions lies in the
connotative interpretations that could be attributed to the visual perception of their
physical appearance rather than the limited information that could be drawn from
reading their literal content. Reading monumental inscriptions according to
Ettinghausen is “based on previous knowledge and not word by word recitation”, but
for the vast majority of the congregation and passersby they remain
incomprehensible.6 Quranic inscriptions were used extensively on Muslim structures,
either alone or attached to other type of inscriptions. Since “every Muslim knew the
Quran, or at least long parts of it, by heart”,7 various approaches have been
presupposed to examine whether monumental Quranic inscriptions were read or
merely seen. In other words, were they perceived visually or literally?
Ettinghausen states that Quranic inscriptions were not necessary to be
readable because whatever their architectural placements on a building they were
symbols demonstrating the true faith in general and that of the patron and the whole
community that identified themselves with this sacred building.8 Again, neglecting the
various styles of the scripts by which Quranic inscriptions were inscribed and their
high architectural placements, Dodd and Khairallah argue that reading Quranic

5

Ettinghausen, “Arabic Epigraphy: Communication”, 299.

6

Ibid., 306.

7

Dodd & Khairallah, The Image of the Word, vol. 1, 26.

8

Ettinghausen, “Arabic Epigraphy: Communication”, 307.

2

quotations was unnecessary because “a verse from the Quran does not have to be read
in order for it to have meaning. It exists eternally, of and for and by itself, and it does
not exist in the reader, nor does it depend on the reader and it does not even have to be
read to be appreciated”.9 The concept of using Quranic inscriptions on Islamic
monuments, they argue, was inspired intellectually by the abstract religious thoughts
of classical Western medieval art, and artistically, by Christian pictorial
representations. Philosophically, in Greek and Roman thought God is identified by the
term Logos, which means the word or natural law. It conveys divine aspects not
human ones. However, in Christianity God, the Logos, is revealed and represented
through the image of the Son, Jesus, in a human form. Therefore, they claim that in
Islam, the presence of God is acknowledged through the eternal image of His word,
the Quran.10
This visual perception of Quranic inscriptions implies that any Quranic verse
or group of verses, whatever its theme, could have appeared on various types of
Islamic monuments.11 However, this is not the case. Hillenbrand states that the
variety of Quranic verses was theoretically wide, but in practice was limited.
Statistically, 36 out of 114 suras of the Quran never appeared on Islamic architecture.
33 suras are represented only by a single verse. Only verses from a few suras,
namely nos. 2, 3, 9, 17, 24, 48, 112 and 114 are utilized very often in decoration.

9

Dodd & Khairallah, The Image of the Word, vol. 1, 25-6.

10

Ibid., 2-18.

11

The Quran has six major themes: doctrine, the universe, the stories of the foregoing nations, Islamic

legislation, morality and the Day of Resurrection.

3

Moreover, from each of these few suras only few verses were commonly chosen.12
What was the rationale behind such choices?
Through studying the literal subject of some common Quranic verses and
their relation to the buildings on which they are inscribed, art historians have ascribed
certain functional and symbolic values to Quranic verses on Islamic monuments and
divided them into five categories. The first is Quranic verses that were used merely as
general pious statements and had nothing to do with the function of the building as a
whole or any of its architectural parts. The main subject of these verses is the basic
doctrine of Islam. The most significant example of which is the Throne verse 2:255.
It occurs throughout the centuries, over all Islamic regions, on all building types and
on every architectural part. No rationale could be drawn for its extensive use; the only
available theoretical reason being that it “exalts God in the most elevated language”.13
The second subject of Quranic verses is those identifying function. Verse
9:18, for example, was the most frequently used verse in mosque inscriptions mainly
because it contains the word masajid. Nevertheless, not all the Quranic verses that
have the word masjid (or its plural masajid) were used to decorate mosques, only
verses 72:18, 2:144 (the verse that mentions the qibla direction) and 17:1 (the verse of
the Night Journey) appeared in quantity.14 According to Hillenbrand verse 9:18 is the
only one that “symbolizes the role of the mosque in Muslim society by laying down
12

Hillenbrand, “Quranic Epigraphy”, 172-173. His valuation must be tentative because it is based on

the incomplete indexes of Dodd & Khairallah, The Image of the Word, vol. 2.
13

Ibid., 174.

14

See ‘Abd al-Baqi, al-Mu’jam al-Mufahras, 345. The verses that have the word masjid or al-masjid

are the following: 2:144, 2:149, 2:150, 2:191, 2:196, 2:217, 5:2, 7:29, 7:31, 8:34, 9:7, 9:19, 9:28,
9:107, 9:108, 17:1, 17:7, 18:21, 22:25, 48:25 and 48:27. The verses that have the word masajid are the
following: 2:114, 2:187, 9:17, 19:18, 22:40 and 72:18.
4

laws of conduct for those who wish to be worthy of tending it”.15 Another example is
the Quranic verses that are inscribed on the Nilometer (199/814-5; Index 79) whose
function was to measure the height of the water of the Nile; most of them are directly
associated with water, such as verses 16:10-11, 22:5, 22:63, 25:48-9 and 32:27.16
The third category is verses verifying certain religious iconographic
meanings. For instance, most art historians assume that the Light verse 24:35 on a
mihrab enclosing a lamp suspended from its arch emphasizes its long traditional
religious “metaphor of spiritual illumination”.17 However, its appearance on
architectural parts other than the mihrab, such as surrounding the two windows of the
third band of the northern minaret of the al-Hakim mosque (380-403/990-1013; Index
15) and its absence on numerous mihrabs weakens such an assumption (Pl. 1).18 Also
attempting to make association between the literal meaning of Quranic inscriptions
and the symbolic meaning of some traditional decorative motifs, Dodd and Khairallah
claim that the Quranic inscription band running below the ceiling decorating the outer
and inner sides of the central octagonal arcade of the Dome of the Rock (72/691-2) is
an explanation of the pictorial symbols below, even though there is no correspondence
between the literal meaning of the Quranic verses and the old traditional symbolic
meaning of the decorative motifs.19 The vines, vases and cornucopia represent eternal
15

Hillenbrand, “Quranic Epigraphy”, 176.

16

Dodd & Khairallah, The Image of the Word, vol. 1, 31-2.

17

Hillenbrand, “Quranic Epigraphy”, 181.

18

Creswell, MAE, plates 24a and b. Nuha Khoury in her article “The Mihrab Image”, 17-8 has studied

several flat mihrabs with lamps and candlesticks and surprisingly the most common Quranic verse
inscribed on them is the Throne verse 2:255 “Ayat al-Kursi”, not the Light verse 24:35 “Ayat al-Nur”
as most art historians believe.
19

Dodd & Khairallah, The Image of the Word, vol. 1, 19-26.

5

life in paradise and crowns and jewels connote the majesty and the absolute authority
of the Divine Kingdom. However, the literal meaning of the Quranic quotation
denounces the idea of the Trinity, expounds the proper view of Jesus as a Prophet of
God and as His servant and messenger, and declares God’s Unity and Muhammad’s
mission as His messenger.20
The forth category is verses commemorating historical events. This category
is divided into two types. The first type is those that mention a historical event, such
as verse 17:1 (the verse of the Night Journey).21 The second type is those that have
been connected by art historians to a historical event whose date coincides with the
date of the building construction. For instance, Grabar in his article “The inscription
of the Madrasah-Mausoleum of Qaytbay” assumes that the choice of the verses of the
victory sura, 48:1-5, was the result of commemorating a military victory that
coincided with the completion of the building.22
The fifth group is verses identifying a certain sectarian group.23 For instance,
the third part of verse 33:33 was inscribed on some Fatimid Cairene monuments, such
as the band above the central mihrab of the mausoleum of Sayyida Ruqayya
(527/1133; Index 273) (Pl. 2) and the large medallion above the central gateway of the
mosque of al-Aqmar (519/1125; Index 33) (Pl. 9b). This part of the verse mentions
20

Kessler, “Abd al-Malik’s Inscription”, 4-12. I disregard the name of the patron and the date of

construction in the outer inscription of the octagon because my main concern here is the Quranic text.
21

Its citations are all from Jerusalem, although it is cited with the subsequent verses 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 1-8,

1-9, 1-12, 1-13 from other regions like India and Iran; see Dodd & Khairallah, The Image of the Word,
vol. 2, 71.
22

Grabar, “The Inscription of the Madrasa-Mausoleum of Qaytbay”, 467-8. The political event

discussed was the military victory over Suwar in the upper Euphrates in 876 A.H.
23

Bierman, Writing Signs, 8.

6

the people of the house of the Prophet (ahl al-bayt), and it rarely appeared on
buildings of other dynasties.24
Yet, the limited number of the Quranic verses of each category and the
repeated use of some Quranic quotations in different locations devalues the notion that
the Quranic inscriptions were deliberately chosen for the appropriateness of their
content to the buildings or the architectural elements they adorn. Only in two cases
can one say that a Quranic quotation was carefully selected: if it was frequently used
on the same building or architectural element and never appeared on others or if it was
composed of different verses from different suras, either complete, partial or both, to
ensure that its meaning is relevant to the building it adorns.25 However, these were
exceptional cases. Of the former, verse 2:144 (the verse that mentions the qibla
direction) for example frequently appeared on mihrabs and rarely on other
architectural parts.26 Of the latter, the only thoroughly investigated example is the
Dome of the Rock (72/691-2) and the symbolic significance of its message was
evident only in its own time.27
Although the Quranic suras and verses used in Islamic inscriptions are
limited and thus repetitive, the indexes of The Image of The Word show that a
particular Quranic verse or a group of verses appeared in certain regions of the Islamic
world but never in others. For example, verses 21, 21-4 and 22-3 from sura 59
“Mustering” are cited several times on monuments in India but never in Cairo or Iran.
Moreover, certain verses dominated in certain regions. For instance verse 9:18 is
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For the literal content of the used part of verse 33:33 see page 97.
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Hillenbrand, “Quranic Epigraphy”, 172 & 181.
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cited three times in India, eight times in Iran and forty six times in Cairo.28
Furthermore, there are verses dedicated to a certain building type, which never
appeared on others, such as verses on sabils, and verses dedicated to a certain
architectural element, which never appeared on others like the previously discussed
verse 2:144. However, this deliberate selection of some Quranic verses is also
inconsistent in all regions. For example, most of the citations of verse 2:144 are in
Cairene monuments. So, as Islamic architecture has regional stylistic variations, there
might have been also distinction in content, locations and forms of inscriptions on the
monuments of the various regions of the Islamic world.
Locations and forms of inscriptions have rarely been investigated by art
historians. However, several arguments have been made regarding the various styles
of scripts. Blair states that the “complexity and elaboration of the script took place at
the same time as the proliferation of the semi-independent dynasties”.29 In other
words, each dynasty might have had its own distinctive style of script that works as a
visual form expressing its religious and political identity.30 Bierman, for example,
considers that the complexity and ambiguity of the floriated kufic script on Fatimid
monuments stand out as specific embodiments of their Isma‘ili theology.31 Moreover,
for Grabar, the skillfully executed script is an indicator of the social and political
hierarchy of the patronage.32 So, the style of the script and the stylistic forms of the
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inscriptions on the monuments of a ruling dynasty might be an indicator of its political
and religious tenets as well as the various levels of its patronage.
So to be more rational and consistent, the investigation of monumental
inscriptions needs to be further focused on a particular type of inscription or on a
specific type of monument in a certain region. Since Quranic inscriptions dominate
the epigraphic decoration of Cairene Islamic religious monuments, this thesis
investigates the Quranic inscriptions of some selected religious monuments of each
main era of the Islamic history of Cairo: Fatimid, Mamluk and Ottoman. The
questions examined are the following: what was the frequency of utilizing Quranic
inscriptions compared to other types of inscriptions? What are the common
architectural locations of Quranic quotations compared to other types of inscriptions?
Regardless of the form of the script, whether naskhi or kufic, what were the common
stylistic visual forms of inscriptions on religious monuments of each period - linear,
concentric, square, etc.? What are the common Quranic verses that were inscribed on
the religious monuments of each period? Were certain Quranic verses used in a certain
era that never appeared in others? Were certain Quranic verses dedicated to certain
architectural features, such as façades, domes, minarets, etc.? Did these locations
change from one period to another? What are the subjects of the Quranic verses of
each period? And finally, the most puzzling question: were Quranic inscriptions
chosen casually or with deliberation?

9

Chapter 2
Quranic Verses: Citation and Formation

The first step in analyzing a monumental Quranic quotation is reading its
Arabic text, using a concordance to identify the text, citing it according to the versenumbering system of the commonly used Arabic Quran and transcribing it. The
documentation of Quranic inscriptions in the earlier sources is ambiguous in two
aspects. On the one hand, it is based only on numerical citations of the Quranic verses
inscribed on monuments, and the verse-numbering system used for citation does not
necessarily match the verse-numbering system of the commonly used Arabic Quran.
On the other hand, it does not clarify whether the cited verse was complete or partial,
and if the latter, which was inscribed. Thereupon, in brief, I will draw light on the
various verse-numbering systems of the Arabic text of the Quran existing in several
areas of the Islamic lands, as well as the various fashions of quoting Quranic verses.
All monumental Quranic inscriptions documented in MCIA and RCEA are
cited according to the numbering system of the Arabic Quran published by Gustavs
Flügel in 1834, which is totally different from the verse-numbering system of the
commonly used Arabic Quran that is based on the verse-numbering system of the
considered authoritative Cairene edition published in 1342/1924 under the patronage
of Fu’ad I king of Egypt (r. 1335-55/1917-36). In fact, the difficulty of the problem of
the various verse-numbering systems is that not all Eastern art historians are aware of
the existence of the Western Flügel copy of the Arabic text of the Quran, and likewise,
both Eastern and Western art historians are not sufficiently informed about the
different verse-numbering systems of the Arabic text of the Quran existing in the
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Eastern regions.33 Thus, much former research on Quranic inscriptions loses its
credibility because it depends mostly on the Flügel numerical citation of Quranic
verses and it does not take into account the different numbering systems.
Grabar in his article, “The Inscription of The Madrasah-Mausoleum of
Qaytbay” cites only the numbers of the Quranic verses inscribed on the complex
without transcribing their text. For the reader, it is difficult to follow numerical
citations without examining the literal content of the verses. Checking his citations of
the verses in the standard Quran, I found that, for instance, verses 9:129-130 must be
wrong as no verse 130 exists at all in sura 9, and the Throne verse to which he refers
is 2:255 not 2:256.34 Disappointingly, most of the analytical studies concerning
monumental Quranic inscriptions follow the same method of refering to previous
citations without checking the accuracy of the documented verses with the actual text
on the monument under consideration.
For example, even though Dodd and Khairallah expend appreciable effort to
match Flügel’s numbering system and the numbering system of the 1342/1924
Cairene copy of the Quran in Index I of volume 2 of their work, The Image of the
Word, they go astray in their analyses of the Quranic verses on the main portal of the
complex of sultan Hasan. They have developed their hypothesis as if the Quranic
quotation inscribed on the portal is the Light verse whose citation in MCIA is 24:36-7

33

At the beginning of my study, I was surprised at the difference between the numerical citation of the

Quranic verses documented in the consulted sources and their actual numbers in the Quran until I read
Blair’s book Islamic Inscriptions, 210-17, in which she gives a good account of the existence of the
Flügel and North African editions of the Arabic text of the Quran. Each has a verse-numbering system
different from the commonly used Arabic Quran.
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to which they refer.35 By investigating both Flügel and the 1342/1924 Cairene copies
of the Quran, I found that the Arabic text of verses 24:36-37 in both Qurans is the
same and it is not the Light verse, the verse on which they based their symbolic
hypothesis; in both Qurans, the number of the Light verse is 35 from the same sura
24. If we examine the portal of the actual monument, we will find that the Quranic
text contains verses 36-37, as they cited, but not the Light verse that they analyzed (Pl.
3), which makes their subsequent extensive analyses irrelevant.36
Until recently the most widely used Arabic text of the Quran in the West was
Flügel’s edition. However, the 1342/1924 Cairene copy has been authoritative for
most of the Islamic lands except North-West Africa and India where they have their
own text traditions. Flügel’s edition of the Quran corresponds neither to any
traditional readings nor represents any type of oriental written-text traditions.37 So
what are the various verse-numbering systems of the Arabic Qurans existing in the
Eastern Islamic lands? And in what way is the 1342/1924 Cairene copy authoritative?
Adrian Brockett in his thesis Studies in Two Transmissions of the Quran has
studied these questions.38 He states that the 1342/1924 Cairene edition of the Quran
and the common North-west African edition of the Quran are the result of two oral

35

Dodd and Khairallah, The Image of The Word, vol. 2, Index I, 86.
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transmissions known to day as Hafs and Warsh.39 They are called by the names of
their respective second-century transmitters. The 1342/1924 Cairene copy of the
Quran follows the Hafs transmission, but the West and North-West African one
employs the Warsh transmission as it is presented in the front-page of the consulted
copy (Q3) (Pl. 4).40 At the beginning, one might have thought that each transmission
has its own single fixed written-text tradition.41 Yet, this is not the case. As it is
documented that each reading of the ten readings of the Quran has eight ways of
recitation,42 the Hafs transmission has a large variety of written-text traditions:
Iranian, Indian, Turkish and Egyptian, and within each tradition there are variations.43
The major difference among these traditions, which causes confusion in giving and
verifying references, is the divergent verse-numbering systems.
There are various verse-numbering systems: Kufan, Syrian, Meccan and first
and second Medinese; the Egyptian and Turkish written-text traditions of Hafs
transmission are according to the Kufan verse-numbering system.44 For the Iranian
tradition, the Quran copies that were published before the 1342/1924 Cairene copy
have an uncommon verse-numbering system, while the copies published after the
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I have used a Quran (Q1) that is published in Egypt whose verse-numbering system is based on that

of the 1342/1924 Cairene copy. Also, for checking and assurance, I examined a copy of both Flügel’s
Quran (Q2) and the Quran used in the common Moroccan mosques (Q3).
40

Brockett, Studies in Two Transmissions, 7.
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publication of the 1342/1924 Cairene copy have the Kufan verse-numbering system.45
The verse-numbering system of Indian copies is different in a number of places; some
copies follow Syrian numbering, others follow either Meccan or second Medinese
numbering and some are without numbering at all.46 Yet, since the 1920’s, Indians
have been aware of this, and several later copies have been made to be consistent with
the 1342/1924 Cairene edition.47
Likewise, although there are only a small number of copies of the Quran
published according to the Warsh transmission, the previous variations that were
mentioned in the Hafs transmission are found in Warsh copies of the Quran.48 There
are copies published in Tunisia, Morocco, Nigeria, Algeria and Cairo, but no
information has been given about the variations among their verse-numbering
systems.49 Surprisingly, the Cairo Warsh copy that Brockett investigated was printed
under the permission of al-Azhar. By investigating the copy (Q3) available to me, I
found that it is also checked and printed by permit from al-Azhar in 1975 despite its

45

See ibid., 19:21 & 50 for more information about the two Persian copies of the Quran that were

published before and after the 1342/1924 Cairene copy.
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emphasizes that both the graphic differences and the various verse-numbering systems of the writtentext traditions have no effect on the consonantal text of the Quran or the meaning of its content, and
both Hafs and Warsh transmissions are of the same consonantal text.
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different verse-numbering system that does not correspond with that of the 1342/1924
Cairene copy (Pl. 5).
Nevertheless, the 1342/1924 Cairene Hafs Quran is justified, principally, to
be the only one claiming ‘Uthmanic authority because its written-text tradition is
based on the recorded oral tradition of the first century rather than the written-text
tradition of the last ten or later centuries.50 Accordingly, the Hafs transmission and its
written-text tradition that has the Kufan verse-numbering system have become
authoritative in most Islamic lands, and this is acknowledged, for example, in the
explanatory page of a modern copy of the Quran (Q1) (Pl. 6). Therefore, the first
recommendation concerning the documentation of monumental Quranic inscriptions is
that the numerical citation of the Quranic verses should follow the Kufan versenumbering system of the 1342/1924 Cairene Hafs Quran. In addition, since the
inscribed section of the verse or group of verses will not be apparent from merely a
numerical citation, the second requirement in the documentation of monumental
Quranic inscriptions is the transcription of its text to specify the various forms of
selecting Quranic verses. But, what are the various ways of quoting verses from the
Quran?
Quranic quotations inscribed on monuments could be simply one complete
verse, a single partial verse, a group of consecutive verses from one sura or a group of
verses from different suras, either complete, partial or paraphrased. Actually, the
Quranic inscription bands that decorate the faces of the inner octagonal arcade of the
earliest Islamic monument, the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem (72/691-2), provide us
with the various fashions of quoting Quranic verses to formulate monumental Quranic
50

Ibid., 9 & 39. Jeffery states that the ‘Uthmanic Quran depends on the Madinan Codex, which had
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quotations. The outer face of the arcade has segments of inscriptions separated by
rosettes. They are as follows:
The first segment consists of the basmala, the complete sura 112 inserted
between the first part of the shahada that testifies to the Unity of God and the second
part of it that testifies that Muhammad is the Messenger of God, prayer be upon Him.
It represents the use of the complete sura (henceforth abbreviated as CS).
( و3) ( لم يلد و لم يولد2) ( ﷲ الصمد1) بسم ﷲ الرحمن الرحيم ال إله إال ﷲ وحده ال شريك له قل ھو ﷲ أحد
( محمد رسول ﷲ صلي ﷲ عليه4) لم يكن له كفوا أحد
Basmala, there is no god but God, One, without associates, “Say He is God the One
and Only; God the Eternal Absolute; He begetteth not nor is He begotten; and there is
none like unto Him” 112 (CS), Muhammad is the envoy of God may God bless him.
The second segment consists of the basmala and the complete verse 33:56
inserted after the full statement of the shahada. It shows the utilization of the
complete verse (henceforth abbreviated as CV).
 يا،بسم ﷲ الرحمن الرحيم ال إله إال ﷲ وحده ال شريك له محمد رسول ﷲ إن ﷲ ومالئكته يصلون علي النبي
(56:33) أيھا الذين أمنوا صلوا عليه و سلموا تسليما
Basmala, there is no god but God, One, without associates, Muhammad is the envoy
of God, “God and His Angels send blessing on the Prophet O ye that believe send ye
blessings on him and salute him with all respect” 33:56 (CV).
The third segment consists of verse 17:111, whose first word is omitted,
which is " "وقلmeaning, “say”, attached to the basmala and the first part of the
shahada. It shows the use of the first type of the partial verse (henceforth abbreviated
as PV1), which is omitting words from the verse, either from its beginning or its end,
without affecting the grammatical structure of the quoted part.
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الذي لم يتخذ ولدا ولم يكن له شريك في الملك و لم يكن له

بسم ﷲ الرحمن الرحيم ال إله إال ﷲ وحده الحمد
(111)  و كبره تكبيرا،ولي من الذل

Basmala, there is no god but God, One, “Praise be to God Who begets no son, and has
no partner in His dominion nor needs He any to protect Him from humiliation yea,
magnify Him for His greatness and glory” 17:111 (PV1).
The fourth segment consists of a Quranic quotation that was formulated from
two partial verses: the second section of verse 64:1 and the last two sections of verse
57:2 inserted between the first and second parts of the shahada.51 This segment shows
the second type of the partial verses (henceforth abbreviated as PV2), which is using a
sentence or a group of sentences of a verse or a group of verses.
، يحي و يميت،... (1) ...، له الملك و له الحمد،... بسم ﷲ الرحمن الرحيم ال إله إال ﷲ وحده و ال شريك له
( محمد رسول ﷲ صلي ﷲ عليه وتقبل شفعته يوم القيامة في أمته2) وھو علي كل شئ قدير
Basmala, there is no god but God, One, “to Him belongs dominion and to Him
belongs praise” 64:1 (PV2) “it is He Who gives life and death; and He has power over
all things” 57:2 (PV2), Muhammad is the envoy of God, may God bless him and grant
his intercession on the day of resurrection for his community.
What does a sentence of a verse mean? The long verses of the Quran are
divided into various sentences. What controls such division? Among the features of
the modern written-text tradition of either the Cairene Hafs Quran or the Warsh one
are the recitations details, the most important of which is the stop-reciting marks that
divide the long verse into subdivisions that vary in number according to the length of
the verse.52 Each section forms a complete meaningful sentence. The Quranic
51
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sentence marking where the locations of the requisite stops, where reciters are permitted to stop
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quotations of this segment are sections of verses, and each is located between two
stop-reciting marks. The fifth segment has the full statement of the shahada and no
Quranic quotations and the sixth segment has the foundation inscription containing
the name of the patron and the date.53
In fact, this second type of partial verse implies that, during this early period,
there might have been traditional readings corresponding with that of Hafs, claiming
‘Uthmanic authority. Also, it explains why Flügel’s copy of the Quran corresponds
neither to any of the traditional readings nor represents any written-text traditions.
Not only it has a different verse-numbering system, but it also lacks any of the
common features of the traditional written-text, among them the recitation details. It
is simply a naskhi Arabic text with basic vocalization for correct readings divided into
thirty chapters like the 1342/1924 Cairene copy and the verses are divided into
uncommon number to be of almost equal length. It seems that Flügel’s division of the
Quran was based on a hybrid selection of various numbering systems to provide a
simple version for non-Arabic speakers.
The inscription of the inner face of the octagon contains a single continuous
statement whose text is as follows:
، يحي و يميت،... (1:64) ...، له الملك و له الحمد،... بسم ﷲ الرحمن الرحيم ال إله إال ﷲ وحده و ال شريك له
 يا أيھا الذين أمنوا،( محمد عبد ﷲ ورسوله إن ﷲ ومالئكته يصلون علي النبي2:57) وھو علي كل شئ قدير
( صلي ﷲ عليه والسلم عليه ورحمت ﷲ يأھل الكتاب ال تغلوا في دينكم وال56:33) صلوا عليه و سلموا تسليما
 فأمنوا، إنما المسيح عيسي ابن مريم رسول ﷲ و كلمته ألقاھا إلي مريم وروح منه،تقولوا علي ﷲ إال الحق
 سبحانه أن يكون له ولد له ما في السموات، إنما ﷲ إله واحد، انتھوا خيرا لكم، وال تقولوا ثالثة،با و رسله
recitation or where stop recitation is prohibited; they control the logic of the literal meaning of the
verse.
53
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،وال المالئكة المقربون

( لن يستنكف المسيح أن يكون عبدا171:4)  وكفي با وكيال،و ما في األرض

( اللھم صلي علي رسولك و عبدك عيسي172:4) ومن يستنكف عن عبادته ويستكبر فسيحشرھم إليه جميعا
 قول الحق الذي،( ذلك عيسي ابن مريم33:19) ابن مريم والسلم عليه يوم ولد و يوم يموت ويوم يبعث حيا
( و35:19)  إذا قضي أمرا فإنما يقول له كن فيكون،أن يتخذ من ولد سبحانه

( ما كان34:19) فيه يمترون

( شھد ﷲ أنه ال إله إال ھو و المالئكة و أولوا العلم36:19) إن ﷲ ربي و ربكم فاعبدوه ھذا صراط مستقيم
 وما اختلف الذين أوتوا الكتاب إال،( إن الدين عند ﷲ اإلسالم18:3)  ال إله ‘ال ھو العزيز الحكيم،قائما بالقسط
(19:3)  و من يكفر بآيات ﷲ فإن ﷲ سريع الحساب،من بعد ما جاءھم العلم بغيا بينھم
Basmala, there is no god but God, One, without associates, “to Him belongs dominion
and to Him belongs praise” 64:1 (PV2), “it is He Who gives life and death; and He
has power over all things” 57:2 (PV2), Muhammad is the servant of God and His
envoy, “God and His Angels send blessing on the Prophet O ye that believe send ye
blessings on him and salute him with all respect” 33:56 (CV), may God bless him and
peace upon him and the mercy of God, “O people of the book commit no excesses in
your religion nor say of God aught but the truth, Christ Jesus the son of Mary was no
more than an Apostle of God and His word, which He bestowed on Mary and a Spirit
proceeding from Him so believe in God and His apostles, say not Trinity, desist it will
be better for you, for God is One God, Glory be to Him far exalted is He above
Having a son, to Him belong all things in the heavens and the earth, and enough is
God as a disposer of affairs; Christ disdaineth not to serve and worship God nor do the
angels those nearest to God, those who disdain His worship and are arrogant He will
gather them all together unto Himself to answer” 4:171-2 (CCV), God bless your
envoy and your servant Jesus son of Mary, “so peace on him the day he was born, the
day that he dies, and the day that he will be raised up to life again” 19:15 (PR), “such
was Jesus the son of Mary, it is a statement of truth about which they vainly dispute; it
is not befitting to the majesty of God that He should beget a son Glory be to Him,
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when He determines a matter He only says to it be and it is; verily God is my Lord
and your Lord Him therefore serve ye this is a way that is straight” 19:34-6 (CCV)
“There is no god but He that is the witness of God, His angels and those endued with
knowledge standing firm on justice, there is no god but He the Exalted in power the
Wise; the religion before God is Islam (submission to His will), nor did the people of
the book dissent there from except through envy of each other after knowledge had
come to them, but if any deny the signs of God, God is swift in calling to account”
3:18-9 (CCV).54
This Quranic statement is considered the longest single continuous religious
statement from both early and later Islamic times.55 The notable feature of this band
of Quranic inscription is that it does not have any division into sections by phrases,
such as basmala, sadaqa Allah, etc. It consists of the following types of Quranic
verses: 64:1 (PV2) and 57:2 (PV2) and complete consecutive verses (henceforth
abbreviated as CCV), such as verses 4:171-2, 19:34-6 and 3:18-19. The unique part
of this statement is the part that is documented as verse 19:33. This part of the
statement is neither a complete nor a partial verse. In sura 19, “Surat Maryam” there
are the following two verses: 19:15 and 19:33. The literal text of each is as follows:
"(15) "و سلم عليه يوم ولد و يوم يموت ويوم يبعث حيا
“So peace on him the day he was born, the day that he dies, and the day that he will be
raised up to life again”
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"(33) "و السلم علي يوم ولدت و يوم أموت و يوم أبعث حيا
“So peace is on me the day I was born, the day that I die, and the day that I shall be
raised up to life again”56
However, the text inscribed in the Dome of the Rock is as follows (Pl. 7):
""والسلم عليه يوم ولد و يوم يموت ويوم يبعث حيا
The two principal differences between these two verses are the existence of
the alif-lam in the first word and the change in the pronouns of Jesus. While the aliflam exists in the first word of verse 19:33, wa al-salam, it does not exist in the first
word of verses 19:15. Furthermore, whereas the pronouns of verse 19:15 are of the
third person, the absent, al-gha’ib, they are of the first person, the speaker, almutakallim in verse 19:33. If we examine the text of the Dome of the Rock, we will
find that the text of the full verse 19:15 is used except the first word that is substituted
by the one that has the alif-lam of verse 19:33. What does such selection imply?
This modified verse of the Dome of the Rock implies two things. The whole
verse might have been an excerpt from an existing written-text of the Quran in which
verse 19:15 had a different reading, wa al-salam from that we have in our Cairene
Hafs Quran, wa salam.57 However, since there is no evidence of the existence of a
complete written-text of the Quran during this early period, we can assume that the
text of the Dome of the Rock might have been a paraphrasing from both verses
forming a phrase that has the pronouns of the third person, al-gha’ib rather than that
of the first person, al-mutakallim, who was Jesus himself, and the first word that has
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the alif-lam, whose existence may affect philologically the recommended literal
meaning of the word.
If we compare the inscription bands on the outer and inner faces of the
octagon of the Dome of the Rock, we find that they consist of religious statements
attached to Quranic verses. The religious statements used in the segments of the outer
inscription band are almost the same but the Quranic verse or verses attached to each
are different. Their principle themes are the Unity of God, Muhammad as His
Prophet, that God has no sons or partners in His dominion and His omnipotence in
giving life and death. The Quranic verses in the inner inscription band, however, are
dominant, and although they are of different length and forms no means of division is
present among them. Their major religious topic is denunciation of the Christian
belief in the Trinity.
The general symbolic concept of the visual perception of the existence of the
Quranic inscription bands in the interior of the Dome of the Rock, which is
acknowledging the presence of God, does not help to perceive the main topic of the
religious statement. Contrary to this is the literal perception. Reading the inscriptions
helps to differentiate between the universal religious message of the outer inscription
band, and the specific religious topic represented in the inner inscription band.58 Since
the second inscription band is highly charged religiously and must be legible, it was
put in the more visible architectural location, which is the inner face of the central
octagonal arcade.
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In fact, the example of the inscription bands in the interior of the Dome of the
Rock motivate us to claim that reading monumental inscriptions is indispensable for
three main reasons. The first is to differentiate various types of inscriptions.59 The
second is to identify the form of the verses that compose the Quranic quotation and
finally to specify whether the inscription band was formulated casually or with
intention to indicate religious, political or functional implications. However, two
other questions arise here that need further investigation. The first is what aspects
control the legibility of monumental inscriptions other than the high architectural
locations and the complexity of the styles of scripts? The second is who might have
been the audience of the monumental inscriptions in general and Quranic ones in
particular?
Indeed, the Dome of the Rock has been of special interest for most art
historians because it is the earliest Islamic monument and because of its uniqueness in
location, architectural form, decoration and presumably function. Nonetheless, the
exploration of its inscriptions alone is not sufficient to answer such questions. Thus
the following chapters are an attempt to explore the various forms of Quranic
quotations inscribed on Cairene Islamic religious monuments to find out, beside the
general visual religious symbolism of their appearance on the monuments, whether
they were readable, what might have been their explicit or implicit messages, and to
whom they were addressed.
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Chapter 3
The Fatimid Epoch

1. Types of Fatimid religious monuments
Studying Quranic inscriptions on Fatimid monuments is problematic because
the number of extant buildings is relatively limited and not all of their architectural
and decorative features are preserved. The original mosque of al-Azhar, for example,
the first Fatimid religious building constructed in Cairo (359/970; Index 97) is greatly
altered. Only a few Fatimid parts of it are still preserved: the dome in front of the
entrance to the transept, built by the caliph al-Hafiz li Din-Allah (524-44/1130-49)
and pieces from the original back wall of the sanctuary.60 Thus, the al-Hakim mosque
(380-403/990-1013; Index 15), whose patron was originally the caliph al-‘Aziz (r.
365-86/975-996) and which was completed by the caliph al-Hakim (r. 386-411/9961020), is essentially the earliest surviving Fatimid mosque. The other two surviving
mosques are al-Aqmar (Index 33) which was patronized by the vizier Ma’mun alBata’ihi in 519/1125 and al-Salih Tala’i‘ (Index 116) which was patronized by the
vizier Tala’i‘ ibn Ruzzik in 555/1160. Fatimid mosques are of two categories. The
first is congregational mosques patronized by the caliphs, which have a T-shaped
arcuated plan. The second is small neighborhood mosques patronized by viziers, also
with a arcuated plan.
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Mausoleums constitute the largest second type of surviving Fatimid religious
monuments. The Fatimids had two separate funerary traditions. The first was the
funerary tradition of the court consisting of a private shrine within the royal
residential complex following the Sunna of the Prophet who was buried in his
residence. However, nothing of those private royal shrines has survived. The second
is of the local population who built shrines and tombs in the Qarafa al-Kurba, the
great popular cemetery east of Fustat to commemorate the people of the house (ahl albayt), who were descendants of Ja‘far al-Sadiq, the sixth Shi‘i imam after ‘Ali and
who was among the first ‘Alid families to settle in Egypt. Most of them were built
during the 6th/12th century.61 They are of three architectural types. The first is a
square domed chamber, like the mausoleums of al-Ja‘fari and ‘Atika (6th/12th; Index
333) and that of Ikhwat Yusuf (c. 1120-25; Index 301). The second is a square domed
pavilion, such as the mausoleum of al-Hasawati (c. 1125-50; Index 315). The third is
that of the mausoleum of Sayyida Ruqayya (527/1133; Index 273), which consists of a
triple arcade leading to a rectangular sanctuary divided into three bays; the central one
is square and covered with a dome. The sanctuary of the mashhad of al-Juyushi, the
earliest commemorative Fatimid structure (478/1085; Index 304), has the same plan as
that of Sayyida Ruqayya; however, an entry vestibule and a sahn lead to it (Figs. 1 &
2).
It has been assumed among art historians that inscriptions on Fatimid
religious monuments have propagandistic message embodying their Isma‘ili political
and spiritual ideologies.62 To prove or disprove such an assumption, it is necessary to
review the principals of Fatimid political and religious ideology.
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2. The Fatimid da‘wa and dawla
The Fatimid rulers were Isma‘ili Muslims, a sect of Shi‘i Islam, named after
Isma‘il, the eldest son of Ja‘far al-Sadiq.63 They ruled Egypt for more than two
hundred years. The propaganda of their state (dawla) was based primarily on their
religious ideology (da‘wa). The soul of the da‘wa was the recognition of the living
Imam of the time (imam al-zaman) as divinely guided and who has the ultimate
authority to interpret (ta’wil) the esoteric meaning (batin) of the exoteric (zahir)
words of the Quran; the acceptance and obedience to his words are essential to reach
the true belief (al-iman).64 However, for Fatimid caliphs, the spread of the da‘wa was
secondary to actual political domination over Islamic lands, and thus, their
interpretation (ta’wil) to some verses from the Quran was used to legitimize their legal
claim to the caliphate.65
The Fatimids were aware that they ruled over a predominantly Sunni
population who would accept their non-orthodox rule only by force, which Fatimids
wanted to avoid; therefore, their primary political objective was to liberate their
subjects from oppression and injustice by the overthrow of the existing political
authority. Thus, practically, the Fatimid state (dawla) was not based on the Isma‘ili
(da‘wa) and the Imam had acquired a dual rule: a spiritual Imam to Isma‘ili Muslims
and a caliph to all Muslims and non-Muslims.66
However, Fatimid rule over Egypt can be divided into two distinctive
political periods. In the first century of the ruling dynasty, from the time of al-Mu‘izz
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(341-65/925-75) till the reign of al-Mustansir (427-87/1035-94), the actual political
authority was in the hand of the Imam-caliph. But in the middle of the reign of caliph
al-Mustansir, a series of political, social and military crises hit Egypt that led him to
call for help from the Armenian general, Badr al-Jamali to restore order and stability.
Then, after the reestablishment of the imam’s political power and the reaffirmation of
his spiritual authority, between 466/1074 and 487/1094, Badr al-Jamali established a
new regime in which all effective political, judicial and civil initiative was transferred
from the hand of the Fatimid Imam-caliph to the vizier.67
If we accept the assumption that inscriptions on Fatimid monuments express
political and religious ideologies, two questions arise here: first, how were these
ideologies expressed both visually and literally? And second, did the epigraphic
programs of the monuments patronized by the Imam-caliphs differ from those on the
monuments patronized by the viziers?

3. Inscriptions on Fatimid religious monuments
3.1. Types of inscriptions
Index I shows that six types of inscriptions were found on Fatimid religious
monuments: Quranic, foundation, the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali, the shahada, the
Shi‘i shahada and the date.68 Chart I.1 shows that Quranic, foundation, the names of
Muhammad and ‘Ali and the shahada are the types of inscriptions utilized on the
67
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exterior of Fatimid mosques. Quranic inscriptions are dominant, and among the eight
foundations inscriptions documented, five of them are attached to Quranic quotations.
Chart I.2 shows that Quranic inscriptions were the only type of inscription used to
decorate the interior of Fatimid mosques.69 Chart II.1 shows that neither Quranic nor
historical epigraphy decorates the exterior of Fatimid mausoleums. Only the mashhad
of al-Juyushi (478/1085; Index 304), the earliest example of a Fatimid
commemorative building, has a panel above its doorway containing a foundation
inscription attached to Quranic quotation. Chart II.2 shows that Quranic inscriptions,
the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali, the Shi‘i shahada and the date are the types of
inscriptions inscribed on the interior of Fatimid mausoleums, and as well, Quranic
inscriptions dominate. What are the architectural locations of these various types of
inscriptions and their visual forms?

3.2. Architectural locations
3.2.1. Forms of inscriptions
Inscriptions on Fatimid monuments in general display four main styles of
writing: linear, concentric, multi-pointed star and pentagram. The linear format has
two types. The first is writing inscriptions in straight lines within a panel whatever its
shape, such as the rectangular panel above the main doorway of the al-Hakim mosque
from within, the rectangular panel above the main doorway of the mashhad of alJuyushi and the arched panel at the center of the first window on the qibla wall of al-
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Salih Tala’i‘ from the right (Pl. 8). The second is a band of one line of writing
surrounding various architectural features: façades, domes, mihrabs and arches etc.
The concentric format is writing an inscription band clockwise, or counter clockwise
forming a circular band read from within. The center of this circular medallion could
be either a decorative pattern, straight lines of inscriptions or an inscription formed in
a multi-pointed star shape (Pl. 9). Writing one or two words orienting them to form
sides of each pattern forms a multi-pointed star design or a pentagram (Pl. 10). How
were these forms of writing displayed on Fatimid mosques and mausoleums?

3.2.2. Mosque façades
Index I shows that the main facades of the surviving Fatimid mosques are the
most common location for foundation inscriptions although an earlier documented
foundation inscription, that of al-Azhar, was in the interior of the mosque. Maqrizi
mentioned that around the base of the dome in the qibla riwaq to the right of the
mihrab and minbar, which Rabbat reconstructed as the dome above the mihrab, was a
foundation inscription stating the name of the caliph al-Mu‘izz and his servant Jawhar
al-Siqilli and the date of construction 360 H. 70 The inscriptions on the exterior of alHakim are the earliest surviving monumental writing displayed on the exterior of a
mosque.71 The foundation inscriptions on the al-Hakim mosque are displayed as
bands at different heights surrounding the minarets at the corners of the main facade
70
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(Figs. 3a & 3b), and presumably, there might have been a panel above doorway.72
However, the foundation inscriptions of the al-Aqmar and al-Salih Tala’i‘ mosques
are bands running along the main facade at different heights (Pl. 11).
Quranic inscriptions on the exterior of Fatimid mosques occupy the focal
positions of the facades; i.e. at the centers and corners. On the central portal of alHakim Quranic inscriptions are displayed in a band surrounding the portal above the
height of the doorway.73 On the minarets, besides being attached to the bands of
foundation inscriptions, they are displayed as a concentric medallion and bands
surrounding windows (Pls. 1 & 9a). Quranic inscriptions on the portal of al-Aqmar
are displayed as a large concentric medallion above the main doorway and a
surrounding band at the height of the doorway (Pls. 9b & 11a). Instead of minarets,
the façade of al-Aqmar has beveled corners where Quranic inscriptions are displayed
on muqarnas (Pl. 12a). On al-Salih Tala’i‘, because there is no projected portal or
prominent corners, Quranic inscriptions appeared on a band above the arched
voussoirs of the main doorways of the mosque at the center of the facades. When they
appeared as quotations attached to the long bands of foundation inscriptions, they
apparently occupied the central position of the band, i.e. above the main doorway (Pl.
13).74
Only on the façade of al-Aqmar mosque, built by the vizier Ma’mun al- Bata’ihi in
519/1125, were the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali displayed in visually attractive
styles of writing, such as a pentagram. Accompanied by Quranic quotations or other
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religious statements, such as the shahada, they also occupy the central position of the
decorative elements of the façade. The phrase “Muhammad and ‘Ali” appears in the
center of the large medallion above the doorway, whose outer circle has a Quranic
quotation and on the sides of the upper niche of the beveled corner that has a Quranic
quotation (Pls. 9b &12a). The name of ‘Ali appears in the left of the two roundels on
the spandrel of the panel of the mihrab-like arch above the side niche, above which is
the shahada (Pl. 12b). Finally, the name of Muhammad is repeated five times forming
a pentagram, whose center has the name of ‘Ali located at the center of the hood of
the side niche (Pl. 10b).

3.2.3. Mosque interiors
As mentioned above, we have two types of mosque plans: T-shaped arcuated
plan and smaller arcuated plan. In general, the sanctuary is the main area for
epigraphic decoration within a mosque. However, the method of distributing
inscriptions within the sanctuary varies according to its plan. Within the T-shaped
arcuated plan of the sanctuary, the transept, the dome above the mihrab, the mihrab,
the corner domes and the ceiling of the riwaqs are the usual locations for epigraphic
decoration. However, various ways were used to apply inscription bands on each
architectural element. For example, on the transept of al-Azhar, the inscription bands
surround the arches that run perpendicular to the qibla wall; however, the transept of
al-Hakim mosque has an inscription band surrounding its four walls. Bands of
inscriptions decorating the interior of domes usually have standard locations: a band
surrounding the base of the dome, a band surrounding the walls below the zone of
transition and a medallion at the apex of the dome. Each could be used exclusively or
combined with others. However, the dome at the north end of the transept of al-Azhar
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mosque is a unique example of decorating the interior of a dome. Inscription bands
are formed in six lobed arches whose central axes radiate from the apex of the dome
(Fig. 4).75
In the two examples of the small arcuated plan, only the sanctuary of al-Salih
Tala’i‘ is extensively decorated. Here the inscription bands are distributed on the
qibla wall and the faces of the arcades of the riwaqs. Inscription bands framed the
seven windows located along the qibla wall; the shapes of the frames vary from
arched to rectangular. An inscription band also frames the grill of the malqaf.
Inscription bands too were used to articulate the arched recesses within the side
riwaqs. The same style of inscription bands surrounding arches was also used to
decorate the arches of the facades of the court of al-Aqmar mosque, which is the only
surviving epigraphic decoration within this mosque. Accordingly, mosques of the
same plan could have different locations for epigraphic decoration. Nevertheless, they
might have the same locations for epigraphic decoration, but the styles of displaying
inscription on the same location could differ.

3.2.4. Mausoleum interiors
Domes and mihrabs are the main locations for epigraphic decoration in the
interior of Fatimid mausoleums. Domes have the same styles of epigraphic decoration
as that of domes within mosques. Unlike the mihrabs of Fatimid mosques of which
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nothing has survived, we have a good number of wonderfully decorated mihrabs in the
interior of Fatimid mausoleums. They display various ways of applying epigraphic
decoration: a band surrounding its rectangular frame, a band above the summit of its
arch, a band surrounding its arch or recessed arches, or a band below its hood. As
well, two styles or more could appear on the same mihrab. Certainly, Quranic
inscriptions were the main type of inscriptions for decorating domes and mihrabs.
The only example of a dated inscription appears around the base of the dome of the
mausoleum of Sayyida Ruqayya attached to a Quranic quotation. Also, the only
example of the Shi‘i shahada is located in a band above the rectangular spandrel of
the mihrab of the mashhad of al-Juyushi.
The names of Muhammad and ‘Ali occupy the focal position of several
mausoleums, i.e. the mihrab. For example, they are formed in a six-pointed star
pattern located at the center of the hood of the main central mihrab of Sayyida
Ruqayya (Pl. 10c). Also, they appear on the capitals of the two blind columns that
support the mihrab of al-Hasawati (Pl. 14). Even though they are hard to read from
the ground, the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali were represented in an innovative sixpointed star pattern at the center of the medallion at the apex of the dome of the
mashhad of al-Juyushi (Pl. 10a). A major question arises here: which of these forms
of writing visually represented Isma‘ili political and spiritual ideology?

3.3. Symbolism of the visual forms of inscriptions
As we discussed previously, inscriptions on Fatimid monuments are
displayed in four styles: linear, concentric medallions, multi-pointed star patterns and
a pentagram. Two styles could be combined together, such as the six-pointed star
pattern at the center of the concentric medallion at the apex of the dome above the
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mihrab of the mashhad of al-Juyushi (Pl. 9c). Bands of inscriptions and panels are the
earliest styles used to inscribe inscriptions on Islamic monuments, and the earliest
documented example of them in Cairo appeared in the mosque of Ahmad Ibn Tulun.76
However, the earliest appearance of inscriptions in the form of a concentric circular
medallion, a multi-pointed star design or a pentagram was on Fatimid religious
monuments.

3.3.1. The Isma‘ili symbolism of the concentric circular medallion
The concentric circle form was a prominent visual form used by the Fatimids
in various media with different proprieties. It occurred initially as an ink drawing in
the text The Pillars of Islam, written by the Isma‘ili jurist Qadi al-Nu‘man (d. 974)
and sponsored by the imam caliph al-Mu‘izz (r. 953-75). Secondly, it was used as the
format for coins minted by the caliph al-Mu‘izz. On coins, it was rendered in three
raised circles interspaced by three circles of writing in counter clockwise surrounded a
central raised dot.77 This format according to Isma’ili interpretation (ta’wil) is the
sign of their ideology.
Qadi al-Nu‘man reports that Abu Ja‘far al-Sadiq drew a circle on his hand
representing the interrelation between belief (iman) and Islam. The inner circle
represents belief surrounded by the outer circle, that is, Islam. According to alNu‘man, the inner circle represents the esoteric (batin) discourse of Isma‘ili ideology
that involves the recognition of the imam of the time (imam al-zaman) and obeying
and accepting his words, who at that time was the caliph al-Mu‘izz.78 In Isma‘ili
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ideology, a Muslim is not necessarily an Isma‘ili (believer), but an Isma‘ili (believer)
is a Muslim.79

3.3.2. The Isma‘ili symbolism of the multi-pointed star design and pentagram
Considering the multi-pointed star pattern and the pentagram, Keene states
that the earliest appearance of geometric patterns on Fatimid religious monuments was
due to Persian influence, since at that time Persia was more developed with respect to
geometric patterns than Egypt.80 However, nothing is mentioned about the source of
inspiration for using these designs to form epigraphic decoration. In fact, on Fatimid
religious monuments only the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali were represented in a
multi-pointed star design. The name of Allah, for example, never appeared in such
form. This might have been due to a popular Shi‘i belief, that the family of the house
of the Prophet (ahl al-bayt), who were Muhammad, ‘Ali, Fatima, al-Hasan and alHusayn, had cosmological significance. According to a tradition: “The stars are a
pledge to the world that it will not be drowned, and my family are a pledge to the
community that it will not go astray”.81 Also, a star in Isma‘ili ideology is a
cosmological sign for al-Husayn. “In a poem put in the mouth of al-Husayn on the
day of his martyrdom, the martyr says, ‘my father is a sun, my mother is a moon
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[qamar] and I am the star, the son of two moons; my grandfather was the lamp of
guidance’”.82

3.3.3. The symbolism of the appearance of inscriptions on Fatimid mosques
The appearance of inscriptions in general on the exterior of a Fatimid
building was a sign of power marking territorial boundaries. It was an indication that
the group within these boundaries was bound not only by common language and
belief, but also by a common authority.83 Bierman states that al-Hakim used exterior
inscriptions to define his authority as a spiritual Imam to a certain audience (Isma‘ili
Muslims), and to express his political power to all beholders (all Muslims and nonMuslims).84 This means that the epigraphic programs on Fatimid mosques were
addressed to two types of audience: sectarian and public. Also, as we examined
previously, the visual forms of the external inscriptions have two categories. First are
forms that have certain religious symbolic values, such as a concentric medallion and
a multi-pointed star design. Second are common bands and panels that their
appearance expresses either political symbolic value or religious one, the power of the
new authority or the presence of God. Accordingly, we can argue that the inscriptions
that were represented in attractive stylistic forms on the facades of Fatimid mosques
were directed to an Isma‘ili audience. However, the inscriptions that were rendered in
bands and panels were directed to all members of the community: ruling, ruled,
Muslims and non-Muslims.
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The same concept could be applied to the inscriptions on the interior of
Fatimid mosques. Since distinctive forms of inscriptions rarely occurred in the
interior of Fatimid mosques, we can argue that most of the internal epigraphic
programs were directed to all Muslim beholders. However, if the distinctive forms of
inscriptions appeared in the interior of Fatimid mosques, they might have been located
at the focal position of the mosque, i.e. the mihrab bay, which was considered the
central seat of the Imam-caliph and his entourage.

3.3.4. The internal epigraphic programs of Fatimid mausoleums
The examination of the various types of plans of these mausoleums with the
different types and visual forms of inscriptions inscribed on their interior reveals
another aspect concerning the use of monumental inscriptions. The distinctive plan of
a mausoleum or a commemorative shrine, such as that of al-Juyushi, has the main
types of inscriptions namely foundation, Quranic the Shi‘i shahada and the names of
Muhammad and ‘Ali. Each is represented in its unique visual form: the foundation
inscription is in a panel, the Quranic inscriptions are in a concentric medallion and
bands, the Shi‘i shahada is in a band and the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali are in a
multi-pointed star pattern.
The Sayyida Ruqayya mausoleum that has a distinctive floor plan of a
funerary shrine also has Quranic quotations, the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali and
rather than a foundation text, a date. Quranic inscriptions were rendered in bands and
the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali was represented in a multi-pointed star design;
however, no concentric medallion appeared.
Al-Hasawati, the only mausoleum of a domed pavilion plan has both Quranic
quotations and the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali, but they were rendered in ordinary
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visual forms: the Quranic band around the spandrel of the mihrab and the names of
Muhammad and ‘Ali on the capitals of the two blind columns that support the arch of
the mihrab. The mausoleums of ‘Atika, al-Ja‘fari and Ikhwat Yusuf, which have the
ordinary domed-square plan, only have Quranic inscription bands decorating their
domes and mihrabs.
So, we can presume that the distinctive plan of a mausoleum or a
commemorative shrine might have had a distinctive epigraphic program both in types
and visual forms signifying high social and political patronage and vice versa. Both
the mashhad of al-Juyushi and the mausoleum of Sayyida Ruqayya were patronized
by members from the ruling elite. The mashhad of al-Juyushi was patronized by Badr
al-Jamali and the mausoleum of Ruqayya by the caliph al-Hafiz.85 Therefore, they
have inscriptions containing historical information, such as the foundation inscription
of the mashhad of al-Juyushi and the date of the mausoleum of Sayyida Ruqayya and
the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali represented in the symbolic multi-pointed star
form. However, the mausoleums of al-Hasawati, ‘Atika, al-Ja‘fari and Ikhwat Yusuf
have neither historical information nor the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali rendered in
a symbolic form. Consequently, they might have consecutively followed al-Juyushi
and Ruqayya in the hierarchy of their architectural patronage. Thus, we can argue that
non-royal commemorative architecture has neither exterior or interior historical
inscriptions nor types and forms of inscriptions that were highly charged
ideologically. The question that arises here is whether the literal content of the visual
forms and locations of the epigraphic programs on the Fatimid monuments support
their symbolic values?
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3.4. The literal content of inscriptions on Fatimid monuments
On the al-Mu‘izzi coin, the obverse face has historical information. The
outer circle contains the mint name and date, and the inner ring contains the name of
the imam. The reverse has a religious content, the outer circle contains the Quranic
verse 9:33 surrounding the shahada in the inner circle. According to Bierman, the
content of the inscriptions on both faces moves from the general to the specific. As
well, the Quranic verse on the reverse face, 9:33, is meaningful for all Muslims
because it is the words revealed by God and belongs to the realm of the zahir.
However, in Isma‘ili ta’wil (the batin meaning) it relates specifically to al-Qa’im (the
Righteous Imam) and the triumph of Isma‘ilism over other religions.86 Thus, for
Isma‘ilis, this concentric format expresses their religious and political ideologies both
visually and literally. However, for other Muslims and non-Muslims this new form of
the coin and the appearance of the name of the Fatimid caliph on it was politically a
sign of the supremacy of Fatimid authority over its Sunni rivals, the Umayyad and
Abbasid dynasties.87
Almost always the foundation inscription is directed to all ruled beholders,
either Muslims or non-Muslims, and its most important item is the name of the patron
and his titles.88 Fatimid foundation inscriptions also include the name of the vizier and
his title.
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Inscriptions such as the shahada, the Shi‘i shahada and the names of
Muhammad and ‘Ali can be categorized between the general and the specific. The
shahada, for example, is the basic doctrine of Islam for all Muslims. However, for all
Shi‘i sects, Muhammad is the enunciator (natik) of the zahir words of the Quran and
‘Ali was his earliest fundament (asas or samit) who revealed the batin message of the
Quran. Therefore, the Shi‘i shahada that has the name of ‘Ali is very specific to
Shi‘is. A notable feature concerning the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali is that they
appeared only on the monuments that viziers built, either mosques or commemorative
buildings, the earliest surviving example of them being found at the apex of the dome
above the mihrab in the mashhad of al-Juyushi (Pl. 10a).89 During the second half of
the Fatimid dynasty political splits among Isma‘ilis took place; so possibly, their
appearance on the monuments patronized during this period might have been a
summons (da‘wa) to go back to the righteous principles of their Shi‘i dogma.
So far, since we have assumed that we have two categories of patrons, two
types of audiences and two types of epigraphic visual forms, certainly, we must then
see whether Quranic inscriptions on Fatimid monuments can be divided into two
groups: one specifically directed to Isma‘ili audience and one generally directed to all
Muslims.
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3.5. Quranic inscriptions on Fatimid monuments
3.5.1. Mosque Facades
3.5.1.1. Al-Hakim mosque
There is an original fragment of a Quranic inscription on the N side of the
main portal of the al-Hakim mosque contains the end of verse 3:198.90 For all
Muslims this verse belongs to the exoteric meaning of the Quran, but it has no
significance in Shi‘i interpretation (ta’wil).
The northern circular minaret has three bands with epigraphic decoration.
The second band from the ground has a concentric medallion. The center of the
medallion has the Quranic quotation “from darkness to light” and the outer circle has
the complete verse 5:55. The third band has two rectangular windows, the frames of
which are bands containing the complete Light verse (24:35). Finally, above the
previous band is a band composed of a foundation inscription attached to the complete
verse 9:128. The phrase “from darkness to light”, according to Shi‘is is a metaphor
for the imams who guide people “from darkness to light”.91 So this verse might have
been a metaphor for ‘Ali, al-Husayn or al-Hakim himself. Verse 5:55 according to a
Shi‘i claim is among the evidence that ‘Ali was appointed after Muhammad because it
was revealed to the Prophet while ‘Ali was praying.92 Also, this verse has the word
“waliakum” “your (real) friend”; the term wali was among the standard titulatures
used for Fatimid caliphs.93 Verse 24:35 in Shi‘ism is other evidence for the nass, “the
90
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divine portion of light transmitted to the successive ‘Alid imams”.94 However, verse
9:128 explicitly mentions the Prophet Muhammad and is directed to all Muslims and
had no Isma‘ili importance.
The western square minaret has two bands of foundation inscriptions, both
with a Quranic quotation. The middle band has the last sentence of verse 11:73. The
Quranic quotation attached to the lower band is verse 9:18. Verse 11:73 is one of the
only two verses in the Quran that mentions the people of the house (ahl al-bayt) which
was understood by the Fatimids as a direct reference to the descendents of ‘Ali.95
Verse 9:18 is the common Quranic verse that mentions mosques (masajid) and their
construction or visits by the people who have good conduct. It appeared earlier in the
foundation inscription of the mosque of Ahmad ibn Tulun, later around the second
window from the left on the qibla wall of al-Salih Tala’i‘ and frequently on later
Mamluk religious institutions. Nevertheless, some art historians have attempted to
ascribe to it special Shi‘i importance. According to Bloom, “its special Fatimid
significance lies in the use of the word al-muhtadin (“the guided”)”. Al-Hakim’s
ancestors were known as the “rightly guided” al-mahdiyyin, and the regnal name of
the first Fatimid caliph was al-Mahdi; also, praying and paying alms are acts
connected in the Isma‘ili interpretation with the Isma‘ili da‘wa.96 If we accept that by
the truly guided was esoterically meant the ancestors of al-Hakim, praying and paying
alms are not only among the seven pillars of Isma‘ili doctrine, but they are among the
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five pillars of Sunni one. This makes Bloom’s assumption of special Fatimid
significance doubtful.
Surprisingly on the western cubic salient of the mosque, the Quranic
inscription band doesn’t have any Shi‘i tenets in its content. The Quranic quotation is
composed of the following: the partial verse 9:108 (PV1), the complete consecutive
verses 24:36-8 (CCV) and the complete verse 62:9 (CV) consecutively. Bloom in his
article “The mosque of al-Hakim in Cairo” cites the verses on the W salient as
follows: 33:56 and 9:107, which is totally wrong.97 This salient with its exterior
inscriptions were completed between 401-3/1010-13 the same time when the Jarrahid
Mufarraj revolt took place and when he declared the ‘Alid sharif of Mecca as caliph.98
Upon Bloom’s wrong citation of verse 9:107 and the previous political revolt Sanders
developed the following assumption.
The content of verse 9:107 is as follows: “And there are those who put up a
mosque by way of mischief and infidelity to disunite the believers and in preparation
for one who warred against God and his Apostle aforetime. They will indeed swear
that their intention is nothing but good; but God doth declare that they are certainly
liars”. Sanders assumed that the Sharif of Mecca was the real audience for this
inscription because “The Jahharids and their pretender-caliph had effectively turned
the most venerated mosques of Islam into mosques of “opposition and unbelief”.
They could be linked to the hypocrites (munafiqun) whose attempt to establish a
mosque during the Prophet’s lifetime has occasioned the revelation”.99 Since the
verses on the salient are different Sanders’s argument is absolutely irrelevant. Verse
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9:108 and verses 24:36-8 deal with the pious erection of mosques and verse 62:9
states the excellence of Friday prayer, subjects that had nothing to do with any
political revolts that happened during that period or any Shi‘i interpretations (ta’wil)
that concern their da‘wa.
Thus on al-Hakim’s original façade, the phrase “from darkness to light” and
the verses 5:55, 24:35 and 11:73 express Isma‘ili religious ideology, otherwise the rest
of the verses (3:189-98, 9:128, 9:18, 9:108, 24:36-8 and 62:9) are common ones that
appeared on later mosques. Besides, not all the verses concerning Shi‘i religious
ideology were inscribed in a symbolic visual form, only the phrase “from darkness to
light” and verse 5:55 were represented in a concentric medallion. However, a
bewildering question arises here that is if the concentric medallion was highly charged
ideologically in the Shi‘i creed, why it did not appear on the other W minaret?

3.5.1.2. Al-Aqmar mosque:
The outer circle of the large central medallion of al-Aqmar has the last
sentence of verse 33:33 and its center has the phrase “Muhammad and ‘Ali”. The
band surrounding the portal at the height of the doorway has verses 24:36-7. The
content of the partial verse 33:33 is as follows: “And God only wishes to remove all
abomination from you, ye members of the family, and to make you pure and spotless”.
Its importance lies in two points. First, it is the second verse in the Quran that
mentions directly the people of the house of the prophet (ahl al-bayt). Second,
according to Williams is that the importance of this verse lies in the words “to make
you pure and spotless” “wa utahirakum tathira” because purity (tahara) is one of the
seven pillars of Isma‘ili Islam.100 As we mentioned above, verses 24:36-7 have no
100
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Isma‘ili importance. Although verse 16:128 is inscribed in a prominent position on
the façade, it never been cited by authorities as one of the verses that support the Shi‘i
creed. Its content is as follows “for God is with those who restrain themselves, and
those who do good”. The phrase “for God is with” is located on the upper larger
niche of the beveled corner and the rest of the verse is divided between the lower
niches (Pl. 12a). If we reexamine the corner, we find that one can read rather than the
verse the following phrase “for God is with Muhammad and ‘Ali”, and the rest of the
verse might have been designating Muhammad and ‘Ali as “those who restrain
themselves, and those who do good”. So, the Quranic epigraphic program of the
façade of al-Aqmar is like that of al-Hakim, divided into two parts; one specifically
concerns Isma‘ili religious ideology and the other is general and its major theme is
mosque construction and visitation.

3.5.1.3. Al-Salih Tala’i‘ mosque:
As the main façade of the mosque of al-Salih Tala’i‘ has no prominent
architectural elements, such as projecting portal, and has no prominent stylistic visual
form of inscription, such as the concentric medallion and the multi-pointed star
design, it has no significant verses concerning Isma‘ili religious ideology. All of the
verses are common ones that appeared previously on the facades of both the al-Hakim
and al-Aqmar mosques. Verses 3:195 and 24:36-7 composed the Quranic quotation
attached to the foundation inscription of the lower band on the W and NE facades.
The arched band above the doorway of the NE façade contains verse 22:41, and
nothing connects this verse with Shi‘i ideology.
From the previous examination of the Quranic epigraphic program of the
main facades of Fatimid mosques, we can assume that Quranic quotations on the main
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facades of Fatimid royal mosques might have been divided into two categories. The
first was Quranic verses that have Isma‘ili religious ideological significance. The
second was common Quranic verses. Most of the former were displayed in symbolic
forms and located on the prominent architectural elements of the façades. So, one can
presume that on Fatimid mosques there might have been a link between the
architectural form of the façade of a mosque and its epigraphic program. In other
words, the highly charged ideologically Quranic quotations were located on prominent
architectural locations of the façade. This might explain why the façade of al-Salih
Tala’i‘ mosque doesn’t have any Quranic verse that has Shi‘i ta’wil.

3.5.2. Mosque Interiors
The Quranic epigraphic programs of the interior of Fatimid mosques, either
built by an imam-caliph or a vizier, do not have any Isma‘ili ideological significance.
The inscriptions of the interior of al-Hakim mosque contain the opening verses of the
following nine suras of the Quran (1:1-5, 2:1-20, 2:255-6, 3:1-17, 4:1-12, 6:1-17, 7:122, 8:1-13, 36:1-25 and 48:1-22).101 Verses 1-22 from sura 48 the Victory (Surat alFath) are located in the prominent locations of the sanctuary of the mosque, i.e. the
dome above the mihrab and the transept. No Isma‘ili significance can be attributed to
these verses. Nevertheless their appearance in the interior of the mosque of al-Hakim
mostly was the earliest appearance of them on Cairene religious monuments and they
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were commonly used on later Mamluk religious architecture, as we will see in the
following chapter.102
The inscriptions on the arcades of the sanctuary of al-Salih Tala’i‘ also
contain verses from six suras of the Quran (2:255-8, 3:190-200, 59:19-20, 62:1-5,
67:1-12 and 76:23-30).103 Some of these verses might have appeared for the first time
in Cairo, such as verses 59:19-20, 67:1-12 and 76:23-30, but not the others. As we
saw previously, a part of verses 3:190-200 appeared on the portal of al-Hakim mosque
and they were attached to the second foundation inscription of the main façade of alSalih Tala’i‘ itself. Verses 62:1-5 composed the arched bands decorating the dome at
the beginning of the transept of the mosque of al-Azhar.104 Also, the Quranic
quotations that frame the seven windows on the qibla wall are common Quranic
verses. They are from the left as follows: 9:18, 3:36, 59:21, 59:19-20 and 33:56, and
around the malqaf appeared 2:255 (Index I).105
On the N façade of the court of al-Aqmar only part of the Light verse (24:35)
still survives. We mentioned previously that this verse according to Shi‘i ta’wil refers
to “the divine portion of the light transmitted to the successive ‘Alid imams”. If this
verse was deliberately chosen to refer to the divine light of the imam, one would
102
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logically expect that its location might have the E façade of the court around the
central wide arch that leads to the mihrab, the principle location of the caliph in the
mosque, but this is not the case. Thus, all the Quranic epigraphic programs of the
interior of Fatimid mosques show nothing specific that could be attributed to Isma‘ili
religious or political ideology.

3.5.3. Fatimid mausoleums
Verses 9:108 and 72:18 that are attached to the foundation inscription of alJuyushi are common Quranic verses and had no Shi‘i significance, and although they
concern the erection of mosques, they were attached to the foundation inscription of a
commemorative structure.
The verses that are inscribed on the interior of domes are the following: 48:18 around the wall below the zone of transition of the mosque of al-Juyushi, 2:255-6
around the wall below the zone of transition of ‘Atika mausoleum, 7:54 around the
walls below the zone of transition of al-Ja‘fari mausoleum and the same verse around
the base of the dome of Sayyida Ruqayya. Since verses 48:1-8 appeared previously in
the interior of al-Hakim mosque, its selection on al-Juyushi might have been an
imitation of that of al-Hakim, but they have no any particular Shi‘i or funerary
implication.
In her article “the mihrab image”, Nuha Khoury stated that the Throne verse
express two main ideas. The first is that God’s Throne is the organizing principle of
the universe and the location where believers’ souls will be gathered at the Day of
Resurrection. The second is the idea of intercession expressed in the phrase “who is
there can intercede in His presence expect as He permitteth”.106 The shafa‘a
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(intercession) of the Prophet on the Day of Judgment is of primary importance in all
Muslims’ belief. But the shafa‘a of the descendents of the Prophet (al-awliya) and the
martyrs (shuhada’) appeared in later periods, such as under the Fatimids. Therefore,
this verse is extensively used on cenotaphs and tombs of Fatimid and later periods.
Yet, if we accept the idea of the shafa‘a as a reason for its selection within a
mausoleum, there is no particular reason for its appearance on other building types or
other architectural elements, such as around the malqaf of al-Salih Tala’i‘ and around
the N salient of al-Hakim mosque attached to a foundation inscription.
The last verse that was used to decorate the dome of some Fatimid
mausoleums is 7:54. This mentions the seven days of creation, which according to
Shi‘is prefigure the prophetic cycle. Shi‘is claim that Muhammad was the sixth major
prophet and on the seventh day “God created ‘Ali (the sun), Fatima (the moon) and alHasan, al-Husayn and their decedents (the stars)”.107 Therefore this verse was utilized
frequently.
On mihrabs of Fatimid mausoleums various Quranic verses were utilized.
Some of them have Shi‘i religious significance, such as 5:55, 7:54 and 33:33 but the
others do not. Yet the most interesting observation concerning the Quranic
inscriptions of the mihrabs of the Fatimid mausoleums is the appearance of Quranic
quotations composed of various verses selected from different suras, complete and
partial.108 Still, most of these verses do not have any Shi‘i implication.
For example, 304.I.1 on the mihrab of al-Juyushi has the following verses:
25:10 (God’s promises to Muhammad in Heaven), 24:36-8 (the erection of mosques
and the deeds of the people in charge of them) and 9:128 (about Muhammad).
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Quotation 301.I.1 on the mihrab of Ikhwat Yusuf mausoleum has the following
verses: 9:18 (concerning the erection of mosques and the deeds of the people in
charge of them), 2:285 (belief in God, His Angels, His Books and all His Prophets)
and 112 (the Unity of God). The previous two quotations are composed of complete
verses. Quotation 273.I.1 that is on the right mihrab of the narthex in the mausoleum
of Sayyida Ruqayya is unique because it is composed of two partial verses, 28:31 and
15:99. Another notable feature concerning Quranic inscriptions on Fatimid
mausoleums is the use of common Quranic verses that mention the erection of
mosques and the lack of any verses that have funerary meaning. Kessler states that
Fatimid mausoleums were “conceived as places for prayers and worship” because
they were built “over actual or legendary tombs commemorating persons who had in a
way or another a particular relevance for the religious politics of the Fatimis”.109 So,
upon Kessler’s hypothesis, one may justify the notable use of these verses (9:18,
9:108, 24:36-8 and 72:18) and the lack of any Quranic verses that mention the reality
of death or the recompense for believers.
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4. Conclusion
Quranic inscriptions on Fatimid religious monuments are dominant. On the
exterior of the mosques they were located on the most prominent and visible
architectural parts of the façade. Also, in the interior of the mausoleums, their
common locations are mihrabs and domes. Quranic quotations are divided into two
categories: general (with a zahir meaning) and specific (with a batin meaning). The
former that had Shi‘i significance were displayed in the symbolic form of the
concentric medallion. Since we assumed that there were two groups of audiences for
Fatimid inscriptions, one can presume that the literal and the visual perceptions of the
former might have been different.110 But both groups of audiences most likely
perceived the latter visually and literally alike. Also, the inscriptions that were
composed of various verses selected from different suras were not designed to
formulate specific messages either regarding the function of the building or to express
any Shi‘i political or religious ideology. Nevertheless, certain types of inscriptions,
such as the names of Muhammad and ‘Ali and the Shi‘i shahada were self evidently
directed to a Shi‘i audience.
No particular verse was dedicated to a particular architectural element, and
when a certain verse was used several times on a particular architectural element, it
took various forms. For example, verse 25:10 appeared twice, on the mihrab of the
mashhad of al-Juyushi and the mihrab of the left bay of the sanctuary of the
mausoleum of al-Sayyida Ruqayya. However, in the former it was attached to other
Quranic verses, but in the latter it was used alone.111 In fact, the Quranic epigraphic
programs of Fatimid religious monuments do not support the idea that certain verses
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have functional value because verses that mention mosques, such as 9:18, 9:108,
24:36-8 and 72:18, were used on both mosques and mausoleums, and no one verse
that has any funerary meaning was used on Fatimid funerary buildings. Thus Quranic
epigraphic programs of Fatimid religious monuments did not express any political
ideologies of their Fatimid dawla, and religious ideology (da‘wa) was expressed
merely through a limited group of Quranic verses: the only two verses that directly
mention the people of the house of the Prophet and the few verses that had Shi‘i
ta’wil. Even so, they were rarely used alone and were almost always accompanied
with the other type of inscription that was highly charged ideologically, i.e. the names
of Muhammad and ‘Ali either in the same form of inscription or on the same
architectural location.
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Chapter 4
The Mamluk Epoch

1. Types of Mamluk religious monuments
The Mamluks were Turks who ruled Egypt for more than 250 years. Their
subjects were the Arabic-speaking indigenous population dominated by the religious
elite (ulama). The Mamluk period was distinguished by the abundance of pious
foundations, at a rate that had never been witnessed in other Islamic dynasties. It has
been stated that the need to create ties with the ulama and to provide positions for the
civilian elite frequently motivated patrons to establish religious foundations.112 The
Mamluk era passed through various political, religious and social transformations that
influenced the levels of patronage and the functions of the religious foundations.
Mamluk religious foundations are of various types: mosques, madrasas,
khanqas and mausoleums. During the Mamluk period, foundations of congregational
mosques of arcuated plan were few compared to the massive number of madrasas and
khanqas that were of iwan-style plan. The earliest extant example of the former is the
mosque of al-Zahir Baybars at al-Husayniyya (667/1269; Index 1). It has three new
architectural features that are neither found in earlier mosques nor became standard in
later Mamluk arcuated mosques. The first was a single minaret above the NW
entrance.113 The second was the huge dome that covered the nine bays in front of the
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mihrab.114 The third is the three wide axial bays that lead from the court to the
projected portals.115
During the third reign of al-Nasir Muhammad 709-41/1310-41, the building
of arcuated mosques was revived. Al-Nasir Muhammad himself patronized three such
mosques: at Fustat (711-2/1311-2; non extant), near the mausoleum of Sayyida Nafisa
(1714/1314; non extant) and that at the citadel (718-35/1318-35; Index 143).116 There
were also arcuated mosques patronized by amirs, such as mosques of Qusun
(730/1329-30; Index 224), Ulmas (730/1329-30; Index 130), Bashtak al-Nasiri
(736/1336; Index 205) and al-Maridani (739-40/1339-40; Index 120), and the mosque
of Sitt Miska (740/1339-40; Index 252), the latter being the head housekeeper in the
palace of al-Nasir Muhammad. Mosques of arcuated plan were also built during the
Circassian period, such as those of Sudun Minzada (804/1401; Index 127; non extant),
al-Qadi Yahya at Bulaq (852-3/1448-9; Index 344) and Bardbak al-Ashrafi (about
865/1460; Index 25).117
In order to restore the society to Sunni religious rule and to eliminate any
trace of the Shi‘i regime, Salah al-Din had introduced the madrasa institution for
teaching the Sunni madhhabs. This means he had intended to develop a new class of
religious men (ulama) through whom he could control the public. The earliest
partially surviving two examples are al-Kamiliya madrasa (4th/10th, Index 428) and
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that of Salih Najm al-Din Ayyub (641-48/1243-50; Index 38); both are of iwan-style
plan.
Influenced by the Syrian tradition of adding a mausoleum to a religious
establishment, Shajarat al-Durr ordered the mausoleum of her husband, Salih Najm alDin, to be added to his madrasa.118 Subsequently, the madrasa-mausoleum became
the major type of Mamluk royal religious foundation. The earliest of these were the
madrasa-mausoleum of al-Zahir Baybars (660-2/1262-3; Index 37), the madrasamausoleum of al-sultan Qalawun (683-4/1284-5; Index 43) and that of al-Nasir
Muhammad (695-703/1295-1304; Index 44). They have the cruciform-iwan type of
plan.119
Although sufis were present in Egypt during the Fatimid period, it has been
argued that Salah al-Din had introduced the khanqa into Egypt for foreign sufis to
strengthen the position of the Sunni and fight any remains of Shi‘i influence.120 The
earliest khanqa erected was that of Sa‘id al-Su‘ada’ 569/1171, which is no longer
extant.121 Sufis often attracted the admiration of both the ruling class and the public,
but aroused the antagonism of the ulama.122 During the Ayyubid period and the first
century of the Mamluk dynasty, the ulama had so much authority with the public that
rulers needed them to support their political propaganda. Therefore, the number of the
royal khanqas during that period was minor compared to the great number of the
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madrasas erected by royal patrons.123 However, when the country reached a certain
political stability during the third reign of al-Nasir Muhammad and rulers had enough
political power to face the opposition of the ulama, royal construction of khanqas
increased.124
The first type of khanqa was the khanqa-mausoleum, the earliest surviving
example of which is that of Baybars al-Jashankir (706-9/1306/10; Index 32). But
because of the ulama’s persistent criticism of sufis’ ignorance, teaching was
introduced into khanqas, and the second type of khanqa appeared that was the khanqamadrasa. Ulama and fuqaha’ were appointed to teach there. The first one to appear in
Egypt was the khanqa-madrasa of the amir Mughultay al-Jamali (729/1328; Index 26).
It was a madrasa for the Hanafi rite and a khanqa for sufis.125 Gradually, the attitude
of the ulama and fuqaha’ towards sufis was changed. They taught them different
branches of religious science and gave them teaching responsibilities. Kuttabs were
added to the khanqas and Friday prayer began to be performed there. Consequently,
by the beginning of the 15th century, the third type of khanqa introduced was the
khanqa-jami‘ or the khanqa-jami‘-madrasa, the earliest example being that of sultan
Mu’ayyad shaykh (818-23/1415-20; Index 190).126
Since the erection of the mausoleum of Salih Najm al-Din attached to his
madrasa in 648/1250, Mamluk patrons of various levels acquired the habit of
enhancing their religious foundations by adding to them their own mausoleums. Also,
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a considerable number of separate domed-square mausoleums were erected scattered
between the city and the cemetery.
Mamluk religious buildings contain extensive amounts of epigraphic
decoration. Charts III, IV, V and VI show that Quranic inscriptions dominate the
inscriptions that appeared on Cairene Mamluk monuments. Nevertheless, unlike the
Quranic inscriptions on Fatimid religious monuments, Quranic inscriptions on
Mamluk monuments have rarely attracted art historians’ attention.127 Generally
speaking, it has been stated that Quranic inscriptions on Mamluk monuments sanctify
the monuments and express the patrons’ religious attachment to the community.128 In
fact, analyzing Quranic inscriptions on Mamluk religious monuments is difficult for
three main reasons. The first is that they had multiple religious activities. The second
is that they had patronage of various social statuses. The third is that they were built
in different urban locations of various social categories.

2. The levels of patronage of Mamluk religious monuments
2.1. The Bahri period (648-784/1250-1382)
During Bahri period, there were royal and amiral religious foundations, and a
few buildings ordered by female patrons. There was a distinction between royal and
amiral foundations in urban location, size and the quality of the materials used for
ornamentation. A royal religious building was characterized by its important urban
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location, the monumentality of its size, the high quality of the materials used for
decoration and the lavish decoration of the interior of its attached mausoleum. The
area of Bayn al-Qasrayn on the Qasaba, the city’s main boulevard, was the most
prestigious area for sultans to build their own religious buildings, among which are
the madrasa of al-Zahir Baybars (Index 37), the complex of al-sultan Qalawun (Index
43) and the madrasa of al-Nasir Muhammad (Index 44).
Amiral foundations were distributed between the city and the cemetery, or
within the city, in streets of secondary importance, such as al-Jamaliyya, the present
Qasaba Ridwan that connects Bab Zuwayla with the southern suburb of Misr/Fustat,
the area from Bab Zuwayla to the citadel and the Saliba that connected Maydan
Rumayla below the citadel with the ancient canal bridge on the khalij.129 Amiral
foundations never achieved the quality or the monumentality of the royal foundations.
The decoration in their interior was divided between the qibla riwaq or iwan and the
mausoleum. Sometimes the decoration was concentrated in the qibla riwaq or iwan
and the mausoleum was devoid of decoration and vice versa. Although it did not have
the same prestige as that of the area of Bayn al-Qasrayn on the Qasaba, Maydan
Rumayla below the citadel was another attractive location for sultans and amirs to
build their religious institutions. The only royal building built there was the madrasa
of sultan Hasan (757-64/1356-62; Index 133).
Four of the five foundations patronized by women are located in the
cemetery; the only one within the city is the al-Hijaziyya madrasa (761/1360; Index
36), which was sponsored by Khawand Tatar al-Hijaziyya, the daughter of al-Nasir
Muhammad.130 The women from the Mamluk ruling elite were the only women who
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had enough wealth to sponsor religious foundations. No distinctive architectural or
ornamental peculiarities could be attributed to their buildings.

2.2. The Circassian period (784-923/1382-1517)
The eastern area of Cairo was the official cemetery where the major
Circassian sultans and amirs erected their religious-funerary complexes, of which the
khanqa of Faraj ibn Barquq (803-13/1400-11; Index 149), the khanqa-mosque of alAshraf Barsbay (835/1432; Index 121), the khanqa-madrasa of al-Ashraf Inal (85560/1451-56; Index 158), the madrasa-mosque of al-sultan Qaytbay (877-9/1472-4;
Index 99) and the khanqa-mosque of al-amir Qurqumas (911-3/1506-7; Index 162) are
the most notable examples. Moreover, the Circassians provided the Qasaba with
some of their greatest royal religious foundations, such as the madrasas of sultan
Barquq (786-8/1384-6; Index 187), al-Ashraf Barsbay (829/1425; Index 175) and alGhuri (909-10/1503-4; Index 189) and the mosque of Mu’ayyad Shaykh (81823/1415-20; Index 190).
In al-Tabbana Street, they built a number of religious buildings scattered in
different spots, among these being the mosques of Aytmish al-Bajasi (785/1383; Index
250), Fatima al-Shaqra’ (873/1468-9; Index 195), Qijmas al-Ishaqi (885-6/1480-1;
Index 114), Khayrbak (908/1502; Index 248) and the zawiyya of sultan Faraj ibn
Barquq (811/1408; Index 203). During the Circassian period, there were greater
similarities in location, size and ornamentation between royal and amiral foundations.
Furthermore, the Circassian period witnessed the rise of the bourgeoisie and
Sufi shaykhs who had acquired enough wealth to purchase very expensive land along
the major thoroughfares of the city and to sponsor religious foundations of various
types. Their religious foundations were usually modest in size and austere in
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decoration even if located in the most strategic areas within the city and the
cemetery.131 Thus, the question arises whether these various categories of urban
location and patronage of Mamluk religious monuments influenced the programs of
their epigraphic decoration.

3. Types of inscriptions
Mamluk religious monuments have various types of inscription: Quranic,
foundation, royal, restoration, the date, waqf, epitaphs, the shahada, hadith, poetry,
du’a or royal du’a, the name of Allah, the names of God, the name of Muhammad, the
names of the four orthodox caliphs, words, such as al-mulk and phrases, such as almulk li’llah. Charts III.1, III.2, IV.1 and IV.2 draw light on some aspects of their
frequency on the exterior and interior of the religious institutions. Quranic and
foundation inscriptions are the common types used on the exterior and interior,
Quranic inscriptions being dominant. Foundation inscriptions were used in the
interior of Circassian monuments more frequently than in the interior of Bahri ones.
Various types of inscriptions were used on the exterior of Bahri religious institutions
compared to the fewer types of inscriptions utilized on the exterior of Circassian ones.
Also, the types of inscriptions used in the interior of Circassian monuments were
various compared to the fewer types on their exterior.
Certain types of inscription appeared in a certain period but never appeared
in others. For example, hadith, the names of God, al-mulk and al-mulk li’llah are used
on Bahri monuments but hardly appeared on Circassian ones. Similarly, waqf
inscriptions were more frequent on Circassain monuments. Still, the infrequency of
these types of inscriptions indicates that they were always rare. Furthermore, indexes
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II and III show that some types of inscriptions appeared on a certain monument and
never appeared on others. For example, hadith appeared once around the exterior of
the dome of the mosque of Aydamur al-Bahlawan (before 747/1346; Index 22) and
never appeared on later monuments (Pl. 15a). The names of God appeared on the
lower band that surrounds the square base of the minaret of the madrasa of al-Nasir
Muhammad (695-703/1295-1304; Index 44) and rarely appeared on later monuments
(Pl. 15b).
The phrase al-mulk li’llah is inscribed on the domes of some Bahri
monuments. It was used to form a narrow band surrounding the exterior base of the
dome of the zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (Index 172) (Pl. 16a). It was also used as a
band surrounding the windows and niches of the zone of transition in the interior of
the same dome (Pl. 16b). The phrase al-mulk li’llah appeared earlier framing the
exterior windows of the dome of the small mausoleum of the khanqa Bunduqdariyya
(Index 146) (Pl. 17a). Al-mulk appeared around the grilled window above the
entrance to the mausoleum of the complex of sultan Qalawun (Index 43) (Pl. 17b).
The names of Muhammad and the four orthodox caliphs also appeared once as a
square kufic panel on the left side of the portal of the madrasa of sultan Hasan (Index
133) (Pl. 18a).
The charts also show that some types of inscriptions, such as royal and the
shahada became more common on the exterior of Circassian religious monuments
than on Bahri ones. Index III, for example, shows that the shahada became the
common content of the square kufic panels that were inserted on the portals of some
Circassian monuments (Pl. 19). The epigraphic roundels that have the name of the
sultan became common on portals of Circassian monuments and on the zones of
transition of some of their domes (Pls. 47 & 48).
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The types of inscription on Mamluk mausoleums are fewer than those on
their religious institutions. They are Quranic, foundation, royal, the date, epitaphs, the
shahada, du’a, the name of Allah, the name of Muhammad and the names of the four
orthodox caliphs. Charts V.1, V.2, VI.1 and VI.2 show that: first, Quranic inscriptions
are the dominant type on the exterior and the interior and second, foundation
inscriptions frequently appeared on the exterior of Bahri mausoleums but rarely on the
exterior of Circassian ones. Indexes II and III show that some types of inscriptions
were used once on a certain mausoleum and rarely appeared on others. Examples of
these are the huge band that surrounds the N dome of al-Sultaniyya mausoleum
(8th/14th; Index 289) with the names of Muhammad and the four orthodox caliphs (Pl.
18b) and the concentric medallion at the apex of the dome of the mausoleum of ‘Alam
al-Din Sanjar (714/1315; Index 261) that has a du’a attached to the shahada (Pl. 52b).
What are the visual forms of these types of inscriptions on Mamluk religious
monuments and their architectural locations?

4. Forms and architectural locations of various types of inscriptions
Inscriptions on Mamluk religious monuments have three styles of writing:
linear, concentric and square kufic.

4.1. Linear format
4.1.1. Panels
The linear format of writing has three types: panels, bands and roundels. A
panel of an epigraphic quotation on a Mamluk monument could be in the following
forms: a lintel of a door or a window, a simple rectangular or square panel, a
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rectangular panel enclosed with a bow-shaped molding (ansa) or a divided panel.132
Indexes II and III show that inscribed lintels of doors and windows were utilized
frequently on the exterior of earlier Bahri monuments but rarely on Circassian ones.
Examples of these are the lintels of the main doorway of the complex of sultan
Qalawun (Index 43) (Pl. 20a), the main doorway of the zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf
(Index 172) (Pl. 20b), the door of the mosque of Qutlubugha al-Dhahabi (Index 242)
(Pl. 20c), the windows of the complex of sultan Qalawun (Pl. 21a), the two windows
flanking the main doorway of the madrasa of al-Nasir Muhammad (Index 44) (Pl.
21b) and the three windows on the SE façade of the zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (Pl.
21c).
Within the central area of a portal inscribed panels were set in the following
positions: first, directly above the lintel of the door like that of the SW portal of the
mosque of al-Zahir Baybars (Index 1) (Pl. 22a), that above the door of the madrasa of
al-Nasir Muhammad (Index 44) (Pl. 22b) and that of the mosque of al-Ghuri (Index
159) (Pl. 22c); second, above the central window above the doorway, common on the
portals of Circassian monuments such as the mosque of Aytmish al-Bajasi (785/1383;
Index 250) (Pl. 23a), the mosque of Taghribardi (844/1440; Index 209) (Pl. 23b) and
the madrasa of al-Ghuri (909-10/1504-5; Index 189) (Pl. 23c).
Inscription panels were occasionally set in somewhat odd positions, mainly
on some Circassian monuments. Three interesting examples are the panel above the
window on the E facade of the mosque of Qijmas al-Ishaqi (Index 114) that is at the
back of the qibla wall (Pl. 24a), the panel on the E façade of the mosque of Azbak alYusufi (Index 211) located directly at the back of the mihrab (Pl. 24b) and the panel
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on the E façade of the madrasa of al-Ghuri (Index 189) also located at the back of the
inner mihrab (Pl. 24c). Furthermore, an inscription could be divided into either two or
four panels and set flanking an architectural feature. For example, the N portal of the
mosque of al-Maridani (Index 120) has four panels flanking the central window above
the door (Pl. 25). The four panels have a single Quranic quotation composed of the
complete verse 2:238. The verse starts at the top right panel moving to the top left,
then to the lower right and ends at the lower left. An interesting example is also found
on the portal of the madrasa of sultan Hasan. On the sides of the portal are two panels
of kufic script containing verses 48:1-2. The verses start on the panel at the right side
and end on the panel at the left side (Pl. 26). The divided panels were also used on
some Circassian monuments, such as the four panels that flank the central window of
both the W and S portals of the mosque of Qadi Yahya (Index 344) (Pl. 27).
However, they contain a foundation text.
Divided panels also appeared on the interior of a few Mamluk monuments.
Examples of these are the two panels that flank the mihrab of the mausoleum of the
mosque of Qani Bay al-Muhammadi (816/1413; Index 151) (Pl. 28) and the four
panels that above the mihrab of the mosque of Qadi Yahya (856/1452; Index 204) (Pl.
29). Although the four panels that flank the mihrab of the mosque of Qadi Yahya
have the partial verse 2:144, the two panels that flank the mihrab of the mausoleum of
Qani Bay al-Muhammadi have two different Quranic quotations, on the right is a part
of verse 28:31 and on the left is the complete verse 48:1.
In general, inscription panels in the interior of Mamluk monuments were
utilized as lintels of doors and windows that overlooked corridors, iwans and courts.
Also, an inscription panel above the apex of the mihrab appeared at the end of Bahri
period and was used frequently during the Circassian period. Examples of these are in
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the central iwan of al-Sultaniyya mausoleum (Index 289) (Pl. 30a), in the mosques of
Timraz al-Ahmadi (Index 216) (Pl. 30b) and that in the qibla iwan of the mosque of
Azbak al-Yusufi (Index 129) (Pl. 30c).133

4.1.2. Bands
4.1.2.a. Bands on the exterior
Inscription bands on the exterior of Mamluk religious monuments were set in
four main positions. The first is around the base of a dome either above or below
window level. The second is around the body of the minaret. The third is a tiraz
band, namely a long band of inscription running along the façade following its angles,
and the fourth is flanking the sides of a doorway or a portal. However, their
utilization on monuments varies. For example, bands around domes could be a main
large band and a secondary narrow one. The latter is almost always at the top of the
former and they usually have different scripts, kufic and naskhi, or different styles of
the same script. Examples of these are the two bands surrounding the exterior of the
dome of the zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (Index 172) (Pl. 31a), the two bands
surrounding the interior of the same dome (Pl. 31b) and the two bands surrounding the
N dome of al-Sultaniyya mausoleum (Index 289) (Pl. 31c).
If we examine the main façade of the Mamluk religious monuments, we find
that some monuments have an inscribed tiraz band, some have a location for a tiraz
band but uninscribed (an anepigraphic tiraz band) and others do not have any band
(Pl. 32). The tiraz band was the major epigraphic decorative feature on the facades of
Mamluk religious monuments. It was set on the façade in four locations. The first
(tiraz band type I) is above the lowest row of windows, the level of the first floor, as
133
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on the main façade of the madrasa of sultan Qalawun (Index 43) (Pl. 33a), that of alNasir Muhmmad (Index 44) (Pl. 33b), the khanqa of Baybars al-Jashankir (Index 32)
(Pl. 34a) and the mosque of Ahmad al-Mihmandar (Index 115) (Pl. 34b).134
The second location (tiraz band type II) was directly under the stalactite hood
of the recessed niches of the façade like the tiraz band on the façades of mosque of alMaridani (Index 120), that of the façade of ‘Ulmas mosque (Index 130) and the façade
of the mosque of Barquq (Index 187) (Pl. 35). According to a drawing by an
unknown artist, dated c. 1850, this second position was the location of the tiraz band
on the madrasa-mausoleum of al-Zahir Baybars (660-2/1262-3; Index 32), the earliest
surviving Bahri monument (Pl. 36).135
The third position (tiraz band type III) is like that on the façades of the
khanqa of Shaykhu (Index 152) and the madrasa-mausoleum of ’Umm al-sultan
Sha‛ban (Index 125) (Pl. 37) where the tiraz band was bent to form a rectangular
frame around the spandrels of the hood of the arch of the main portal. This type of a
tiraz band became standard on the facades of most Circassian monuments, such as the
main façade of ‘Aytmish al-Bajasi mosque (785/1383; Index 250) and the madrasa of
Qadi ‘Abd al-Basit (823/1420; Index 60) (Pl. 38). The last, but uncommon, position
(tiraz band type IV) is above the stalactite hood of the niches of the façade and
directly below its crenellation, as on the façade of khanqa Bunduqdariyya (683/1284-
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5; Index 146) and that of the mausoleum of Tashtimur (735/1334; Index 92) (Pl.
39).136
Although they were set on the same locations, the tiraz bands on some later
Circassian monuments were divided into parts. An example of this is the façade of the
mosque of Janim al-Bahlawan (Index 129), where the tiraz band was divided into
parts, some below the stalactite of each niche and one above the apex of the arch of
the portal (Pl. 40).137 Furthermore, on some later monuments, both the continuous and
the divided tiraz bands were used together, as on the E façade of the madrasa of alGhuri (Index 189) (Pl. 41). Tiraz bands on mausoleums, if any, were set either below
the stalactite hood of the niches or directly below crenellations.
The earliest example of a band flanking a doorway was that of the entrance to
the mausoleum of ’Abu Mansur Isma‘il (613/1216; Index 282) (Pl. 42a) and the
earliest example of it on Bahri monuments is on the entrance of the mausoleum of
Mustafa Pasha (616-72/1267-73; Index 279) (Pl. 42b).138 Bands flanking the sides of
doors or portals were used with different widths and at different heights. A unique
example of a band flanking a portal exists on the upper part of the portal of the
madrasa of Umm al-sultan Sha‘ban where it articulates the arched niches at the sides
of the portal and the Qalawun window-set at its the center (Pl. 43).
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4.1.2.B. Bands in the interior
Within a arcuated plan epigraphic bands were used in various forms: friezes
below ceilings of riwaqs, which almost always contain long Quranic quotations, bands
around the dome above the mihrab, if any, bands on the mihrab and bands surrounding
windows, particularly on the qibla wall. Within the iwan-style plan, the mausoleum,
the qibla iwan and the court are the most important locations where decorative
epigraphic bands were greatly utilized. During the Bahri period mausoleums had
more epigraphic decoration than qibla iwans and courts. On the contrary, during the
Circassian period, qibla iwans and courts had more epigraphic decoration than
mausoleums. Nevertheless, in both periods, there are buildings where both the qibla
iwan and the mausoleum were richly enhanced with epigraphic decoration. Within a
mausoleum, either attached to a religious foundation or standing alone, the standard
locations for epigraphic bands are around the base of the dome, around the top of the
walls below the zone of transition and on the mihrab. In the qibla iwan epigraphic
bands were used as friezes around the ceiling, around the walls at middle height and
on the mihrab. Epigraphic bands that were used to decorate courts had two main
forms; the first is a long band surrounding the top of the walls directly below the
crenellations (or the ceiling if it is a covered court), the second is flanking doors
overlooking the court.
Various ways were used to apply inscriptions bands on a mihrab. They could
be simply below its hood, around its arch or recessed arches, as a rectangular frame
for the spandrels of its arch (Pl. 44a & Fig. 5), around its recessed body below the
hood (Pl. 44b) or around its hood (Pl. 45). Each could be used exclusively or
combined with others. Occasionally, the band that surrounds the qibla iwan, the
prayer hall or the mausoleum was extended to include the mihrab below its hood, such
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as the band above the dado in the mausoleum of the madrasa of Qaytbay (877-9/14724; Index 99) (Pl. 46).

4.1.3. Roundels
The third style of linear format is writing either one horizontal line or three
lines of inscription within a roundel. Roundels were rarely used on Bahri religious
monuments, but became common on the exterior of Circassian monuments. They
have various positions on the exterior of Circassian monuments. Roundels were
always set in pairs on facades. Roundels could be on the spandrels of the portal like
those on the W portal of the khanqa of Faraj ibn Barquq (Index 149) (Pl. 47a),
flanking the voussoirs above the lintel of the doorway like those on the portal of the
madrasa of al-Ashraf Barsbay (Index 175) (Pl. 47b) or flanking the central window
above the door like those on the E portal of the khanqa of sultan Inal (Index 158) (Pl.
46c). Also, they appear on the exterior of the zone of transition of domes, like those
on the zone of transition of the dome of the madrasa of Qaytbay (Index 99) (Pl. 48a).
Furthermore, roundels were inserted within panels and bands dividing them
into parts, such as that at the center of the panel above the doorway of the mosque of
Taghribardi (Index 209) (Pl. 23b) and that at the center of the band on each face of the
court of the madrasa of Qadi ‘Abd al-Basit (Index 60) (Pl. 48b). Decoratively a half
roundel was occasionally inserted at the center of a mihrab or a niche and usually
contains the name of Allah or occasionally one of His attributes (Pl. 49).

4.2. Concentric format
The concentric format on Mamluk monuments is writing an inscription band
clockwise forming a circular band. However, contrary to those on Fatimid
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monuments, its center is always a decorative pattern. Concentric medallions on the
facades of Bahri Mamluk monuments are rarely seen. The only three examples found
are on the W portal of the mosque of al-Maridani (Index 120) (Pl. 50a), that at the
center of the hood of the central niche on the façade of the mosque of al-Mihmandar
(Index 115) (Pl. 50b), which is directly behind the mihrab and that above the main
door of the mausoleum of Qusun (Index 291) (Pl. 50c). Concentric medallions never
appeared on the exterior of Circassian religious monuments.
Within mausoleums the common position of concentric medallions is at the
apex of the domes (Pls. 51 & 52). However, they appeared in other areas, such as that
on the W portal of the mosque of al-Maridani (Index 120) from within (Pl. 53a)
(similar to the one on the exterior), that on the E wall of the N side of the second
riwaq of the same mosque (Pl. 53b), the two on each side of the qibla iwan of the
mosque of Aslam al-Silahdar (Index 112) (Pl. 54a) and the two on the E wall of the
mausoleum attached to the mosque of Aqsunqur (Index 123) (Pl. 54b). There is a
unique example of a concentric medallion on the SW portal of the mosque of Baybars
al-Bunduqdari (665-67/1266-69; Index 1) on which the upper half of the medallion
moves counter clockwise and the lower half moves clockwise making the reading of
the two halves starts from right to left (Pl. 55).139 Strangely, this viewer-friendly
format was never repeated on later examples.

4.3. Square kufic form
Square kufic appeared in two different visual forms on Mamluk religious
monuments. The most frequent form is on either a square or a rectangular panel. The
earliest appearance of it was in the interior of the mausoleum of al-sultan Qalawun
139
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(Index 43) (Pl. 56a).140 During the Bahri period square kufic panels were frequently
utilized in the interior of the monuments, but rarely on their exterior. Examples
include the rectangular panel on the W wall of the mausoleum of khanqa of Baybars
al-Jashankir (Index 32) (Pl. 56b), the rectangular panel on the N wall of the qibla
riwaq of the mosque of al-Maridani (Index 120) (Pl. 57a), and the two panels on the
sides of the portal of the madrasa of sultan Hasan (Index 133) (Pls. 18a & 57b).
Square kufic panels became common on the facades of Circassian religious
monuments. Their usual position is as two square panels flanking either the central
window above the doorway as in the mosques of Jamal al-Din al-Ustadar (811/1408;
Index 35) and Ibn Bardbak (c. 865/1460; Index 25) (Pl. 19) or flanking the joggled
voussoirs above door’s lintel as in the madrasa of Kafur al-Zimam, (829/1425; Index
107). Like those on the portal of the madrasa of sultan Hasan, four square kufic
panels appeared on the sides of the portal of the Mu’ayyad Shaykh mosque (81823/1415-20; Index 190). Square kufic panels were rarely utilized on the interior of
Circassian monuments, one example of which being the two square kufic panels in the
entrance vestibule of the mosque of al-Mu’ayyad Shaykh (Pl. 58).141
The second visual form of square kufic format of writing is as a band around
an architectural feature, and the only example found on Cairene religious monuments
is that surrounds the N drum of the al-Sultaniyya mausoleum (8th/14th; Index 289) (Pl.
18b). Other forms, like the multi-pointed star pattern and the pentagram, never
appeared in Mamluk religious monuments. Unlike the concentric medallion, the
multi-pointed star pattern and the pentagram on Fatimid monuments, no symbolic
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values have been attributed to these various forms of inscriptions on Mamluk religious
monuments.
As we noted above, locations for epigraphic decoration on Cairene Mamluk
monuments were almost standardized. However, variations from one monument to
another do exist. Examining Indexes II and III shows that some monuments have less
epigraphic decoration than others. Some monuments also have fewer types of
inscriptions in their epigraphic program than other monuments. For example, even
though it is located in the S cemetery and it is neither a royal nor amiral foundation,
the zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (697/1298; Index 172) has eight types of
inscriptions compared to the four types used in the mosque of al-Maridani (73940/1339-40; Index 120; amiral foundation) and the two types utilized in the madrasa
of Umm al-sultan Sha‘ban (770/1368-9; Index 125; royal foundation) (Index II). This
might have been because usually zawiyyas and commemorative shrines receive
numerous embellishments and additions unlike the royal and amiral foundations,
which were frequently left unfinished after the patron’s death.142
The following section will examine how these various types of inscriptions
were distributed on Mamluk religious monuments employing these different visual
forms.

5. The literal content of inscriptions on Mamluk religious monuments
The study of the literal content of inscriptions on Mamluk religious
monuments will be divided into two parts. The first examines the literal content of the
same visual form, namely tiraz bands, panels, bands flanking doorways and portals,
concentric medallions and square kufic panels. The second examines the most
142
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common Quranic verses employed on Mamluk religious monuments and their usual
architectural locations.

5.1. Tiraz bands
Examining the use of Quranic inscriptions on the exterior of Mamluk
monuments reveals that the exterior epigraphic decoration of the earliest Mamluk
monuments built on the Qasaba, the most prestigious area in the city, was more
concerned with the name and titles of the patron than with the religious content of the
epigraphic decoration. The complex of sultan Qalawun and the madrasa of al-Nasir
Muhammad were built in the area of Bayn al-Qasrayn opposite the madrasa of the
Ayyubid sultan Salih Najm al-Din (641-8/1243-50; Index 38).143 The content of the
main band above the latter’s main entrance and the panel above is entirely historical,
containing the name of the patron and his titles. To compete with the official
inscription program on the Salihiyya madrasa and to advertise themselves as the
legitimate heirs in the most prestigious area in the city, sultan Qalawun and later
sultan al-Nasir Muhammad might have ordered prominent foundation inscriptions to
be set on their monuments’ facades. The tiraz band on the facades of both monuments
is monumental in size and put at the same height as that of the band of al-Salihiyya
madrasa (tiraz band type I) (Pl. 59).
Later Bahri monuments such as the khanqa of Baybars al-Jashankir (7069/1306-9; Index 32), the mosque of Ahmad al-Mihmandar (725/1324-5; Index 115)
and the khanqa of Mughltay al-Jamali (730/1329-30; Index 26) were built on urban
locations of secondary importance and the facade of each also has a tiraz band of type
I (Pls. 32a & 34). The content of these bands is foundation inscriptions but attached
143
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to Quranic inscriptions, and the foundation inscription is dominant. The Quranic
quotation of the tiraz band of the khanqa of al-Jashankir is composed of the complete
verses 24:36-7. That of the al-Jamali madrasa is also composed of the complete
verses 24:36-8. The tiraz band of al-Mihmandar starts with the Throne verse (2:255)
followed by a foundation text, then the complete verses 24:36-8, followed again by a
foundation text.144 A notable feature is that the location of the Quranic verses 24:3637 or 38 were on the portal directly above the doorway of the monument (Pl. 60).
Examining the other types of epigraphic tiraz bands on the façades of some
monuments, I noticed that the historical text was shortened and dominated by Quranic
quotations. For example, the tiraz band of the mosque of al-Maridani (Index 120) has
a long Quranic quotation that ends with a date. The tiraz bands of the mosque of Sitt
Hadaq (740/1339-40; Index 252; female patronage), the khanqa of Shaykhu
(756/1355; Index 152, amiral patronage) and the madrasa of Umm al-sultan Sha‘ban
(770/1368-9; Index 125, royal foundation) are entirely composed of Quranic
quotations. Also, on the E façade of the mosque of Aslam al-Silahdar (745-6/1344-5;
Index 112) the incomplete tiraz band starts with a Quranic quotation. Examining the
verses that comprise the Quranic quotation of each, we find that they do not contain
verses 24:36-37 or 38, and except for the Quranic quotation of the khanqa of Shaykhu,
all the Quranic quotations of the tiraz bands of these monuments contain the first
consecutive verses from sura 36 (Yasin).145 So, eventually, with the increasing
amount of royal, amiral and later bourgeoisie and Sufi foundations that were built on
various urban locations of different categories, away from the area of Bayn al-
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Qasrayn, the tiraz bands that have entirely foundation inscriptions stating the titles of
the patron somewhat lost their importance.
During the Circassian period, the tiraz band on the W façade of the khanqa of
Faraj ibn Barquq (803-13/1400-11; Index 149), the earliest religious monument to be
built in the official Circassian cemetery, was the only tiraz band on Circassian
monuments that has entirely a foundation inscription.146 The tiraz bands on the
facades of the mosque of sultan Barquq, the madrasa of al-Ashraf Barsbay and the
madrasa of al-Ghuri have foundation inscriptions but attached to Quranic quotations
although they were built on the main thoroughfare of the city, the Qasaba.147
Similarly, the facades of a few Circassian monuments built on secondary urban
locations have tiraz bands of foundation inscriptions attached to Quranic quotations,
such as the madrasa of Qadi ‘Abd al-Basit, the mosque of Janim al-Bahlawan and the
madrasa of Azbak al-Yusufi.148 So during the Circassian period, the Qasaba,
particularly the area of Bayn al-Qasrayn no longer had the same prestige as during the
Bahri period. As a consequence, there was a similarity in the content of the tiraz
bands on the facades of the royal monuments that were built along the Qasaba and the
amiral ones that were located on secondary urban locations.
The tiraz band no longer became the language of political dominance among
sultans. The madrasa of sultan Hasan (757-64/1356-62; Index 133) and the mosque of
146
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Mu’ayyad Shaykh (818-23/1415-20; Index 190), for example, were built on areas that
had no earlier buildings with prominent exterior tiraz bands of foundation
inscriptions. Examining the façades of each, we found that each has an anepigraphic
tiraz band. However, the portal of the madrasa of sultan Hasan has an epigraphic
band directly located below its stalactites containing the complete Quranic verses
24:36-7.149 Also, the part of the tiraz band of the mosque of Mu’ayyad Shaykh that
surrounds the spandrels of the portal was the only inscribed part of the band and it
also contains the Quranic verses 24:36-8. Moreover, both portals have no foundation
inscriptions.150 So since there were no earlier neighboring buildings, one can suggest
that they might have had less need for foundation inscriptions, and these Quranic
bands might have been essential to be inscribed on the buildings before their
inauguration.
Whether historical, religious or anepigraphic, the tiraz band was an essential
decorative feature on the façades of Mamluk monuments that were built within the
urban fabric of the city. For example, although they were royal foundations, the
facades of both the mosque of al-Zahir Baybars at al-Husaniyya suburb (665-7/12669; Index 1) and that of al-Nasir Muhammad at the citadel (735/1335; Index 143) do
not have tiraz bands. However, the mosque of amir Ulmas, for example, has a tiraz
band even though its content is neither foundation nor Quranic. It is a du’a, a type of
inscription that appeared neither on earlier nor on later monuments (Index II, Index
130). Tiraz bands became merely a decorative feature intended to articulate the main
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thoroughfares within the city. For example, although anepigraphic, a tiraz band does
exist on the facades of some amiral foundations, such as the khanqa of Salar and
Sanjar (Index 221) on the Saliba street and the mosque of Aqsunqur (Index 123) on alTabbana. This anepigraphic tiraz band appeared frequently on the facades of some
later Circassian monuments and even on the façade of some Ottoman ones (Pl. 66 &
67). Specifying its location on a monument might have become a standard step in the
construction process of later Mamluk monuments; however, sometimes it totally
disappeared, as on the façades of the khanqa of Khayrbak (Index 248) and the mosque
of Timraz al-Ahmadi (Index 216).

5.2. Panels
The three examples of door lintels in index II have different contents. That
of the main door of the madrasa of sultan Qalawun (Index 43) has a foundation text,
that of the main door of zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf has a Quranic quotation (Index
II, 172.E.1) and that of the door of mosque of Qatlubugha al-Dhahabi (Index 242) has
the shahada. With the increasing utilization of Quranic quotations on tiraz bands, as
we explained above, the main content of panels above the doorways of most Mamluk
religious monuments became a foundation inscription. For example, among the
twenty-one documented panels, thirteen are foundation inscriptions and three of them
are attached to Quranic quotations.151 There are three panels composed of a date
attached to Quranic quotations,152 six panels are exclusively Quranic,153 and one is an
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epitaph.154 The Quranic quotations that are added to the three foundation inscriptions
are different. Also, the exclusive Quranic panels are not the same, and although three
of them have the same verse, the selection within the verse differs.155
In the interior, if we compare panels that have the same architectural location
within a monument, we may find similarities in content. For example, except for the
names of the owners of the tombs, the lintels of the doors of the two mausoleums of
Salar and Sanjar are similar in historical content and Quranic quotation (Index II,
221.I.1a and 221.I.2a). Also, the four panels that are above the four doors of the four
orthodox madrasas in the mosque of sultan Hasan are foundation inscriptions.
However, the content of the panels in the same architectural location in different
monuments varies. For instance, the four panels above the four doors overlooking the
court of the madrasa of Qaytbay have a foundation inscription attached to a Quranic
quotation (Index III, 99.I.6); however, those in the mosque of Qijmas al-Ishaqi (Index
114) have a foundation inscription. Furthermore, if we compare the content of the
panel above the mazmala in three different buildings, that in the khanqa of al-Jawhar
Lala (Index 134) has a foundation inscription, those in the madrasa of Qaytbay and the
mosque of Azbak al-Yusufi are Quranic quotations but of different passages (Index
III, 99.I.2 and 211.I.9). So, we can conclude that panels of the same architectural
location might perchance have the same content.

5.3. Bands flanking sides of doors and portals
The band flanking the sides of doors and portals contain three types of
inscriptions: Quranic, foundation and the date. Examining the facades of the Bahri
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monuments documented in index II reveals that if the band flanking the portal has
only Quranic quotations, it might have been necessary to have either a tiraz band or a
panel above the door containing a foundation inscription. The bands flank the portals
of the zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf, the khanqa of al-Jashankir, the mosque of alMihmandar and the W and N portals of the mosque of al-Maridani are entirely
Quranic inscriptions.156 Examining the epigraphic program of each façade, we find
that zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf has a panel of a foundation inscription above its
main entrance, both the khanqa of al-Jashankir and the mosque of al-Mihmandar have
tiraz bands containing foundation inscriptions and the mosque of al-Maridani has a
tiraz band which ends with a date and a panel of a foundation inscription above the W
entrance.
Both the mosques of Almalik al-Jukandar (Index 24) and Janim al-Bahlawan
(Index 22), for instance, have bands with a foundation inscription flanking the portals;
however, they have neither a tiraz band nor a panel above the entrance. The mosque
of Ulmas has a band flanking the portal with a foundation inscription because the
content of its main tiraz band is du’a. The mosque of Shaykhu, the madrasa of Umm
al-sultan Sha‘ban, the khanqa of Tulbay and the mosque of al-Bakri have bands with
foundation inscriptions flanking their portals.157 By examining the epigraphic
program of these buildings, we find that the tiraz band of each is also entirely of
Quranic inscriptions.158
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Even though the previous analysis could be applied to some Circassian
monuments, other monuments show that foundation inscriptions during this period
lost their importance. On the one hand, the mosque of Barquq and the madrasa of
‘Abd al-Basit, for example, have tiraz bands that contain foundation inscriptions, and
bands flanking their portals of Quranic inscriptions.159 Yet, on the other hand, even
though they have neither tiraz bands nor panels containing foundation inscriptions, the
bands flanking the portals of the khanqa of al-Jawhar Lala, that of Qurqumas and the
mosque of Baybars al-Khayat are entirely Quranic quotations.160 Some Circassian
monuments have bands flanking portals containing a date attached to Quranic
quotations but no foundation inscription, such as the mosque of al-Mu’ayyad (Index
190), the madrasa of Kafur al-Zimam (Index 107) and the mosque of Qijmas (Index
114).161 During this period foundation inscriptions lost their political importance on
the exterior of buildings and were frequently utilized in the interior, particularly
around the walls of both courts and qibla iwans.

5.4. Concentric medallions
Among the four medallions that appear on the exterior of Mamluk religious
monuments, the content of the two concentric ones that flank the SW portal of the
mosque of Baybars al-Bunduqdari (Index 1) (Pl. 55) and the concentric medallion on
the W portal of the mosque of al-Maridani (Index 120) (Pl. 50a) are entirely Quranic,
the Quranic quotation of each being different. That on the mosque of al-Mihmandar
had the shahada (Pl. 50b) and that on the mausoleum of Qusun had a royal inscription
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(Pl. 50c). The major content of the concentric medallions at the apex of mausoleums
is Quranic. Exceptions are the medallions at the apex of the dome of Kujuk’s
mausoleum attached to the mosque of Aqsunqur (Index 123) which has a royal
inscription, and the apex of the dome of ‘Alam al-Din Sanjar (Index 261), which has a
du’a and the shahada (Pl. 52b).
If we examine the Quranic quotation of each of the documented concentric
medallions, we find that each has a different Quranic passage.162 Even if the same
verse or two consecutive verses appeared on the apex of two different mausoleums,
the style of selecting the verses may differ. For example, the medallion at the apex of
the mausoleum of Qarasunqur has the complete verse 22:41 (Index II, 31.I.1);
however, although the medallion at the apex of the mausoleum of Salar has the same
verse, it was only partially quoted (Index II, 221.I.1b).163 Also, the medallion at the
apex of the mausoleum of Tashtimur (Index 92) has the following consecutive verses
15:45-6. Although the verses of the Quranic quotation of the medallion at the apex of
the mausoleum N of Tankizbugha (Index 299) are from the same sura, their selection
varies. Verses 15:45-7 were selected then verse 15:48 was dropped and the complete
verse 15:49 was used.
Furthermore, the content of the concentric medallions located otherwise than
at the apex of domes is different. For example, the two medallions on the E wall of
the mausoleum of Kujuk contain royal inscriptions (Pl. 54b), but the two on the sides
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of the qibla iwan of the mosque of al-Silahdar have Quranic quotations (Pl. 54a).
Thus, the literal content of the same visual form of an inscription on the same
architectural location is usually different.

5.5. Square kufic panels
Square kufic panels on Mamluk religious monuments have the following
content: Quranic, the shahada, the name of Muhammad and the names of Muhammad
and the four orthodox caliphs. Among the monuments documented in the indexes, a
Quranic inscription was used on the two panels found in the entrance vestibule of the
mosque of Mu’ayyad Shaykh (Index 190), each one containing the complete Throne
verse 2:255 (Pl. 58); on the lower ones on the sides of portal, each has part of verse
61:13.164 Square kufic panels with the repeated name of Muhammad appeared several
times in the interior of Bahri monuments (Index II, Indexes 43, 172, 32 and 123), but
never on their exterior (Pls. 56 & 57a). Square kufic panels with the name of
Muhammad rarely occurred on the exterior or interior of Circassian monuments.
Although they rarely occurred on Bahri religious monuments, square kufic panels that
have the shahada were used frequently on the portals of some Circassain monuments
(Pl. 19).

6. The common Quranic verses used on Mamluk religious buildings
Table IV shows that some suras were utilized during the Fatimid period but
never again in the Mamluk era, namely suras 4, 8, 16 and 59 and that new suras were
used during the Mamluk period, some appearing only on Bahri monuments (10, 21,
39, 44, 50, 53, 55, 57, 67, 75 and 76) others only on Circassian ones (18, 27, 37, 41,
164
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43, 61, 73 and 83). Table II shows that certain suras were infrequently utilized during
the Bahri period but never again on Circassian monuments and vice versa. Within a
sura, certain verses were used in a certain era and rarely in others. In sura 2, for
example, verse 2:215 appeared in some Circassian monuments but rarely on Bahri
ones. Also, a certain verse or a group of verses could be used in a certain monument
and rarely in others. For example, verse 2:238 and verses 2:238-9 were used only on
the portals of the mosque of al-Maridani and were never used on other later Bahri or
Circassian monuments (Table II).
Sometimes a particular verse or a group of consecutive verses dominates the
epigraphic program of a certain monument. The Throne verse 2:255, for instance,
dominated the epigraphic program of the mosque of al-Maridani. Supplemented with
the following verse 2:256, it begins the long Quranic quotation of the tiraz band
(Index II, 120.E.1); verses 2:255-6 flank the sides of the N portal of the mosque
(Index II, 120.E.2a) and verse 2:255 alone flanks the sides of the W portal (Index II,
120.E.3a); it also surrounds the hood of the mihrab (Index II, 120.I.2c) and, attached
with verses 2:256-7, it surrounds the base of the dome above the mihrab (Index II,
120.I.3a). Verses 3:190-194 appeared several times in the mosque of Janim alBahlawan. Verses 3:190-4 surround the base of its dome (Index III, 129.E.1); verses
3:191-1 surround the octagonal base of the minaret (Index III, 129.E.2); attached to
the date, verses 3:191-1 comprise the tiraz band of the mosque (Index III, 129.E.3),
and verses 3:191-3 are attached to a foundation inscription on a band surrounding the
walls of the covered courtyard (Index III, 129.I.4).
This supports the hypothesis that no Quranic verse was dedicated to a certain
architectural part, although verse 2:144, for instance, was used only on mihrabs and
never on any other architectural feature. Whenever it was attached to other Quranic
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quotations or other types of inscription, its location was always on the mihrab. For
example, it was inserted in the middle of the long epigraphic band that surrounds the
walls of the mausoleum of the madrasa of Qaytbay in such a way that its location was
on the mihrab (Pl. 46) (Index III, 99.I.18). However, the case that a certain verse was
used only on a certain architectural feature is rare; Table II shows that verse 2:144 is
the only verse of that type. Nonetheless, a few other verses were used on some
architectural parts and never appeared on others, and other verses were more
frequently used on a certain architectural part than others.
Thirty-seven Quranic quotations were documented on the exterior of Mamluk
monuments containing the Throne verse 2:255, either separately, attached to the
following two verses, attached to other types of inscriptions, or both. Twenty-one of
them were used around the base of domes, three times around minarets, seven times
on tiraz bands and four times flanking portals. Accordingly, although it was utilized
on all the prominent architectural parts of the facade, its most common location was
around the base of domes. Many other Quranic verses occasionally appeared on the
exterior of Mamluk domes.165
In the interior, the common location of the Throne verse was in mausoleums
either attached to other religious monuments or standing alone. Within a mausoleum
it could appear in different architectural locations, e.g. around the base of domes,166 on
the walls below the zone of transition,167 on mihrabs, 168 and rarely on medallions at the
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apex of domes.169 During the Circassian period, it was frequently used, either attached
to the following verses 256-8 or a foundation inscription, around walls of courts.170
Another interesting example is verses 45-9 from sura 15. Although they
appeared on medallions at the apexes of a few domes, the persistent location of these
verses is at the sides of doors, either in the exterior or interior. But the number of the
verses used from these five verses (15:45-9) varies according to the space available.
In the interior they were usually inscribed on the sides of doors that open on courts.
For example verse 15:46 was inscribed on the sides of the two doors that flank the W
iwan of the mosque of Barquq (Index 187); earlier, the same verse was used on the
sides of the two doors flanking the W iwan in the madrasa of sultan Hasan (Index 133)
(Pl. 61). Verses 15:46-8 were similarly used on the sides of the doors that flank the N
and S iwans, and verses 15:45-7 were also used on the sides of the door on the right of
the N iwan of the madrasa of sultan Hasan (Pl. 62).
The other two important verses that were used during the Mamluk period
were 9:18 and 72:18, those that literally mentions the word mosques (masajid).
Although it was used on a few other locations, the common location for verse 9:18 is
on bands flanking sides of doors or portals. Out of the twenty-five documented
examples of this verse, fourteen are on bands flanking portals and four on panels
above doors (Table II). Verse 72:18 rarely occurred on the exterior of Bahri
monuments, but frequently occurred on the exterior of Circassian ones, and similarly,
its common location was either a band flanking a portal or a panel above.
The use of verses 24:36-8 on the facades of Mamluk religious monuments is
of special interest. As we saw earlier, if these verses appeared on the tiraz bands of
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the facades of Mamluk monuments, their location must be on the portal as on the
khanqa of al-Jashankir, the mosques of al-Mihmandar and Mu’ayyad Shaykh and the
madrasas of al-Jamali, sultan Hasan and Kafur al-Zimam. Even if they appeared in a
panel, their location was directly above the main doorway as on the panel above the
doorway of the khanqa of Shaykhu. Except for the verses on the madrasas of sultan
Hasan and Kafur al-Zimam and the mosque of Mu’ayyad Shaykh, they are attached to
foundation inscriptions (Indexes II and III). The earliest utilization of these verses
was in the middle of the foundation inscription of the mosque of Ahmad ibn Tulun.171
As we saw in chapter 3, they also appeared earlier on the W salient of the mosque of
al-Hakim and on the portals of the mosques of al-Aqmar and al-Salih Tala’i‘.
Therefore, it is clear that the complete Quranic verses 24:36-37 or 38 were highly
valued during Fatimid and the early Mamluk periods, and whenever they appeared on
the facades of the monument either alone or attached to other Quranic quotations or
other types of inscriptions they were always within the area of the portal.
Some verses that have a funerary meaning were commonly used on Mamluk
monuments, such as verse 39:73-5, 43:67-71 and 44:51-9. Table II indicates that they
were exclusively utilized in the interior of mausoleums, but on different architectural
locations.

7. Conclusion
Mamluk religious buildings were multi functional, and the people entering
them were from various social categories, but they were virtually all Sunni.
Moreover, with few variations, the visual forms of inscriptions and the common
Quranic quotations used on Mamluk religious monuments were virtually standardized.
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Therefore, unlike some Quranic quotations on Fatimid monuments, those on Mamluk
ones were dedicated to the bulk of the population. For that reason, the verses that
have particular Shi‘i religious ideological values, such as verses 5:55, 11:73 and 33:33
never appeared on Mamluk monuments. Consequently, one can argue that Quranic
inscriptions on Mamluk religious monuments have no religious ideological values.
Moreover verses like 2:255, 9:18, 24:36-8 and 72:18 that were used on
Fatimid mosques and mausoleums were greatly utilized on Mamluk monuments, but
with more consistency in their architectural location as we saw above. Although they
are a minority, some verses were dedicated to a certain type of building, such as
verses 39:73-5, 43:67-71 and 44:51-9 that have funerary connotations were greatly
used in mausoleums, and only one verse was dedicated to a particular architectural
element, i.e. verse 2:144 on mihrabs.
Finally, the Quranic quotations that were composed of various verses
selected from different suras appeared only on the long bands that were dedicated to
epigraphic decoration. On the eighty monuments examined, only eighteen long
Quranic quotations are documented.172 They are unlikely to have any religious
symbolic message because, with few variations, the verses that compose them are the
same. For example, the Throne verse was used as the beginning of five out of nine
long bands of Quranic inscriptions documented on Bahri monuments, but it was rarely
used in the long quotations documented on Circassian monuments.173 Furthermore,
four out of the nine long quotations documented on Circassian monuments are on a
single monument, i.e. the amiral khanqa of Qurqumas (911-3/1506-7; Index 162), and
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two are documented on the royal khanqa of Faraj ibn Barquq (803-13/1400-11; Index
149).
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Chapter 5
The Ottoman Epoch

1. Introduction
During the Ottoman period Cairo became a provincial city ruled by Ottoman
governors. Central political power was transferred to Istanbul.174 This political
change influenced the style of the architecture of the period. Stylistically, Cairene
Ottoman mosques have two main categories. Some mosques are purely Ottoman in
style, with few traces of Mamluk elements, such as Sulyman Pasha (935/1528; Index
142), Sinan Pasha (979/1571; Index 349), Malika Safiyya (1019/1610; Index 200) and
Muhammad Abu al-Dhahab (1188/1774; Index 98). Others were attempts to revive
the Mamluk style, such as the mosques of Dawud Pasha (955/1548; Index 47),
Mahmud Pasha (975/1568; Index 135), Masih Pasha (983/1575; Index 160), Murad
Pasha (986/1578; Index 181), Taghribardi (10th/16th; Index 42), al-Burdayni (102538/1616-29; Index 201), Marzuq al-Ahmadi (11th/17th; Index 29), Mustafa Mirza
(1110/1698; Index 343) and Muhammad Muharram (1207/1792; Index 30).175

2. Exterior epigraphic decoration
The mosques of both styles are small in size and very modest in their
ornamentation compared to the magnificent examples of their Mamluk predecessors.
The exterior of most Ottoman mosques is devoid of epigraphic decoration except for
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panels above the main doorway (Pl. 63). If portals were of Mamluk style, epigraphic
bands flanking the sides of doorway occasionally appeared like the bands flanking the
portals of the mosques of Murad Pasha (Index 181) (Pl. 64) and Marzuq al-Ahmadi
(Index 29) (Pl. 65). The façade of the mosque of Mahmud Pasha, for example, has an
anepigraphic tiraz band type III (Pl. 66). The S façade of al-Burdayni mosque (Index
201) also has a divided tiraz band type III (Pl. 67). Furthermore, only the minaret of
al-Burdayni mosque, which is purely Mamluk in style, has a band of a foundation
inscription that surrounds its lower octagonal part (Pl. 68).
Two main types of inscriptions appeared on the panels above doorways.
They are foundation, such as the panel above the main doorway of Dawud Pasha
mosque (Index 47) (Pl. 63a) and verses of poetry attached to the name of the patron
and the date, like the panel above the doorway of the N façade of the mosque of Abu
al-Dhahab (Index 98) (Pl. 63b) and the lintel of the doorway of the mosque of
Muhammad Muharram (Index 30) (Pl. 63c). The main content of the two bands
flanking the doorways of the mosques of Murad Pasha and Marzuq al-Ahmadi is
entirely Quranic (Index IV, 181.E.1 and 29.E.1). The content of those two bands is
verse 9:18, one of the common Quranic verses used on the same location of Mamluk
religious buildings. Evidently, both foundation and Quranic inscriptions, which were
the most common types of inscriptions on Mamluk monuments, were significantly
reduced on the exteriors of Ottoman architecture.

3. Interior epigraphic decoration
Plans of Cairene Ottoman mosques are of three main types. The first is a
distinctively Ottoman form composed of a sanctuary dominated by a large dome and
preceded by a courtyard surrounded by an arcade covered with shallow domes. The
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door that leads from the court to the sanctuary is set axially with the mihrab.
Examples of this are the mosques of Sulyman Pasha (935/1528; Index 142), Sinan
Pasha (979/1571; Index 349), Malika Safiyya (1019/1610; Index 200) and
Muhammad Abu al-Dhahab (1188/1774; Index 98). The second is the typical
Mamluk qa’a plan used in mosques that were built on small spots of land within the
densely occupied urban fabric of the city, such as the mosques of Muhibb al-Din Abu
al-Tayyab (10th/16th; Index 48) and al-Burdayni (1025-38/1616-29; Index 201). The
third is the plan in which the sanctuary is divided into two parts by a corridor linking
two entrances as in the mosques of Mahmud Pasha (975/1568; Index 135) Murad
Pasha (986/1578; Index 181) and Taghribardi (10th/16th; Index 42).176
The interiors of Cairene Ottoman mosques display typical Mamluk forms of
epigraphic decoration, namely a band around the base of domes (Pl. 69), a concentric
medallion at the apex of domes and on ceilings (Pl. 70), a frieze below a ceiling (Pl.
71), a band below the hood of a mihrab (Pl. 72), a panel above a mihrab, panels above
doors and windows (Pl. 73), roundels (Pl. 74) and square kufic panels (Pls. 75 & 76).
However, similar plans may display many or few inscriptions. For example, whereas
the sanctuary of the mosque of Sulyman Pasha (Index 142), the first Ottoman mosque
to be built in Cairo, is richly decorated with epigraphy, the sanctuaries of both the
mosques of Sinan Pasha (Index 349) and Malika Safiyya (Index 200) are devoid of
epigraphic decoration, and the interior epigraphic decoration of the mosque of
Muhammad Abu al-Dhahab (Index 98) is concentrated on the central dome. The
mosque of al-Burdayni (Index 201) is richly decorated with epigraphy compared to
the poor epigraphic decoration of the mosque of Muhibb al-Din Abu al-Tayyab (Index
48). The mihrab in Ottoman mosques is rarely decorated, and whenever it was, it had
176
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either a typical Mamluk band below the hood of the mihrab with the Quranic verse
that was commonly used during the Mamluk period, i.e. verse 2:144 (Index IV,
181.I.1) or a panel above it (Index IV, 201.I.2 and 30.I.1).
The common types of inscriptions that appeared on Ottoman monuments are
Quranic, foundation, the date, poetry, Hadith, du’a, the shahada, the name of Allah,
the name of Muhammad and the names of the four orthodox caliphs. Quranic
inscriptions are the most frequent. Foundation inscriptions and dates were frequently
attached to Quranic quotations.177 As with Mamluk monuments, hadith inscriptions
rarely appeared on Ottoman ones, the only two examples documented being the panel
above the central door on the S wall of the sanctuary of the mosque of Mahmud
Muharram (Index 30) and that attached to the foundation inscription around the
central lantern of the mosque of Mahmud Pasha (Index 135) (Index IV). The names
of the four orthodox caliphs became common on both the exterior and interior of
Cairene Ottoman monuments. However, unlike their appearance on Mamluk
monuments, which was on a single square kufic panel, each name was separately set
in a roundel (Pl. 74b & c). In fact, apart from the mosques of Sulyman Pasha (Index
142) and al-Burdayni (Index 201), the interiors of Ottoman mosques display few
inscriptions. With few variations, the usual content of the epigraphic program of a
Cairene Ottoman mosque (if any) is either exclusively Quranic or Quranic quotations
attached to a foundation text.
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4. Quranic inscriptions
While the Quranic verses on Mamluk monuments were selected from 41
suras from the Quran, those on Ottoman monuments were chosen from merely 16
suras.178 Except for suras 54 and 56, all the other suras were previously exploited
during the Mamluk era. Verses commonly appearing on Mamluk monuments were
also frequently used on Ottoman monuments, particularly the Throne verse 2:255,
verses 3:190-4, 9:18, 24:36-8 and 48:1-5 (Table III). Other than those, merely a verse
or a group of consecutive verses were chosen from the other previously exploited
suras and rarely used. Seldom were new verses chosen from the previously utilized
suras. The only documented examples we have are verse 2:143 and verses 25:1-15.
On Mamluk monuments verse 2:143 was never used, but the commonly used verse
from sura 25 was verse 10 (Table II). Furthermore, only a verse or a group of
consecutive verses was chosen from the newly utilized suras and it was infrequently
used.179
Quranic quotations composed of a group of consecutive verses chosen from
various suras rarely appeared on Ottoman monuments. The only three examples
documented are two quotations in the mosque of Sulyman Pasha (Index 142) and one
at the apex of the mausoleum of ‘Abd al-Wahab al-Sha‘rani (c. 975/1567; Index 59)
(Index IV, 142.I.14 and 15 and 59.I.2). With few variations, the two quotations of the
mosque of Sulyman Pasha are similar in form and slightly in content, but they were
repeated in two different areas within the mosque. Quotation 142.I.14, consisting of
2:255, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, 24:36-8 and 48:1-7, was formed in a band running above the
dado of the whole walls of the sanctuary of the mosque. The second quotation,
178
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142.I.15, was composed of the same verses excluding verses 24:36-8 and 48:1-7 and
adding 2:256, and it was similarly formed in a band above the dado running along the
E wall of the court (Pl. 77). Epigraphic bands running around the walls above a dado
are seldom found in Ottoman mosques, and the common location for epigraphic
decoration in the interior of Ottoman mosques was on either flat or domed ceilings.
The third quotation of the medallion at the apex of the dome of the
mausoleum of ‘Abd al-Wahab al-Sha‘rani is composed of the partial verse 17:84 and
the beginning of the Light verse 24:35. At the center of the medallion the partial verse
17:84 was repeated twice and the outer circle of the medallion has the beginning of
the Light verse 24:35, which was completed on the band around the walls below the
zone of transition (Pl. 78) (Index IV, 59.I.3). Although it appeared earlier on Mamluk
monuments, particularly Circassian ones (Table II, 80.I.1, 211.I.1, 99.I.3 and
162.I.5a), the repeated partial verse 17:84 became the common content of the majority
of the medallions in Ottoman monuments (Pl. 70).

5. Conclusion
This quick survey of the Quranic inscriptions on Ottoman architecture
reveals that the impact of Mamluk epigraphic decoration on Ottoman architecture was
marginal. Several reasons could be assumed for the lack of epigraphic decoration on
Ottoman monuments. The first is that patrons of Cairene Ottoman architecture were
mostly governors who did not have the enough wealth to commission buildings that
competed in grandeur with imperial examples in Istanbul and earlier Cairene Mamluk
ones.180 The second is that the revenue from Egypt was sent to the Imperial Treasury
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in Istanbul, so there was shortage of money for construction and ornamentation.181
The third and the most likely is that the imperial architectural features of Ottoman
mosques were completely different from the royal Mamluk ones. These features did
not emphasize epigraphic decoration, particularly on the exterior. Imperial Ottoman
mosques were situated on hills dominating their surroundings, entered mainly from
their courtyard, with their main portal set axially with the prayer hall with a
foundation inscription above it.182 However, “Mamluk facades, in fact, are part of the
urban environment intimately connected with the public and its spaces. They are
defined and in turn define the thoroughfares of Cairo by forming ornamental walls
along them”.183 Although the imperial Ottoman mosque type was rarely found in
Cairo, the royal taste of favoring plain facades might have been reflected on the
facades of Cairene Ottoman neighborhood mosques.
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Conclusion

The target of this quick and admittedly complex survey of Quranic
inscriptions on Cairene religious architecture has been to answer whether they were
perceived visually or literally. Were Quranic inscriptions chosen casually or with
deliberation? Did they have any symbolic or functional values?
Two general connotations have been ascribed to the existence of the
inscriptions on the religious monuments: political and religious; political in that they
were a symbol of the power of the dominating authority, religious in that they were a
symbol of the presence of the omnipotence of God. Political connotations were
attributed to Quranic and historical inscriptions; however, religious were ascribed
merely to Quranic ones. How can we differentiate between the inscriptions that have
political connotations and others that have religious ones without reading their literal
content?
Some art historians claim that foundation inscriptions must be legible but
Quranic ones did not have to be so. But various other aspects of the appearance of
inscriptions control their legibility other than a high architectural location. The first is
the size of the field, including its dimensions of height and width. The second is the
medium on which it is inscribed, stone, stucco or brick etc. The third is the type of the
script used that could be easily applied on that medium; for example, square kufic was
greatly used on Persian architecture because of the common use of the brick as a
decorative material. The fourth is the clarity of the script; for instance, if we applied
the same type of a script either naskhi or kufic on various media, the style of the
produced script will differ because of the different qualities of each medium. The
fifth is the quality of the craftsmanship. The sixth is its exposure to light (in
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particular, natural light). Finally is the position of the inscription on the architectural
element. On Cairene monuments, for example, while some examples show that the
given text was perfectly planned to be proportionally inscribed on the space for the
inscription, others were not. For instance, the size of the script of the inscription band
above the hood of the central mihrab of the mausoleum of Sayyida Ruqayya
(527/1133; Index 273) is not equal along the band (Pl. 2). The inscription contains the
third sentence of verse 33:33, whose text is as follows:
“And God only wishes to remove all abomination from you, ye Members of the
Family, and to make you pure and spotless”.
""إنما يريد ﷲ ليذھب عنكم الرجز أھل البيت و يطھركم تطھيرا
The size of the script of the part of the inscription that contains the following part of
the text is of the same size and it is located along the whole band:
“And God only wishes to remove all abomination from you, ye Members of the
Family,”
""إنما يريد ﷲ ليذھب عنكم الرجز أھل البيت
However, the size of the rest namely “and to make you pure and spotless”, "و
"يطھركم تطھيرا, is diminished and located above the line of the first part of the
inscription at the end of the band. The change in the size of the script from large to
small permits us to assume that the Quranic quotation was inscribed on the band
without proper planning, which indicates unprofessional craftsmanship and makes the
reading of the whole band difficult even though its height is not a barrier.
The bewildering arrangement of some inscription bands on the architectural
elements is an impediment to their legibility. For instance, the inscription bands on
the mihrabs of the mosques of al-Maridani (Index 120) and Aqsunqur (Index 123)
surrounds their hoods (Pl. 45). To read this, the viewer must stand below the hood,
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looking straight up, and move his eyes counter clockwise to read the inscription band,
which would have been extremely difficult.
While visiting the mosque of sultan Hasan (Index 133) I found that reading
the inscription band running on the top of the walls of the qibla iwan was much easier
than reading the inscription band running around the top of the walls of the vestibule,
although their height is roughly the same. This was because the qibla iwan is well
exposed to natural light from the court while that of the vestibule is barely visible
because of the subdued natural light.
Moreover, unlike the floriated kufic script of the Fatimid monuments, all
Mamluk monuments have thuluth script, and according to the virtues of the medium
on which the script was inscribed and the quality of the craftsmanship, the decorative
styles of the scripts vary. Therefore, it is difficult to attribute any political or religious
significance to the various styles of the different scripts.184
Furthermore as we saw on Fatimid monuments and some of the later Mamluk
ones, Quranic inscriptions were highly valued; therefore they were set on portals
directly above doorways or flanking them where they were very legible even though
some were attached to foundation texts (Pls. 13 & 60). Also, the transformation of the
tiraz band from the middle height to the top of the building did not mean that it had
only Quranic quotations and no longer foundation texts. On the contrary on the
mosque of Barquq (Index 187), for instance, the high tiraz band has a foundation
inscription and the lower band flanking the portal has a Quranic one. So, apart from
certain few monuments whose epigraphic decoration is exclusively historical, there
was a concern to locate Quranic inscriptions on portals and on some few cases they
184
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were rendered in new decorative techniques, such as inlaid marble, that makes them
undoubtedly more readable (Pl. 79).185 However, these new decorative techniques
were not an indication of a unique epigraphic content, so much as the utilization of
new styles by foreign masons.186
Therefore instead of questioning whether Quranic inscriptions were
perceived visually or literally, we can reexamine the question of who was the real
audience of the inscriptions in general and the Quranic ones in particular, other than
the congregation and the passersby.

The themes of Quranic inscriptions on Cairene religious monuments
Quranic verses documented on Cairene religious monuments were selected
from 47 suras from the Quran.187 Few verses were selected from each sura, and
certain verses from a few suras were more regularly selected than others (Tables I, II
& III). Examining the literal content of the Quranic verses used and their relation to
the buildings on which they are inscribed lets us divide their themes into eight
categories.
The first category is the verses that invite the contemplation of the omnipotence of
God proclaiming His Unity and Deity. They are the Throne verse 2:255, 2:256-7,
2:284-5, 3:18-9, 3:190-191, 6:1-18, 7:54, 24:35, 33:41-44, 39:63-4, 55:1-29, 67:1-17
and 112.
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The second category is the verses that were used as invocations to God
(du‘a), namely 2:127-8, 2:286, 3:8-9, 3:26-7, 3:192-195, 17:80, 35:34 and 37:1802.188
The third group is the verses that specifically mention or are directed to the
Prophet Muhammad, namely 9:128-9, 18:109-10, 25:10, 33:45-6, 33:56, 36:1-17
(Yasin) and 48:28-29.
The forth group is the verses that honor the religious value of spending in
charity and acknowledge the grace that God grants, namely 2:197, 2:181, 2:215, 3:267, 3:37, 9:102-4, 10:62, 48:1-4, 57:21 and 62:4.
The fifth category can be divided into two groups. The first is the verses that
mention the purpose of either a building or an architectural element, such as verses
2:144 (the verse of the qibla direction) and 72:18 (the verse that states that mosques
are for the worshiping of God). The second is the verses that mention literally some
of the Muslim rituals, such as praying, prostration etc. They are 2:238-9, 11:114-5,
13:15, 22:27-8, 22:77, 62:9-10 (Friday prayer) and 73:20 (concerning reading the
Quran).
The sixth group is the verses that mention the religious work of constructing
mosques and houses of God; they are 9:18 and 24:36-8.
The seventh category can also be divided into two groups. The first is the
verses that literally state the reality of death, such as 3:185 and 55:26-7. The second
is the verses that mention the reward of the believers in the afterworld, such as 15:468, 39:73-5, 41:30, 43:67-73, 44:51-9, 48:4-7, 50:33-4, 53:39, 76:5-9 and 83:25-6.
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The eighth group is the verses that directly mention the people of the house
(ahl al-bayt), namely verses 11:73 and 33:33.
Verses that imply any iconographic meaning (including the Light verse,
24:35) rarely appeared on Cairene monuments, and never on mihrabs.189 From each
category, a particular verse or a group of verses was favored more than others. Also,
the use of a certain verse or a group of verses dominated for certain decades on groups
of monuments then either disappeared or were transferred to other locations and
substituted by others. In other words there were fashions in the use of Quranic verses,
particularly during the Mamluk period.
Although they were used on both Bahri and Circassian periods, in the early
decades of the Bahri period, verses 24:36-8, as mentioned above, were commonly
used on the exterior of monuments, particularly on tiraz bands on portals. The first
verses from sura 36 (Yasin) were also common on the tiraz bands of some Bahri
monuments and in their interior (Table II). Examining the exterior of Circassian
monuments, verses 24:36-8 rarely appeared on tiraz bands and were moved to the
interior, namely the qibla iwan; the first verses from sura 36 (Yasin) appeared neither
on tiraz bands nor in the interior and were rarely used surrounding domes of a few
monuments;190 verse 9:18 was common and certain verses now appeared on the tiraz
bands, such as the verses of the victory 48:1-4, found on the madrasas of al-Ashraf
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Barsbay (Index 175) and sultan al-Ghuri (Index 189) and the mosque of Azbak alYusufi (Index 211).
Furthermore, a few verses appeared on a single monument of a certain era,
disappeared and then reappeared also on a single monument of another era. For
example, verse 27:30, with a unique basmala was used twice. The first was at the
beginning of the band flanking the W portal of the khanqa of Qurqumas (Index 162)
and the second was on the wall below the canopy of the entrance of the mosque of
Sulyman Pasha (Index 142) (Pl. 80). Its text is as follows:
""إنه من سليمان و إنه بسم ﷲ الرحمن الرحيم
“It is from Solomon and is as follows “in the name of God, most Gracious, most
Merciful”
We can presume that its use on the mosque of Sulyman Pasha is because it
has the name Sulyman, but its use on the khanqa of Qurqumas needs further
investigation. Another interesting example is the partial verse 28:31, which states:
""أقبل وال تخف إنك من األمنين
“Draw near and fear not for thou art of those who are secure”
It appeared twice on the documented monuments. The first was at the
beginning of the quotation above the right mihrab on the narthex of the mausoleum of
Sayyida Ruqayya attached to the complete verse 15:99 (Pl. 81). The second was on
the right panel that flanks the mihrab of the mosque of Qani Bay al-Muhammadi
(Index 151) (Pl. 28b). Although they are few, the use of such verses requires further
research.
The question examined next is what might the rationale have been behind the
selection of these various themes of the Quranic verses and their distribution on
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Cairene religious monuments. Also, why were some verses frequently repeated rather
than utilizing other verses from the Quran?

Assumed approaches for selecting Quranic verses on monuments
The religious traditions
Many Prophetic traditions mentioned the virtues (khasa’is) of reading certain
suras and verses from the Quran.191 In the Prophetic traditions that are documented in
the book of Mishkat al-masabih, reading suras 2 and 3, for example, is especially
recommended, particularly the last verses of each (2:284-6 and 3:190-200) because
they produce blessings and protective power against evil. Several other Prophetic
traditions especially mention the mystic benefits of reading the best verse in the
Quran, i.e. the Throne verse (2:255). Many traditions mentioned the importance of
reading sura 67 (al-Mulk or Tabarak) because it gives intercession (shafa‘a) for the
deceased on the Day of Resurrection. Several traditions also advocate reading sura 36
(Yasin) because it had been stated that it was the heart of the Quran. The excellent
quality of eighteen other suras is also mentioned in other traditions (8, 11, 17, 18, 37,
44, 55, 56, 57, 59, 64, 87, 99, 102, 109, 112, 113 and 114).
Out of the most recommended suras and verses in Mishkat al-masabih, we
find that the Throne verse (2:255) and the last verses of suras 2 (284-6) and 3 (190-7)
are the most frequently used verses on Cairene monuments (Table I & II). Since the
hadith is the original religious tradition of the Muslim creed, undoubtedly it might
have influenced the selection of Quranic verses used on monuments. Moreover,
because their themes are universal, namely the contemplation of the omnipotence of
God, proclamation of His Unity and Deity (the doctrine of Islam) and invocations for
191
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Him, we can justify their appearance on all buildings types (mosques, madrasas,
khanqas and mausoleums) and on all architectural features (façades, minarets, domes,
sanctuaries, qibla iwans, mihrabs, courts etc.). Also we can rationalize their
appearance on monuments in other regions of the Islamic world.
Yet not all the suras that were mentioned in the traditions were used on
Cairene religious monuments, namely suras 64, 87, 99, 102, 109, 113 and 114,
although some of them were inscribed on some of the Islamic monuments in other
regions.192 For example, suras 113 and 114 were greatly utilized on Indian Islamic
monuments but never on Cairene ones; also, the selected verses from a specific sura
could vary from a certain region to another.193 So we can presume that this regional
difference in the selection of the Quranic verses might have been related to the
interpretation (ta’wil or tafsir) of a particular religious tenet that dominated a certain
period of the Islamic history of a region. This is greatly reflected in the use of the
Quranic verses 5:55, 11:73 and 33:33 on the Fatimid Shi‘i religious monuments and
their disappearance from later Cairene religious monuments.194 Religious tenets also
might have influenced the content of the religious epigraphic program of the
monuments, as seen in the increased use of the hadith as well as the Quran on Persian
Shi‘i religious monuments. There were evidently universal religious traditions as well
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as regional ones that most likely have influenced the selection of the religious
epigraphic program in general and the Quranic verses in particular on monuments.

The oral religious tradition of the khutba
Among Muslim liturgies that might have also affected the method of
selecting and composing Quranic verses on monuments is the khutba. The most
distinctive feature of the khutba is combining Quranic verses selected from various
suras, either complete or partial, first, to assert the basic doctrine of Islam and second
to justify or support a certain sectarian, legal or doctrinal dispute or to honor religious
deeds. This similarly might have occurred with some of the Quranic inscriptions on
Cairene religious monuments, particularly those attached to historical texts.
The earliest example of this method is seen in the foundation inscription of
the mosque of Ahmad ibn Tulun. The text is as follows:
 أمر األمير أبو العباس أحمد بن طولون مولى أمير المؤمنين أدام ﷲ له،18:9 ،110:3 ،29:48 ،2:255 ،بسمله
العز و الكرامة و النعمة التامة في اآلخرة و األولى ببناء ھذا المسجد المبارك الميمون من خالص ما أفاء ﷲ عليه
و طيبه لجماعة المسلمين ابتغاء رضوان ﷲ و الدار اآلخرة و إيثار لما فيه تسنية الدين و ألفة المؤمنين و رغبة
 فى شھر،38-36 :24 في عمارة بيوت ﷲ و أداء فرضه و تالوة كتابه و مداومة ذكره إذا يقول ﷲ تقدس وتعالى
.إنك حميد مجيد...  اللھم صلى على محمد،182-180 :37 ،رمضان المبارك من سنة خمس وستين و مائتين
Basmala, 2:255 (CV), 48:29 (CV), 3:110 (CV) and 9:18 (CV), al-Amir Abu al-Abbas
Ahmad ibn Tulun, the client of the Commander of the Faithful, may God perpetuate
for him power, generosity and complete grace in the hereafter and the herein, ordered
the construction of this blessed and distinguished mosque from the grace of God
granted him for Muslims, and wishing for the pleasure of God and reward in the
hereafter, and the honor to contribute to the prestige of religion, and to unite the
believers, and the desire to construct the houses of God and accomplish His rituals and
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read His book and celebrate His remembrance as God advocates 24:36-8, in the month
of Ramadan of the year 265, 37:180-2 (CCV), prayers for the Prophet and his
family.195
Like in the oral khutba, the verses at the beginning of the foundation text
were used to proclaim God’s unity (2:255), Muhammad as His messenger (48:29), the
superiority of the Muslim umma (3:110) and then the good conduct of those who visit
or build mosques (9:18). So the religious message moves from the general to the
specific. Verses 24:36-8, in the middle of the foundation inscription, were used to
confirm that building this mosque by the patron was an achievement of the divine
command of constructing houses for accomplishing God’s rituals, reading His book
and celebrating His remembrance. The last verses praise God (37:180-2), followed by
prayers for His Prophet and his family. If we reexamine the inscription on the
octagonal arcade of the Dome of the Rock that we discussed previously in chapter
two, we find that its religious message also moves from the general on the outer face,
proclaiming God’s Unity, Muhammad as His Prophet and that He has no sons or
partners, to the specific on the inner face, denouncing the ideological idea of the
Trinity.
Possibly influenced by the oral tradition of the khutba, the Throne verse
(2:255) was used as the beginning of some of the long Quranic quotations that
appeared on Cairene religious monuments and on some foundation inscriptions.196
Thus according to this oral religious tradition and the Throne verse’s universal
proclamation of the basic doctrine of Islam, it is clear that one should not expect it to
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be on a single architectural element, on a particular type of a building or in a certain
region.
Verses that were used to justify legal disputes or to honor religious deeds
were also used during the Mamluk period, either alone or attached to a historical text.
For example, the text of the foundation inscription on the octagonal plaque in the
interior of the madrasa of Umm al-sultan Sha‘ban is as follows:
أمر بإنشاء ھذه المدرسة المباركة موالنا السلطان الملك األشرف أعز نصره لوالدته تقبل ﷲ منھا فمن

الحمد

أبطل شيئا منھا أو من أوقافھا كان رسول ﷲ خصمه يوم القيامه "فمن بدله بعد ما سمعه فإنما إثمه علي الذين
."يبدلونه إن ﷲ سميع عليم
Praise be to God! Ordered the construction of this blessed madrasa our master alsultan al-Malik al-Ashraf, God may fortify his victory for his mother may God accept
it from her so whoever abolishes any part of it or stops its waqf the Prophet will be his
opponent in the Day of Judgment “if any one changes the bequest after hearing it, the
guilt shall be on those who make the change for God hears and knows all things”.
In this example, the complete verse 2:181 was used to emphasize the great
guilt of any one impeding the waqf of the monument.
Another example is the band that flanks the doorway of the madrasa of
Qaytbay (Index 99). It has the following text:
 " و ما تفعلوا من خير فإن ﷲ به عليم" أمر بإنشاء ھذه المدرسة المباركة موالنا الملك األشرف قايتباى،بسمله
سيد ملوك العرب و العجم الملك األشرف قايتباى خلد ﷲ ملكه وقواعد بيت دولته بمحمد وآله بتاريخ سنة سبع و
سبعين و ثمان مائه من الھجرة
Basmala, “and whatever ye do that is good, God knoweth it well”, ordered the
construction of this blessed madrasa our lord al-Malik al-Ashraf Qaytbay the master
of the kings of the Arabs and Persians, al-Malik al-Ashraf Qaytbay may God
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perpetuate his reign and the foundations of his state by Muhammad and his family on
the date of 877 of the Hijra.
In this example the last sentence of verse 2:215 was used to sanctify the
religious work that was done by sultan Qaytbay in building this madrasa. So, the
assumption of the influence of the oral khutba on selecting and composing the
Quranic inscriptions on monuments may validate Grabar’s statement, in his analyses
of the inscriptions of the Dome of the Rock, that “an oral tradition is more likely to
have affected the text of the Dome of the Rock than a written one”.197
As we mentioned above, verses 24:36-8 of the foundation inscriptions of the
mosque of Ahmad ibn Tulun might have been used to honor the goal of erecting
religious houses, i.e. for worshipping God. The same could be applied to verse 9:18,
but it credits either those who construct and maintain mosques or those who visit.
Why these verses were commonly used although there are twenty-six verses in the
Quran that have the word masjid or its plural masajid?
Examining the literal content of the other verses and comparing them with
the literal content of verses 9:18 and 24:36-8, we find that theses verses are the only
ones that have the verbs turfa‘, meaning to be raised, and yu‘amir, meaning to visit, to
build or to maintain.198 In addition, they are the only verses that combine the divine
command of constructing houses of God and the good conduct of those who tend them
197
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either by construction or maintenance, i.e. the patrons, or by visiting them, i.e. all
Muslims. Accordingly, one can argue that the existence of these two verbs in these
particular verses is the actual reason for their selection.
Although it has the word masjid, verse 9:108 was only used on Fatimid
monuments and never on later monuments. Its text is as follows:
“There is a mosque whose foundation was laid from the first day on piety; it is more
worthy of thy standing forth for prayer therein. In it are men who love to be purified;
and God loveth those who make themselves pure”.
Unlike verses 9:18 and 24:36-8, the implication of this verse is not the work
of constructing mosques or houses of God; rather it mentions that building mosques
should be out of piety and not for disuniting Muslims as the preceding verse 9:107
states; and those who visit mosques should be purified.199 Since purity (tahara) is one
of the seven pillars of Isma‘ili Islam, one can agree with Williams’s argument that the
selection of this verse also might have been because it had the meaning of the tahara,
but not because it has the word masjid.200
As we mentioned previously, during the Ayyubid and later Mamluk
dynasties, winning the support of the religious elite was crucial to consolidate their
political power. Therefore, building religious institutions was an important priority
among the sultans and elite.201 Thus, the official tradition of constructing religious
institutions was greatly expressed from the extensive utilization of verses 9:18 and
24:36-8 on their exterior and interior and displaying them on the most prominent
locations of the building, i.e. the portals, the qibla iwans and mihrabs.
199
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Verse 2:144 is among the twenty-six verses in the Quran that mention the
word masjid, but not just masjid, specifically the masjid al-Haram, the Holy place in
Mecca, the qibla for all Muslims; therefore, it was used only on the mihrabs. The
notion that a certain verse was used to identify the function of a place is not correct.
As the icon has its symbolic meaning with or without inscriptions, the function of an
architectural element or a place was clear whether it had inscriptions or not.202 Thus
we can claim that Quranic inscriptions were put on a certain place because either the
implicit meaning of its literal content was suitable for such a place or it had a
particular word referring to this place even though the intention of its selection had
nothing to do with identifying the function of such a place.
There is an interesting Quranic verse documented on Cairene religious
monuments, which might explain the method of selection on architectural elements,
i.e. the partial verse 3:37. The text of the part of the verse that was always used is as
follows:
 إن ﷲ يرزق، قالت ھو من عند ﷲ، قال يا مريم انى لك ھذا،"كلما دخل عليھا زكريا المحراب وجد عنھا رزقا
"من يشاء بغير حساب
“Every time that he (Zakariya) entered her chamber to see her, he found her supplied
with sustenance; he said “O Mary! Whence comes this to you? She said, “From God
for God provides sustenance to whom He wills without measure”
It was always inscribed either on the miharb or around the walls of the qibla
iwans of some Circassian monuments. There are other three verses in the Quran that
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have the word mihrab.203 The first sentence of verse 39 from the same sura could be
suitable for inscribing on mihrabs or qibla walls because its text is as follows:
""فنادته المالئكة وھو قائم يصلى فى المحراب
“While he was standing in prayer in the chamber, the angels called unto him”
But it never occurred on Cairene monuments; only verse 3:37 was used. Because it
has the word mihrab it was put on mihrabs and qibla iwans; however, its importance
was not because it has the word mihrab but because it mentions the sustenance that
God provides to whom He wills.
If we examine the new Quranic verses that appeared on the exterior of
Circassian Mamluk religious monuments, we find that they are of the fourth category
that we mentioned above, concerning the religious value of charity and
acknowledging the sustenance that God grants, which might have been referring to the
wealth of the patron who built these religious building out of piety and for the love of
God. Accordingly verse 3:37 might have been used to symbolize the pious work that
patrons did in spending their wealth in building religious foundations, but because it
has the word mihrab, it was preferable to be put on mihrabs and qibla iwans.204
The other reason for the extensive amount of Mamluk religious institutions
was to gain prestige and popularity. Fernandez states that Circassian sultans and the
elite were concerned to “popularize their propaganda by manipulating the plans and
organization of their buildings to provide the most advantageous presentations to the
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passerby.”205 With inscriptions, this interestingly appeared in the extensive use of
royal roundels, of inscriptions panels inserted on the exterior of the qibla wall, directly
above the mihrab, in the concern for decorating the qibla iwan or riwaq, in the use of
inscription bands around walls of courts and in the selection of the Quranic verses that
implicitly glorify the patrons’ religious activities. In addition to religious activities,
many ceremonial functions took place within Circassian monuments, among which
was the inauguration ceremony of the constructed building.206 This might justify the
frequent use of the verses of the victory 48:1-4 on the tiraz bands of some Circassian
monuments such as the madrasas of al-Ashraf Barsbay (Index 175) and sultan alGhuri (Index 189), the mosque of Azbak al-Yusufi (Index 211) and within the qibla
iwans of others as in the madrasa of Qaytbay (Index 99). The verses of the victory
sura were frequently used on the most conspicuous parts of the exterior and interior of
Circassian monument to express the religious glory of inaugurating religious
foundations. And as a result, Grabar’s attempt to link military achievements to the
use of these verses on the madrasa of Qaytbay (Index 99) is implausible.207

The implicit meaning of the reward of the believers in the afterworld
If we examine the literal content of the verses that were used frequently on
doors (15:46-9 and 17:80), in mausoleums (particularly Mamluk ones) (39:73-5,
43:67-73 and 44:51-9) and those on sabils attached to Mamluk religious foundations
(76:5-11), we find that these verses describe the reward of the believers and those who
did good deeds in Heaven. Verses 15:46-9 were used on doors because verse 15:46
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has the following word ( ادخلوھاenter ye here) and verse 17:80 has the following two
phrases: ( ادخلنى مدخلmy entry be by the gate) and ( اخرجنى مخرجmy exit by the gate).
However, verses 15:46-9 were more frequent than verse 17:80 because the following
verses describe the reward of all believers in Heaven. If we compare the two words
( ادخلوھا15:46) and ( ادخلنى17:80), we find that the pronoun of the former refers to
Heaven according to the meaning of the verses in the sura; however, the pronoun of
the latter is of the first person who prays to God asking Him that he might enter
Heaven. This latter word was paraphrased within the du’a that was inscribed on the
tiraz band of the mosque of Ulmas (Index 130) with the plural pronoun of the first
person. The original verse is as follows:
""ادخلنى مدخل صدق واخرجنى مخرج صدق واجعل لى من لدنك سلطانا نصيرا
“Say O my Lord! Let my entry be by the gate of truth and honor, and likewise my exit
by the gate of truth and honor and grant me from Thy Presence and Authority to aid
me”
It became as follows (as if who prays is not a single person but a group, presumably
all Muslims):
""ادخلنا مدخل صدق واخرجنا مخرج صدق واجعل لنا من لدنك سلطانا نصيرا
“Let our entry be by the gate of truth and honor, and likewise our exit by the gate of
truth and honor and grant us from Thy Presence and Authority to aid us”
This example of paraphrasing verses from the Quran is the only one found in my
corpus.208
Verses 39:73-5, 43:67-73 and 44:51-9 were frequently used on mausoleums
and rarely on monuments with other functions. Verses 39:73-5 unusually appeared on
the tiraz band of Aytmish al-Bajasi mosque (785/1383; Index 250). However, the
208
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foundation inscription on the panel above the central window of the portal (Pl. 23a)
refers to the building as a tomb ()تربه, which makes the appearance of these verses on
the tiraz band understandable.
Why were verses 76:5-11 particularly used on sabils and not other verses that
mention the virtues of water? If we examine the literal content of these verses we find
that they state how believers enjoy drinking in Heaven and particularly those who did
great charitable work in this world, such as feeding the indigents, orphans and
captives. Certainly donating sabils is similar to these charitable works. So although
these verses are suitable for the place on which they were inscribed, most likely they
were not selected so much as to identify the purpose of the place but because they
either implicitly symbolized the reward of those who built this type of a building or
they imagined the building as if it was a Paradise where believers enjoy drinking.
Thus the implicit meaning behind the selection of some Quranic verses and
paraphrasing some may parallel Grabar’s statement that “there must have been a
social, political or intellectual mechanism for the composition of the inscriptions and,
therefore, for the conceptualization of the building’s purpose;” this mechanism
implies “a learned and thoughtful individual or group chose to excerpt parts of a
written, or more likely remembered Holy Text (the Quran) in order to formulate an
iconophoric or aesthetic message about the building.”209 In Cairene monuments,
inscriptions not only explain the conceptualization of a building purpose but the
conceptualization of the architectural tradition of each political period of the Islamic
history of Cairo.
The religious epigraphic program of Mamluk monuments, the prototype of
Cairene religious monuments, had three main themes to be symbolized. The first is
209
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general, i.e. the doctrine of Islam, belief (al-iman). The second is specific, i.e.
glorifying either the pious work of the patron of constructing these religious
foundations or honoring the worship of all Muslims (al-‘amal). The third is
symbolizing the reward of the believers in the afterworld, who could be either the
patrons or all Muslims (al-jaza’). In other words, as their architecture was intended
for their self-glorification and assertion of their domination,210 the Quranic epigraphic
programs on their monuments might have been for the glorification of their religious
piety, and accordingly, we can assume that the patrons might have been the principle
audience for the inscriptions on monuments.
Meaning therefore was contained not just in the literal text of the inscription
itself or its architectural locations, rather, it might have grown in the web of
contextual relationships woven between the Quranic inscriptions, the patrons and the
context in which the Quranic inscriptions were placed. Yet, architectural locations
were of secondary importance. The verses of universal religious meaning were
applied on all architectural locations, and when they had a more specific meaning they
were frequently used on a certain architectural location or element more than others.
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Table I
The common Quranic verses inscribed on Fatimid Religious Monuments

Quranic Verses Monument type

Architectural Location

Verses Form

Attached to other types of inscriptions

Quranic
Quotation No.

1:1-5

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, qibla riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

before 2:255-6?

15.I.6a

2:1-20?

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

no

15.I.6d

2:255
2:255-6?
2:255-8
2:255-86?
2:255-6
2:255

mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
maus.
maus.

Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

band around salient
sanctuary, qibla riwaq , band below ceiling
sanctuary, band around arches of arcade
sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling
band around walls below zone of transition
band around spandrel of mihrab

CV
CCV
CCV
CCV
255 (CV), 256 (PV)
CV

foundation txt.
after 1:1-5
?
no
no
no

15.E.5
15.I.6a
116.I.9
15.I.6c
333a.I.1
315.I.1

2:285

maus.

Int.

band around the outer arches of triple mihrabs

CV

after 9:18

301.I.1

3:1-17?

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

no

15.I.5b

3:33

mos.

Ext.

tiraz band around main façade

CV

foundation txt.

33.E.1

3:36

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, qibla wall, band around window

PV1

no

116.I.4

3:189-98

mos.

Ext.

band around sides of portal

CCV

no

15.E.1

3:195

mos.

Ext.

tiraz band around facades

CV

?

116.E.1

4:1-12?

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

no

15.I.6e

4:165-6

mos.

Int.

façade of court, band around arches

CCV

before 24:35

33.I.1

5:55
5:55

mos.
maus.

Ext.
Int.

minaret, medallion, outer circle
narthex, band above spandrel of mihrab

CV
CV

no
no

15.E.3c
273.I.2
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6:1-17?

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

no

15.I.5d

7:1-22?

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

no

15.I.5c

7:54
7:54
7:54

maus.
maus.
maus.

Int.
Int.
Int.

band around walls below zone of transition
sanctuary, band around base of dome above mihrab
sanctuary, band below hood of mihrab

CV
CV
?

no
before date & prayers for Prophet
no

333b.I.1
273.I.3
273.I.5

8:1-13?

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

no

15.I.5e

9:18
9:18
9:18

mos.
mos.
maus.

Ext.
Int.
Int.

band around minaret
sanctuary, qibla wall, band around window
band around the outer arches triple mihrabs

CV
CV
CV

foundation txt.
no
before 2:285

15.E.2b
116.I.2
301.I.1

9:108
9:108

mos.
mash.

Ext.
Ext.

band around salient
main façade, panel above doorway

PV1
9:108 PV1

before 24:36-8 & 62:9
before 72:18 and foundation txt.

15.E.4
304.E.1

9:128
9:128
9:128

mos.
mos.
mash.

Ext.
Int.
Int.

band around minaret
sanctuary, band around recesses
sanctuary, band around frame & arch of mihrab

?
CV
CV

Foundation txt.
no
after 25:10 & 24:36-8

15.E.3a
116.I.15
304.I.1

11:73

mos.

Ext.

band around minaret

PV1

foundation txt.

15.E.2a

11:114

maus.

Int.

sanctuary, band around arch of mihrab

CV

no

273.I.6

15:47

maus.

Int.

around the outer arch of mihrab

?

no

333a.I.2

15:99

maus.

Int.

narthex, band above spandrel of mihrab

CV

after 28:31

273.I.1

16:128

mos.

Ext.

main façade, beveled corner

CV

no

33.E.3

17:80

mos.

Int.

minaret, band above doorway

PV1

no

15.I.2
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22:41

mos.

Ext.

façade, arched band above doorway

CV

no

116.E.3

24:35
24:35

mos.
mos.

Ext.
Int.

minaret, band around windows
façade of court, band around arches

CV
CV?

no
after 4:165-66

15.E.3b
33.I.1

24:36-8
24:36-7
24:36-7
24:36-8

mos.
mos.
mos.
mash.

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.

band around salient
main façade, band around sides of doorway
tiraz band around facades
sanctuary, band around frame & arch of mihrab

CCV
24:36 (CV), 24:37
CCV
CCV

between 9:108 & 62:9
no
?
between 25:10 & 9:128

15.E.4
33.E.2
116.E.1
304.I.1

25:10
25:10

mash.
maus.

Int.
Int.

sanctuary, band around frame & arch of mihrab
sanctuary, band around arch of mihrab

CV
CV

before 24:36-8 & 9:128
no

304.I.1
273.I.7

28:5

mos.

Int.

panel above main doorway

CV

foundation txt.

15.I.1

28:31

maus.

Int.

narthex, band above spandrel of mihrab

PV

before 15:99

273.I.1

33:33
33:33

mos.
maus.

Ext.
Int.

main portal, large medallion, outer circle
sanctuary, band above spandrel of mihrab

CV
PV2

no
no

33.E.1
273.I.4

33:56

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, qibla wall, center panel of window

CV

no

116.I.7b

35:41

mash.

Int.

medallion at apex of dome above mihrab, outer circle

PV

no

304.I.2

36:1-25?

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

no

15.I.6b

48:1-4
48:5-11
48:11-22
48:1-5

mos.
mos.
mos.
mash.

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

dome above mihrab, band around walls
band below ceiling of central aisle
sanctuary, riwaq , band below ceiling
dome above mihrab, band around walls

CCV
CCV
CCV
1-4 (CCV), 5 (PV)

no
no
no
no

15.I.3
15.I.4
15.I.5a
304.I.3
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59:19-20
59:19-20
59:21

mos.
mos.
mos.

Int.
Int.
Int.

sanctuary, qibla wall, band around window
sanctuary, band around arches of arcade
sanctuary, qibla wall, band around window

CCV
CCV
CV

no
?
no

116.I.6
116.I.9
116.I.5

62:2-3

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, band around arches of arcade

CCV

?

116.I.12

62:9

mos.

Ext.
Ext.

band around salient

CV

after 9:108 & 24:36-8

15.E.4

72:18

mash.

Ext.

main façade, panel above doorway

CV

between 9:108 & foundation txt.

304.E.1

112

maus.

Int.

band around inner arch of central mihrab

CS

no

301.I.2

4/T1
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Quranic Verses Monument type

Period

Architectural Location

Verses Form

Attached to other types of inscriptions

Quotation
No.

1:1-2

mos.

Bahri

Ext.

band around bulbous of minaret

CCV

no

143.E.2

2:215
2:215
2:215
2:215

mad.
mos.
mad.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.

band flanking sides of portal
above window on eastern façade
qibla iwan , band below hood of mihrab
on W wall of tombs?

PV2
CV
CV
CV

foundation txt.
no
no
waqf

99.E.1
114.E.2
24.I.3
121.I.2

2:127-8

mad.

Circassian

Int.

panel below the stalactite of each of the 4 window sets
on the two lateral sides of the court

2:127 (PV2), 2:128 (CV)

no

60.I.2

2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144

khanq.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mad.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

maus., band below hood of mihrab
sanctuary, band below hood of two sided mihrabs
sanctuary, band below hood of mihrab
maus., band around arch of mihrab
sanctuary, band below hood of mihrab
qibla riwaq , band around hood of mihrab
band around arch of mihrab
qibla riwaq , band below hood of mihrab
qibla iwan , band below hood of mihrab

CV
PV2
PV2
PV2
PV1
PV2
CV?
CV
CV

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

32.I.4
143.I.3
120.I.2b
112.I.9c
22.I.1
123.I.1
242.I.2
147.I.2
133.I.3b

2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144
2:144

mos.
khanq.
zawiya
khanq.
mos.
mad.
mos.
mos.
mos.
maus.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

band around the body of mihrab of qibla iwan
S maus., band below mihrab hood
band around inner arch of mihrab of prayer hall
band below hood of mihrab of qibla iwan
four panels above mihrab
maus. band around walls above dado
prayer hall, panel above mihrab
qibla iwan , mihrab, ?
qibla iwan , band below hood of mihrab
band below hood of mihrab
prayer hall, band below hood of mihrab

CV
PV2
PV2
PV2
PV2
PV2
PV2
PV2
PV2
PV2
PV2

before 33:56
before 2:150
no
no
no
44:51-7, foundation, 2:144, royal du'a ,
no
no
no
no
no

187.I.6
149.I.3d
192.I.1
158.I.1
204.I.2
99.I.18
129.I.2
114.I.5
211.I.11
164.I.1
191.I.2

2:144-5
2:144-7
2:144-5
2:144-8

mad.
mad.
mad.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

maus., band below hood of mihrab
qibla iwan , band around walls above 1st row of
qibla wall, rectangular frame around spandrels of mihrab
N maus., band around rectangular spandrels of mihrab

2:144 (CV), 2:145 (PV2)
CCV
CCV
CCV

no
no
2:144-5, 22:77, 22:78, 25:61-7
no

133.I.12
125.I.3a
18.I.1
149.I.4e
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2:150

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

S maus., band below mihrab hood

PV1

after 2:144

149.I.3d

2:238
2:238
2:238-9

mos.
mos.
mos.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Ext.
Int.
Int.

portal, two panels flanking window above door
lower arched band above door
lower arched band above door

CV
CV
2:238 (CV), 2:239 (PV1)

no
no
no

120.E.2c
120.I.5b
120.I.6b

2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255

khanq.
maus.
zawiya
maus.
mos.
mad.
maus.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mad.
maus.
mos.
maus.
mad.
khanq.
maus.
mos.
maus.
khanq.
khanq.
maus.
khanq.
maus.
mos.
mad.
mos.
mos.
mad.
mad.
maus.
maus.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

maus., band around base of dome
band around base of dome
main portal, a band flanking sides of doorway
band around base of dome
tiraz band type I
tiraz band type I
band around facades below crenellation
band around bulbous of minaret
band flanking sides of portal
band around base of dome
tiraz band type I
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
band around circular part of minaret
band around base of dome
tiraz band type III
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
minaret, upper circular band
qibla iwan , band around walls
maus., band above mihrab
band around base of dome
maus., band around walls
maus., medallion at apex of dome
sanctuary, band around hood of mihrab
maus., band around walls
fountain, band around dome
maus. band around walls above dado
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
panel on E face of court, facade of qibla riwaq

CV
CV
PV1
CV
CV
PV1
CV
PV1
CV
CV
?
mostly CV
CV
CV?
CV
PV2
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
PV1
PV?
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

no
no
no
no
2:255, foundation, 24:36-8
no
no
no
no
no
no
foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
no
before 48:1-4 & foundation txt.
no
foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
before 3:185
no
no
epitaph
date
date
no
no
foundation txt.

146.E.1
296.E.1
172.E.2
261.E.1
115.E.1
26.E.1
128.E.1
143.E.1
120.E.3a
112.E.2
18.E.1
157.E.1
118.E.1
89.E.1
175.E.3
158.E.7
124.E.1
211.E.2
164.E.1
162.E.5
162.E.6c
279.I.1
221.I.1d
292.I.1
115.I.1
26.I.1
120.I.2c
123.I.2
133.I.10
133.I.11
128.I.2
299.I.2
149.I.1
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2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255

mos.
mad.
mad.
mad.
zawiya
mad.
mos.
mos.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

vestibule, two square kufic panels
band below ceiling of W iwan
qibla iwan , stucco windows on S & N walls
band around walls of court
maus., band around arch of mihrab
band around walls of court
maus., band around walls below zone of transition
qibla iwan , 1st band below ceiling
maus., mihrab

CV
CV
CV
CV
PV2
CV
CV
CV
PV2

no
no
no
foundation txt.
no
foundation txt.
no
foundation txt.
no

190.I.1
175.I.4
175.I.6
107.I.1
192.I.3
99.I.7
129.I.3
114.I.3
191.I.3

2:255-6?
2:255-6
2:255-7
2:255-7
2:255-6
2:255-6
2:255, ?
2:255-7
2:255-?
2:255-7
2:255-6
2:255-6
2:255-6
2:257-8
2:255-7
2:255-6
2:255-?
2:255-61
2:255-7
2:255-7
2:255-6 ?
2:255-6
2:255-8
2:255-6
2:255-7
2:255-6
2:255-7

mos.
mos.
mos.
khanq.
maus.
maus.
mad.
mad.
mad.
mos.
maus.
maus.
khanq.
khanq.
maus.
khanq.
khanq.
mad.
mos.
mos.
maus.
mad.
mos.
mos.
mad.
mad.
maus.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

tiraz band type II
band flanking sides of portal
tiraz band type III
tiraz band type III
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
band around spandrels of portal
maus., band around base of dome
maus., band around base of dome
band along façade
1st band around drum of dome
1st band around drum of dome
band around base of N dome
band around base of S dome
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
maus., band around walls
qibla iwan , band around walls above mihrab
sanctuary, band around base of dome above mihrab
qibla iwan , band below ceiling
band around walls
sanctuary, band below ceiling
band around walls of court
band below ceiling of qibla iwan
band around walls of court
band around walls of court
band around walls

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
?
mostly CCV?
mostly CCV?
2:255-6 (CCV), 2:257 (PV2)
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
2:255-6 (CCV), 2:257 (PV1)
CCV
?
CCV
2:255-6 (CCV), 2:257 (PV2)
CCV
CCV?
mostly CCV
CCV
CCV
2:255-6 (CCV), 2:257 (PV2)
CCV
CCV

2:255-6?, 3:8-13, 36:1-17, 67:1-17 & date
no
before 2:285-6
2:255-7, 2:284-6, 24:35
no
no
?
no
no
no
no
before 2:285-6
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
date
no
date
no
foundation txt.
date
no

120.E.1
120.E.2a
147.E.1
152.E.1
298.E.1
85.E.1
125.E.2b
125.E.3
125.E.4
185.E.1
289.E.1
289.E.2
149.E.2
149.E.3
122.E.1
248.E.1
146.I.2a
24.I.2
120.I.3a
112.I.1a
85.I.3
18.I.3
187.I.1
118.I.1
60.I.1
209.I.1
280.I.1

2:181

mad.

Bahri

Int.

corridor, octagonal panel on wall

CV

foundation txt.

125.I.1

2:286

mos.

Bahri

Ext.

medallion above door

PV2 & 1

no

120.E.3b
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2:286
2:286

mos.
mad.

Bahri
Circassian

Int.
Int.

medallion above door
band below ceiling of S sidilla

PV2 & 1
PV2

no
no

120.I.7d
99.I.12

2:284-6
2:284-6
2:284-6
2:285-6
2:284-6

zawiya
mos.
khanq.
maus.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.

1st wide band around base of dome
tiraz band type III
tiraz band type III
1st band around drum of dome
maus., band around walls

2:284-5 (CCV), 2:286 (PV2)
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

no
2:255-7, 2:284-6
2:255-7, 2:284-6, 24:35
after 2:255-6
no

172.E.3
147.E.1
152.E.1
289.E.2
221.I.2d

2:197

khanq.

Circassian

Ext.

tiraz band type ? around E & N facades of maus.

PV2

no

158.E.6

3:8-13

mos.

Bahri

Ext.

tiraz band type II

CCV

2:255-6?, 3:8-13, 36:1-17, 67:1-17 & Date

120.E.1

3:18
3:18

khanq.
maus.

Circassian
Bahri

Ext.
Int.

band around square base of S minaret
medallion at apex of dome

CV
PV2

no
no

149.E.5
139.I.2

3:18-9
3:18-9

zawiya
khanq.

Bahri
Circassian

Int.
Int.

maus., 1st wide band around base of dome
mad., court, band below crenellation

3:18 (CV), 3:19 (PV2)
3:18 (CV), 3:19 (PV2)

3:18-9, 3:25
3:18-9, 3:26-7

172.I.5
162.I.2

3:25

zawiya

Bahri

Int.

maus., 1st wide band around base of dome

3:25 (PV2)

3:18-9, 3:25

172.I.5

3:26

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

band flanking doorway of S portal to mad.

CV

foundation txt.

158.I.3

3:26-7
3:26-7

maus.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Int.

band around base of dome
mad., court, band below crenellation

CCV
CCV

no
3:18-9, 3:26-7

88.E.1
162.I.2

3:37
3:37

khanq.
mad.

Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.

N maus., band below hood of mihrab
panel above each window of qiblariwaq

PV1
PV2

no
no

149.I.4f
99.I.5

3:133-5

khanq.

Bahri

Ext.

maus., band around dome

CCV

no

221.E.4

3:160-1

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

small room adjacent to maus., surrounding band

CV

no

248.I.4

3:185
3:185
3:185
3:185

khanq.
mos.
mad.
mad.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

cemetery, stucco band on E wall
maus., band around walls
maus., medallion at apex of dome
maus., band on wooden screen

CV
CV
PV?
PV2

no
after 2:255
no
no

221.I.3b
115.I.1
125.I.4c
175.I.8

3:193

maus.

Circassian

Int.

band around base of dome

?

no

124.I.1
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3:190-1
3:190-1?
3:190-194
3:190-191
3:190-191
3:190-1
3:190-3
3:190-3
3:190-5
3:190-?
3:190-1
3:190-2
3:190-3
3:190-3
3:190-7
3:193-4

mos.
mad.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
khanq.
maus.
khanq.
mos.
mos.
mad.
maus.
maus.
mad.
mad.

Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

band around circular part of minaret
minaret, band on circular part
band around base of dome
minaret, band around octagonal base
tiraz band type III-D
minaret, band around circular part
minaret, lower octagonal band
band around base of dome
maus., band around walls
sanctuary, 2nd S bay, band below ceiling
W iwan , band below ceiling
qibla iwan , band around spandrels of mihrab
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
court, band around top of walls
W iwan , panels above doors

no
no
date
no
date
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

22.E.1
99.E.2c
129.E.1
129.E.2
129.E.3
211.E.1
162.E.6a
275.I.1
221.I.1e
120.I.8b
112.I.2
133.I.3a
298.I.1
85.I.2
125.I.2
175.I.5

band below ceiling
durqa'a , 2nd band below ceiling
maus., band around base of dome

3:190 (CV), 3:191 (PV1)
3:190 (CV), 3:191 (PV2)?
3:190 (CV), 3:191 (PV2)
CCV
CV
3:190 (CV), 3:191 (PV2)
CCV
3:190-2 (CCV), 3:193 (PV1)
CCV
?
mostly CCV
CCV
3:190-2 (CCV), 3:193 (PV1)
3:190-2 (CCV), 3:193 (PV2)
CCV
3:193 (PV2), 3:194 (CV)
3:190-192 (CCV) & 3:193
(PV1)
CCV
CCV

3:190-193
3:190-4
3:190-5

mos.
mos.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.

foundation txt.
foundation txt.
no

129.I.4
211.I.3
248.I.2

5:23

mad.

Bahri

Int.

iwan

PV1

no

133.I.7

6:1-7
6:8-19

mad.
mad.

Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.

maus., band around base of dome
maus., upper band around walls

CCV
CCV

no
no

99.I.16
99.I.17

7:54-6
7:54-5
7:54-6

khanq.
maus.
mad.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Int.
Int.
Int.

maus., band around base of dome
band around walls
maus., band around walls

CCV
CCV
CCV

no
no
no

221.I.1c
261.I.2
125.I.4b

9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18

khanq.
mos.
maus.
maus.
mos.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

panel above doorway
band flanking sides of portal
band around base of dome
band around octagonal part of minaret
panel above doorway

PV2
CV
CV
CV
PV1

date
no
no
after 33:45
date

221.E.1
115.E.2
10.E.1
290.E.2
120.E.2b
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9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18
9:18

mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mad.
mad.
khanq.
khanq.
mad.
mos.
khanq.
khanq.
mos.
khanq.
khanq.
mos.
mos.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.

band flanking sides of W portal
S portal, panel above doorway
panel above doorway
band flanking sides of doorway
band flanking sides of doorway
band flanking sides of portal
tiraz band type III
band flanking sides of doorway
band flanking sides of doorway
panel above doorway
band flanking sides of doorway
band flanking sides of portal
band flanking sides of E portal
band flanking sides of N portal
band flanking sides of portal
portal, sides of doorway
band flanking sides of portal
sanctuary, band around walls below dome above mihrab
panel above mihrab

PV2
PV1
CV
PV1
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
27:30 (CV), 9:18 (CV)
CV
CV
PV1

foundation txt.
no
foundation txt.
no
foundation txt.
date
foundation txt.
date
no
no
foundation txt.
date
foundation txt.
foundation txt.
foundation txt.
27:30, 9:18
no
before 22:77 & foundation txt.
no

112.E.3
112.E.4b
123.E.1
242.E.1
147.E.2
190.E.2
60.E.1
107.E.2
134.E.1
121.E.1
209.E.2
344.E.1
158.E.2
158.E.3
211.E.4
162.E.3
191.E.1
143.I.1
216.I.1

9:18-9
9:18-25
9:21-2
9:21-2
9:18-20
9:21-2

mos.
mad.
mos.
mad.
mos.
khanq.

Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian

Ext
Int.
Ext
Int.
Int.
Int.

band flanking sides of doorway
vestibule, band around walls
window lintel
iwan
qibla iwan, 2nd band above windows
maus., upper band surrounding walls

CCV
CCV
9:21 (CV), 9:22 (PV1)
CCV
CCV
CCV

no
no
no
no
no
9:21-2, 33:11-2, date

187.E.2
133.I.1
242.E.2
133.I.9
114.I.4
162.I.5b

9:102-4

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

mad., W iwan, wooden band below ceiling

CCV?

9:102-4, 33:45-8

162.I.3

9:111-16

mos.

Bahri

Int.

sanctuary, 2nd bay, band below ceiling

CCV

no

120.I.9b

9:128-9

mad.

Circassian

Int.

band above windows on W wall of W iwan

CCV

no

99.I.8

10:62
10:62

zawiya
zawiya

Bahri
Bahri

Ext
Int.

main portal, lintel of doorway
maus., medallion at apex of dome

CV
CV

no
no

172.E.1
172.I.4

11:114-5

zawiya

Circassian

Int.

band around outer arch of mihrab prayer hall

CCV

no

192.I.2
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13:15
13:15

mos.
khanq.

Bahri
Circassian

Int.
Int.

maus., band around spandrel of mihrab
maus., around walls below zone of transition

CV
CV

no
foundation txt.

112.I.9b
248.I.3

15:46
15:46
15:46
15:46
15:46
15:46

khanq.
maus.
mad.
mad.
mos.
mos.

Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian

Ext
Ext
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

band flanking sides of doorway of N entrance ?
2nd upper panels above portal
court, band flanking sides of door right to Wiwan
court, band flanking sides of door left to Wiwan
court, band flanking sides of right door on W wall
court, band flanking sides of left door on W wall

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
no

149.E.1
124.E.2
133.I.4
133.I.5
187.I.2a
187.I.2b

15:46-7
15:46-9
15:46-7
15:45-9
15:46-7
15:46-7
15:45-9
15:45-6
15:46-7
15:46-7
15:45-7, 15:49
15:46-8
15:46-8
15:46-8
15:46-8
15:46-7
15:45-6

maus.
khanq.
maus.
khanq.
mad.
khanq.
mad.
maus.
mos.
mad.
maus.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mad.
mos.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

band flanking sides of doorway
band flanking sides of doorway
band flanking sides of doorway
band flanking sides of doorway
band flanking sides of portal
maus.A, medallion at apex of dome
maus., band around base of dome
medallion at apex of dome
maus., band flanking sides of doorway
iwan
medallion at apex of dome
court, band flanking sides of right door on N wall
court, band flanking sides of left door on N wall
court, band flanking sides of right door on S wall
court, band flanking sides of left door on S wall
court, band flanking sides of S door
durqa'a , N wall, panel over left door

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
15:46 (CV), 15:47 (PV1)
CCV
15:45 (CV), 15:46 (PV1)
CCV
CCV
15:45-7 (CCV), 15:49 (CV)
CV
CV
CV
CV
15:46 (CV), 15:47 (PV1)
CCV

no
no
no
no
foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

279.E.1
32.E.2
292.E.1
152.E.3b
18.E.2
146.I.2d
26.I.2
92.I.1
112.I.9a
133.I.6
299.I.1
187.I.3a
187.I.3b
187.I.4a
187.I.4b
175.I.3
211.I.7

17:1-13 or 14?

mos.

Bahri

Int.

sanctuary, 2nd bay from court, band below ceiling

CCV

no

120.I.10a

17:80
17:80
17:80
17:80
17:80
17:80

mos.
khanq.
maus.
mad.
mos.
mos.

Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext
Ext
Ext
Ext
Int.
Int.

tiraz band type II
band above E portal
band flanking sides of doorway
band below eve of kuttab
vestibule, band flanking sides of door of tomb
durqa'a , N wall, panel over right door

PR
CV
CV
CV
PV1
CV

du'a
no
no
foundation txt.
no
no

130.E.1
158.E.1
124.E.4
99.E.4
114.I.2
211.I.6

17:18-81

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

band below ceiling of W iwan

CCV

no

134.I.6
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17:84
17:84
17:84
17:84

maus.
mad.
mos.
khanq.

Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

medallion at apex of dome
vestibule, roundel above doorway
kuttab, roundel on ceiling
maus., medallion at apex of dome

PV1
PV1
PV2
PV1

no
no
no
no

80.I.1
99.I.3
211.I.1
162.I.5a

18:39

maus.

Circassian

Ext.

2nd lower panels above portal

PV1

no

124.E.3

18:109-10

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

N maus., 1st band around base of dome

before 33:56

no

149.I.4b

21:101-5

khanq.

Bahri

Ext.

maus., band around base of dome

CCV

no

221.E.3

22:27
22:27
22:27
22:27-8?

mad.
maus.
khanq.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Bahri

Ext.
Int.
Int.
Ext.

band around octagonal base of minaret
band below hood of mihrab
mad., qibla iwan , mihrab, band below conch
band around octagonal part of minaret

CV
CV
CV
?

no
no
no
?

60.E.3
124.I.2
162.I.1a
152.E.2b

22:41
22:41
22:41

mad.
mad.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Ext.
Int.
Int.

band flanking sides of doorway
maus., medallion at apex of dome
maus., medallion at apex of dome

mostly CV?
PV1
PV2

foundation txt.
no
no

125.E.2c
31.I.1
221.I.1b

22:77
22:77
22:77
22:77
22:77
22:77
22:78

khanq.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mad.
mad.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

cemetery, band below hood of mihrab
sanctuary, band around walls below dome above mihrab
medallion on E wall of 1st N bay of sanctuary
maus., band below hood of mihrab
band below hood of mihrab
qibla wall
qibla wall

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

no
after 9:18
no
no
no
2:144-5, 22:77, 22:78, 25:61-7
2:144-5, 22:77, 22:78, 25:61-7

221.I.3a
143.I.1
120.I.4
112.I.9d
242.I.1
18.I.1
18.I.1

22:77-78
22:77-8
22:77-8

mad.
mos.
mos.

Bahri
Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.

qibla iwan , band around the arched frame above mihrab
1st band below mihrab hood of qibla riwaq
1st band below mihrab hood of qibla riwaq

22:77 (CV), 22:78 (PV2)
22:77 (CV), 22:78 (PV1)
22:77 (CV), 22:78 (PV2)

no
no
no

44.I.1
344.I.1
204.I.1

24:35
24:35

khanq.
khanq.

Bahri
Circassian

Ext.
Int.

tiraz band type III
qibla riwaq , medallion at apex of dome above mihrab

PV1
PV?

2:255-7, 2:284-6, 24:35
no

152.E.1
149.I.2
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24:36
24:36
24:36

mad.
maus.
mos.

Bahri
Bahri
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

minaret, S face, panel on lower base
band flanking sides of portal
portal, upper band

CV
CV
CV

restoration txt.
foundation txt.
no

43.E.1
80.E.1
129.E.4

24:35-39 or 40?

mos.

Bahri

Int.

sanctuary, qibla riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV

no

147.I.1

24:36-8
24:36-7
24:36-8
24:37-8
24:36-7
24:36-7
24:36-7
24:36-7
24:36-8
24:36-8
24:?-37
24:36-8
24:36-8
24:36-8
24:36-7
24:36-8
24:36-8
24:36-?
24:36-8
24:36-8
24:36-8
24:36-8
24:36-8
24:36-8

khanq.
khanq.
mos.
mad.
maus.
khanq.
mad.
maus.
mos.
mad.
mad.
mos.
mos.
mos.
khanq.
maus.
mad.
khanq.
khanq.
khanq.
khanq.
mos.
khanq.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

band around square base of minaret
tiraz band type II
tiraz band type I
tiraz band type I
band around circular part of minaret
main portal, panel above door
band below hood of portal
band around drum of dome
part of tiraz band type III
tiraz band type III
qibla iwan , band below ceiling
sanctuary, band around spandrel of mihrab
upper arched band of portal
upper arched band of portal
riwaq , central square, band below ceiling
band around base of dome
band below ceiling of W iwan
band around walls of court
band around body of mihrab of qibla iwan
band below ceiling of qiblaiwan
maus., band below hood of mihrab
band below ceiling of corridor
mad., qibla iwan , long band above mihrab
prayer hall, band below ceiling

CCV
CCV
CV
CCV
24:36 (CV), 24:37 (PV1)
24:36 (CV), 24:37 (PV1)
CCV
CCV
24:36-7 (CCV), 24:37 (PV1)
CCV
?
CCV
24:36-7 (CCV), 24:38 (PV2)
24:36-7 (CCV), 24:38 (PV1)
CCV
CCV
CCV
?
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

no
foundation txt.
2:255, foundation, 24:36-8
foundation txt.
no
foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
foundation txt.
no
no
foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
no
foundation txt.

221.E.2
32.E.1
115.E.1
26.E.1
290.E.3
152.E.3a
133.E.1a
139.E.1
190.E.1
107.E.1
24.I.1
120.I.2a
120.I.5a
120.I.6a
152.I.1
289.I.1
99.I.9
175.I.2
134.I.4
134.I.5
121.I.1
216.I.2
162.I.1b
191.I.1

25:10

mos.

Circassian

Ext.

CV

foundation txt.

118.E.2

25:10
25:10
25:10
25:10

mad.
mos.
mos.
mos.

Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

main façade, tiraz band type IV
iwan anti qibla iwan , two panels above two doors on W
face
maus., band around top of walls
southern side iwan , band above window
durqa'a , S wall, panel over left door

CV
CV
CV
CV

no
foundation txt.
no
no

24.I.4
187.I.7
114.I.7
211.I.5

25:61-?
25:61-7

mad.
mad.

Bahri
Bahri

Int.
Int.

mad., band around walls at middle height
qibla wall

?
CCV

no
2:144-5, 22:77, 22:78, 25:61-7

221.I.4
18.I.1
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27:30

khanq.

Circassian

Ext.

portal, sides of doorway

27:30 (CV), 9:18 (CV)

27:30, 9:18

162.E.3

28:77
28:77

mad.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri

Int.
Int.

maus., band around base of dome
maus., medallion at apex of dome

CV
PV2

no
no

31.I.2
221.I.2b

33:11-2

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

maus., upper band surrounding walls

CCV

9:21-2, 33:11-2, date

162.I.5b

33:22-24

zawiya

Bahri

Int.

a band forming rectangular frame to doorway to maus.
and continued below the ceiling of passage

CCV

Shahada , du'a

172.I.3

33:41-4
33:45
33:41-5 or 6?
33:41-3
33:41-5
33:41-6
33:45-8

maus.
maus.
maus.
mad.
khanq.
mos.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.

band around square base of minaret
band around octagonal part of minaret
band around octagonal part of minaret
minaret, upper band on octagonal base
minaret, upper octagonal band
band around base of dome above mihrab
mad., W iwan , wooden band below ceiling

CCV
CV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV?

no
before 9:18
?
no
no
no
9:102-4, 33:45-8

290.E.1
290.E.2
289.E.3
99.E.2b
162.E.6b
204.I.3
162.I.3

33:56
33:56
33:56

maus.
mos.
khanq.

Bahri
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Int.
Int.

tiraz band along W & S facades, type III
band around the body of mihrab of qibla iwan
N maus., 1st band around base of dome

CV
CV

67:1-5 & foundation txt.
after 2:144
after 18:109-10

310.E.1
187.I.6
149.I.4b

35:34
35:34

mos.
mos.

Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.

northern side iwan , band above window
durqa'a , S wall, panel over right door

CV
CV

no
no

114.I.6
211.I.4

36:12

mos.

Bahri

Int.

N iwan, band below ceiling

CV

?

112.I.4

36:1-20
36:7-8
36:1-17
36:1-20
36:1-10
36:1-19
36:1-29

maus.
maus.
mos.
mos.
mos.
maus.
mad.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

tiraz band type IV
tiraz band type II
tiraz band type II
band below hood of portal
tiraz band type III
tiraz band type II
tiraz band type III

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
36:1-9 (CCV), 36:10 (PV1)
CCV
CCV

no
no
2:255-6?, 3:8-13, 36:1-17, 67:1-17 & date
?
no
no
no

92.E.1
291.E.1
120.E.1
252.E.1
112.E.1
80.E.2
125.E.1
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36:1-11
36:1-12
36:1-17

maus.
maus.
mad.

Bahri
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

1-10 (CCV), 11 (PV1)
CCV
CCV

no
no
no

299.E.1
280.E.1
99.E.3

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

band around base of dome
band around base of dome
band around base of dome
band around walls of court & 4 iwan s above lintel of
doors, starts at the right of the S iwan
maus., 2nd narrow band around base of dome
maus., band around walls
sanctuary, 1st bay from court, band below ceiling
iwan , band around walls

36:1-27
36:1-14
36:1-17
36:1-21
36:1-11?

zawiya
zawiya
khanq.
mos.
maus.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

du'a
no
no
no
no

172.I.1
172.I.6
32.I.2
120.I.10b
289.I.3

37:180-2

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

S maus., panel above door from inside

CCV

no

149.I.3e

39:63-4
39:63

maus.
khanq.

Bahri
Circassian

Int.
Int.

band around base of dome
maus., medallion at apex of dome

39:63 (CV), 39:64 (PV1)
CV

no
no

261.I.1
248.I.1

39:73
39:73
39:73-5

mos.
mad.
khanq.

Bahri
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Int.
Int.

band flanking sides of S portal
band below ceiling of N iwan
maus., lower band around walls

CV
CV
CCV

no
no
no

112.E.4a
99.I.13
162.I.5c

41:30

mad.

Circassian

Int.

band below ceiling of N sidilla

CV

no

99.I.11

43:67-73
43:67-71
43:68-71

khanq.
khanq.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.

S maus., band around base of dome
N maus., band around walls
band around ceiling of vestibule

CCV
CCV
CCV

no
foundation txt.
no

149.I.3b
149.I.4d
134.I.1

44:51-9
44:51-9
44:51-9
44:51-4
44:51-9
44:51-7

khanq.
khanq.
maus.
maus.
khanq.
mad.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

maus., panel above entrance
maus., band around base of dome
band around base of dome
medallion at apex of dome
S maus., band around walls
maus. band around walls above dado

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

no
no
no
no
no
44:51-7, foundation, 2:144, royal du'a, date

32.I.1
221.I.2c
92.I.2
298.I.2
149.I.3c
99.I.18

46:13

mos.

Bahri

Int.

maus., medallion at apex of dome

CV

no

130.I.2
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48:1-4
48:1-4
48:1
48:1-2
48:1-4
48:1-3
48:1-3
48:1-2
48:1-2?
48:1-5
48:1-5
48:1-2
48:1-6
48:1-7
48:1-11
48:1-7
48:1-2
48:1-3
48:1-2
48:1-17

mos.
maus.
mos.
mad.
mos.
mad.
mad.
khanq.
mad.
mad.
mad.
mad.
maus.
mos.
khanq.
mad.
mad.
mos.
mos.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

band around base of dome
band flanking sides of portal
band around bulbous of minaret
two panels on sides of portal
tiraz band type ?
band flanking sides of doorway
tiraz band type III
maus., band around base of dome
maus., band around arch of mihrab
qibla iwan , band around walls
maus., vestibule, band below ceiling
maus., medallion at apex of dome
band around walls
band below ceiling of qiblaiwan
band around walls of qibla iwan
band around walls of qibla iwan
panel above 4 door of courts
band below ceiling of vestibule
S iwan, lintel of window
prayer hall, around walls band above dado

CCV
1-3 (CCV), 4 (PV1)
CV
48:1 (CV), 48:2 (PV1)
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
?
CCV
48:1-4 (CCV), 5 (PV)
CCV
48:1-5 (CCV), 48: 6 (PV)
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
48:1 (CV), 48:2 (PV1)
48:1-16 (CCV), 48:17 (PV2)

no
no
no
no
2:255, 48:1-4, foundation txt.
no
foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
foundation txt.
date
no
no

115.E.3
128.E.2
147.E.3a
133.E.1b
211.E.2
60.E.2
175.E.1
146.I.2b
31.I.3
133. I.2
125.I.4a
125.I.5
299.I.3
187.I.5
158.I.2
99.I.4
99.I.6
114.I.1
211.I.8
248.I.5

48:28 ?
48:29
48:29
48:29

khanq.
mos.
mos.
mos.

Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.

portal, panels on sides, above door level
panel above doorway
band on qibla wall surrounds the spandrel of the mihrab
sanctuary, band below hood of central mihrab

162.E.2
PV1
CV
PV2

?
foundation txt.
no
no

162.E.2
120.E.3c
130.I.1
143.I.2

50:33-4

mad.

Bahri

Int.

courtyard, band flanking sides of NW door, right to N
iwan

CCV

no

133.I.8

53:39

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

maus., band around base of dome

CV

no?

158.I.4

55:1-29
55:1-6

mos.
khanq.

Bahri
Circassian

Int.
Int.

S iwan , band below ceiling
N maus., medallion at apex of dome

CCV
CCV

no
no

112.I.3
149.I.4a
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55:26-7
55:26-7
55:26-7

khanq.
khanq.
khanq.

Bahri
Bahri
Bahri

Int.
Int.
Int.

maus., band around arch of mihrab
maus., lintel of doorway
maus., lintel of doorway

CCV
CCV
CCV

no
name of patron
name of patron

146.I.2c
221.I.1a
221.I.2a

56:10-12

zawiya

Bahri

Int.

panel above doorway to maus.

CCV

epitaph

172.I.2

57:21
57:21

mad.
mad.

Bahri
Circassian

Ext.
Int.

band flanking sides of portal
panel above two doors on N & S sidillas of Wiwan

CV
PV2

foundation txt.
no

125.E.2a
99.I.10

61:13

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

maus., entrance, band above doorway

PV2

no

162.I.4b

62:4
62:4

mos.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.

main façade, tiraz band type IV
main portal, band above window

CV
CV

foundation txt.
no

187.E.1
162.E.1

62:9-10
62:9-10
62:9-11

khanq.
mad.
mos.

Circassian
Circassian
Bahri

Ext.
Ext.
Int.

band around square base of N minaret
minaret, lower band on octagonal base
sanctuary, panel on qibla wall

CCV
CCV
CCV

no
no
no

149.E.4
99.E.2a
120.I.1

67:1-17
67:1-5
67:1-7
67:1-14
67:1-5?
67:1-8
67:1-3
67:1-4?
67:1-12
67:1-9

mos.
maus.
khanq.
khanq.
mos.
mad.
mad.
mos.
mos.
mos.

Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Bahri
Bahri
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

tiraz band type II
tiraz band along W & S facades
band around base of dome
maus., band around walls
sanctuary, 1st bay, band below ceiling
band on wall opposite to qibla wall
band below ceiling of Siwan
W iwan , band below ceiling
band around lantern
durqa'a , 1st band below ceiling

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
mostly CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
67:1-8 (CCV), 67:9 (PV1)

2:255-6?, 3:8-13, 36:1-17, 67:1-17 & date
33:56 & foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

120.E.1
310.E.1
191.E.2
32.I.3
120.I.9a
18.I.2
99.I.14
129.I.5
129.I.6
211.I.2

72:18
72:18
72:18

mad.
mad.
mos.

Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

band flanking sides of portal
panel above doorway
portal, band above doorway

CV
CV
CV

foundation txt.
date
no

175.E.2
209.E.1
216.E.1
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72:18
72:18
72:18

mos.
mad.
mos.

Circassian
Bahri
Circassian

Ext.
Int.
Int.

band flanking sides of doorway
qibla iwan , arched panel above mihrab
qibla iwan , band below ceiling

CV
CV
CV

date
no
foundation txt.

114.E.1
125.I.3b
211.I.10

73:20

khanq.

Circassian

Int.

maus., band below hood of mihrab

CV

no

158.I.5

75:1-19

mos.

Bahri

Int.

sanctuary, 1st bay, band below ceiling

CCV

no

120.I.8a

76:5
76:5

khanq.
mos.

Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Int.

sabil, lintel of E window
corridor, panel above mazmalla grill

CV
CV

no
no

158.E.4
211.I.9

76:5-9
76:5-11
76:5-11
76:5-9
76:5-13
76:5-?
76:1-3
76:5-9
76:5-6
76:6-7
76:8-9

mos.
khanq.
khanq.
mos.
mos.
mad.
khanq.
khanq.
mad.
khanq.
khanq.

Circassian
Circassian
Bahri
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian
Circassian

Ext.
Ext.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

façade, middle level
façade of sabil
wooden panel above entrance
band below ceiling of iwan opposite to qibla iwan
band below ceiling of sabil
band below ceiling of corridor
band below ceiling of bent corridor
band below ceiling of corridor leads to court
sabil, band below ceiling
sabil, door lintel
sabil, cupboard lintel

76:5-8 (CCV), 76:9 (PV1)
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
76:8 (CV), 76:9 (PV1)

foundation txt.
no
no
no
no
no
no
date
foundation txt.
no
no

211.E.3
162.E.4
152.I.2
118.I.1
118.I.3
175.I.1
134.I.2
134.I.3
99.I.1
248.I.6
248.I.7

76:21

khanq.

Circassian

Ext.

sabil, lintel of N window

PV2

no

158.E.5

83:25-6

mad.

Circassian

Int.

panel above door of mazmala

CCV

no

99.I.2

112
112

maus.
maus.

Bahri
Bahri

Int.
Int.

medallion at apex of dome
iwan , panel above mihrab

CS
CS

no
no

128.I.1
289.I.2
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Table III
The common Quranic verses inscribed on Ottoman Religious Monuments

Quranic Verses

Monument
type

Architectural Location

Verses Form

Attached to other types of inscriptions

Quotation
No.

2:143

mos.

Int.

qibla iwan , band above mihrab

PV2

no

201.I.2

2:144
2:144

mos.
mos.

Int.
Int.

sanctuary, mihrab, band below hood
panel above mihrab

PV2
PV2

no
no

181.I.1
30.I.1

2:144-9

mos.

Int.

1st qibla riwaq , band below ceiling

CV

foundation txt.

343.I.1

2:255

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, S iwan , band around outer arch

CV

142.I.7

2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255
2:255

mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

sanctuary, band around walls above dado
southern entrance, band below ceiling
qibla iwan , band below ceiling
eastern iwan , medallion on ceiling
western iwan , medallion on ceiling
maus., band around base of dome

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

no
2:255, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, 24:36-8, prayer for
the Prophet and His family, 48:1-7
no
no
no
no
no

142.I.14
135.I.3
48.I.1
42.I.2
42.I.3
98.I.1

2:255-6
2:255-6
2:255-7

mos.
mos.
maus.

Int.
Int.
Int.

arcade of court, band around wall above dado
western side, band below ceiling
band around walls below zone of transition

CCV
CCV
CCV

2:255-6, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, prayer for Prophet
no
no

142.I.15
201.I.3
59.I.1

3:18-9
3:18-9

mos.
mos.

Int.
Int.

sanctuary, band around walls above dado
Int., arcade of court, band around wall above dado

3:18 (CV), 3:19 (PV2)
3:18 (CV), 3:19 (PV2)

2:255, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, 24:36-8, prayer for
the Prophet and His family, 48:1-7
2:255-6, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, prayer on Prophet

142.I.14
142.I.15

3:26-7

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, band around walls above dado

CCV

3:26-7

mos.

Int.

Int., arcade of court, band around wall above dado

3:190-4
3:190-3

mos.
mos.

Int.
Int.

9:18
9:18
9:18

mos.
mos.
mos.

Ext.
Ext.
Int.

CCV

2:255, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, 24:36-8, prayer for
the Prophet and His family, 48:1-7
2:255-6, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, prayer for the
Prophet

142.I.15

sanctuary, band around base of dome
northern riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV
CCV

no
foundation txt.

142.I.2
343.I.4

band flanks sides of doorway
band flanks sides of doorway
sanctuary, N iwan , band around inner arch

CV
CV
CV

no
no
no

181.E.1
29.E.1
142.I.6
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142.I.14
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9:18-23
9:18-22

mos.
mos.

Int.
Int.

iwan opposite to qibla iwan , band below ceiling
2nd qibla riwaq , band below ceiling

CCV
CCV

no
foundation txt.

135.I.2
343.I.2

9:108-111

mos.

Int.

rear riwaq , band below ceiling

?

foundation txt.

29.I.3

10:62

maus.

Ext.

band flanks sides of portal

CV

no

41.E.1

13:24

mos.

Int.

S wall, band above door at left

CV

no

30.I.3

15:46

maus.

Ext.

band surrounding 4 columns of canopy

CV

after epitaph & du'a

388.E.1

17:1-3

mos.

Int.

band around base of dome above main door of court

CCV

no

142.I.16

17:84
17:84
17:84
17:84

mos.
mos.
mos.
maus.

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

sanctuary, medallion at apex of central dome
sanctuary, half medallion at the apex of the N half dome
sanctuary, half medallion at the apex of the S half dome
medallion at apex of dome

PV1
PV1
PV1
CV

no
no
no
17:84, 24:35

142.I.1
142.I.10
142.I.12
59.I.2

22:77-78

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, E iwan, band around inner arch

CCV

no

142.I.4

24:35

maus.

Int.

medallion at apex of dome

PV1

17:84, 24:35

59.I.2

24:36-8
24:36-8
24:36-42
24:36-8
24:36-41
24:35-38
24:35-7

mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
maus.

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

sanctuary, band around walls above dado
sanctuary, N iwan , band around outer arch
qibla iwan , band below ceiling
qibla riwaq , band below ceiling
western riwaq , band below ceiling
sanctuary, band around base of dome
band around base of dome

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
35 (PV), 36 (CV), 37 (PV1)

2:255, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, 24:36-8, prayer for
the Prophet and His family, 48:1-7
no
no
foundation txt.
foundation txt.
no
no

142.I.14
142.I.5
135.I.1
29.I.1
343.I.5
98.I.3
59.I.3

25:1-15

mos.

Int.

band below ceiling surrounding the whole mosque

CCV

no

42.I.1
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27:30

mos.

Ext.

entrance canopy, writing on W wall

CV

no

142.E.1

39:73-75

mos.

Int.

vestibule, band below ceiling

CCV

no

48.I.2

48:1-5

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, band around base of E half dome above
mihrab

48:1-4 (CV), 48:5 (PV2)

142.I.9

48:1-7
48:1-4
48:1-5
48:1-?
48:1-5
48:1-15

mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.
mos.

Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

sanctuary, band around walls above dado
northern entrance, below ceiling
qibla iwan , band below ceiling
middle riwaq , band below ceiling
southern riwaq , band below ceiling
sanctuary, band below zone of transition

CCV
CCV
CCV
?
CCV
CCV

no
2:255, 3:18-9, 3:26-7, 24:36-8, prayer for
the Prophet and His family, 48:1-7
no
no
no
foundation txt.
foundation txt.

142.I.14
135.I.4
201.I.1
29.I.2
343.I.3
98.I.2

54:54-55

mos.

Int.

square kufic panel on E wall of S iwan

CCV

no

142.I.18

56:1-18

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, band around base of N half dome above
mihrab

CCV

no

142.I.11

61:13

mos.

Int.

square kufic panel on E wall of S iwan

PV2

pious phrase

142.I.17

67:1-8

mos.

Int.

sanctuary, band around base of S half dome above
mihrab

CCV

no

142.I.13

72:18

mos.

Int.

S wall, band above door

CV

no

30.I.2

112
112

mos.
mos.

Int.
Int.

square kufic panel on S wall of prayer hall
sanctuary, medallion at apex of dome

CS
CS

no
no

201.I.4
98.I.4
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Table IV
The Quranic Suras utilized on Cairene Religious Monuments
Sura \ Era
1 (al-Fatihah)
2 (al-Baqarah)
3 (al‘Imran)
4 (al-Nisa’)
5 (al-Ma’ida)
6 (al-An‘am)
7 (al-A‘raf)
8 (al-’Anfal)
9 (al-Tawba)
10 (Yunus)
11 (Hud)
13 (al-Ra‘ad)
15 (al-Hijr)
16 (al-Nahl)
17 (al-Isra’)
18 (al-Kahf)
21 (al-Anbiya’)
22 (al-Hajj)
24 (al-Nur)
25 (al-Furqan)
27 (al-Naml)
28 (al-Qasas)
33 (al-’Ahzab)
35 (Fatir)
36 (Yasin)
37 (al-Saffat)
39 (al-Zumar)
41 (Fussilat)
43 (al-Zukhruf)
44 (al-Dukhan)
48 (al-Fath)
50 (Qaf)
53 (al-Najm)
54 (al-Qamar)
55 (al-Rahman)
56 (al-Waqi‘ah)
57 (al-Hadid)
59 (al-Hashr)
61 (al-Saff)
62 (al-Jum‘ah)
67 (al-Mulk)
72 (al-Jinn)
73 (al-Muzzammil)
75 (al-Qiyama)
76 (al-Insan)
83 (al-Mutaffifin)

Fatimid
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Bahri
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■

■
■

■

■

■

■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■

Ottoman

■

■
■
■
■

Circassian

■
■
■
■

■
■
■

■
■

■
■

■

■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■

■

■
■

■

■

■

■

■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

■
■

■
■

■
■
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112 (al-Ikhlas)

■

■

■
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Fatimid Mosques:
Date

380-403/990-1013

Monument Name & No.

(15) al-Hakim mos.

Inscription type

Quranic Quotation

Verses Form

Ext., band around main portal
Ext., W minaret, 1st band from top
Ext., W minaret, 2nd band from top

15.E.1
15.E.2a
15.E.2b

Basmala, 3:189-98
Basmala, 11:73
Basmala, 9:18

CCV
PV1
CV

Foundation

Ext., N minaret, surrounding band

15.E.3a

9:128

?

Quranic

(33) al-Aqmar mos.

Quranic
Quotation No.

Quranic
Foundation
Foundation

Quranic
Quranic

519/1125

Architectural Location

Ext., N minaret, band, around N & W windows
Ext., N minaret, 2nd band, medallion, outer circle

Ext.,N minaret, 2nd band, medallion, center

15.E.3b
15.E.3c

15.E.3d

24:35
5:55

CV
CV

Sources

S.V.
Creswell, MAE , v. 1, Pl. 30b
Ibid., Pl. 30a
Creswell, MAE , v. 1, Pls. 25c & d; Prj.
Inscr. #15.4
Creswell, MAE , v.1, Pls. 24a & b
Ibid., Pl. 24d

Basmala, ?

PV1

S.V.
S.V.

Remarks

The original part is on the N side of the portal
which has "from the Presence of God …end of
verse 3:198"; the rest is the Bohra restoration
It is on the original square minaret
It is on the original square minaret
It is on the original circular minaret
It is on the original circular minaret, the verse is
divided on the two windows
It states "from darkness to light" "من الظلمات إلي
"النور. This quotation has various citations in the
Quran: 2:257, 5:16, 14:1, 14:5, 33:43, 57:9,
65:11

Quranic

Ext., W salient, surrounding band

15.E.4

Basmala, 9:108, 24:36-8, 62:9

9:108 (PV), 24:36-8 (CCV), 62:9
(CV)

Foundation

Ext., N salient, surrounding band

15.E.5

2:255

CV

S.V.

Before the verse Shi'i shahada and next to it the
foundation text

Foundation

Int., panel above main doorway

15.I.1

Basmala, 28:5

CV

S.V.

Original location most probably was exterior
above doorway

Quranic

Int, panel above doorway to N minaret

15.I.2

17:80

PV1

Creswell, MAE , v. 1, Pl. 24d

The surviving part is "Say: O my Lord let my
entry be …" "..."وقل رب ادخلني مدخل

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., dome above mihrab, band around walls below zone of
transition
Int., central aisle, band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, left side, qibla riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, left side, 2nd riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, left side, 3rd riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, left side, 4ht riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, left side, 5th riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, right side, qibla riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, right side, 2nd riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, right side, 3rd riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, right side, 4ht riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., sanctuary, right side, 5th riwaq , band below ceiling

15.I.3
15.I.4
15.I.5a
15.I.5b
15.I.5c
15.I.5d
15.I.5e
15.I.6a
15.I.6b
15.I.6c
15.I.6d
15.I.6e

Basmala, 48:1-4
Basmala, 48:5-11?
48:11-22?
3:1-17?
7:1-22?
6:1-17?
8:1-13?
1:1-5, 2:255-6?
36:1-25?
2:255-86?
2:1-20?
4:1-12?

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
1:1-5 (CCV), 2:255-56 (CCV)?
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

S.V.; Bloom, 1983, 36
Bloom, 1983, 36
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

Foundation

Ext., main façade, 1st large band below cornice

Foundation
Quranic

Ext., main façade, 2nd small band below hood of arches
Ext., main façade, portal, large medallion, outer circle

Names of Muhammad
& 'Ali

Ext., main façade, portal, large medallion, center

Quranic

Ext., main façade, 3rd band, surrounding sides of doorway

Quranic

Ext., main façade, beveled corner, three little niches

Names of Muhammad
& 'Ali

Ext., main façade, beveled corner, on the right and left side of
upper niche

Shahada

Ext., main façade, left side, above the spandrel of the mihrab-like
arch at the top left

Name 'Ali

Ext., main façade, left side, two bosses on the spandrel of the
mihrab-like arch

S.V.

33.E.1

Basmala, 33:33

PV2

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

33.E.2

33.E.3

Basmala, 24:36-7

16:128

24:36 (CV), 24:37 (PV1)

CV

The phrase is "Muhammad and 'Ali" ""محمد و علي

S.V.

S.V.

The verse is distributed on the arches of the
muqarnas between the names of Muhammad &
'Ali

S.V.

The left spandrel of the mihrab panel has a boss
contain the name of 'Ali

S.V.

The right boss has the name 'Ali and most
probably the left one might had the name of
Muhammad
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Names of Muhammad Ext., main façade, left side, pentagram roundel at the center of the
&'Ali
hood of the arched recess, outer circle

555/1160

(116) al-Salih Tala'i mos.

Quranic

Int, N façade of the court, band surrounding the keel-shaped arches

Foundation

Ext., W & NE facades, upper inscription band

Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., W & NE facades, lower inscription band
Ext.,W façade, arched band above doorway
Ext., NE façade, arched band above doorway
Int., sanctuary, qibla riwaq , 1st window from left
Int., sanctuary, qibla riwaq , 2nd window from left
Int., sanctuary, qibla riwaq , 3rd window from left

33.I.1

4:165-66, 24:35

116.E.1
116.E.2
116.E.3
116.I.1
116.I.2
116.I.3

24:36-7, 3:195
?
22:41
?
9:18
?

Int., sanctuary, qibla riwaq , 4th window from left
Int., sanctuary, qibla riwaq , 5th window from left
Int., sanctuary, qibla riwaq , 6th window from left

116.I.4
116.I.5
116.I.6

3:36
59:21
59:19-20

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, qibla riwaq , 7th window from left, outer band

116.I.7a

?

Int., sanctuary, qibla riwaq , 7th window from left, center panel
Int., sanctuary, malqaf , panel around iron grill

S.V.

The only surviving parts of these verses are on
the left side of the 1st right arch and the right
side of the 2nd arch

S.V.

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Quranic
Quranic

4:165-66 (CV), 24:35 (CV)

S.V.

Name of Muhammad is repeated five times
forming a pentagram surrounding the phrase "and
'Ali"

116.I.7b
116.I.8

Basmala, 33:56
2:255

mostly 24:36-7 (CCV), 3:195 (?)
CV
CV

Creswell photo collection, v. 15, Pl.
17F, 24B
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
Creswell photo collection, v. 15, Pl. 28E

PV1
CV
CCV

Creswell, MAE , v.1, Pl. 108a
Creswell, MAE , v.1, Pl. 108b
Creswell photo collection, v. 15, Pl. 30A

CV
?

Creswell photo collection, v. 15, Pl. 30B
Creswell, MAE , v.1, Pl. 108d

Creswell photo collection, v. 15, Pl.
35A, 35B, 27C

62:1-5

CCV

Creswell photo collection, v. 15, Pl. 28A

116.I.15

9:128

mostly CV

Creswell photo collection, v. 15, Pl. 27E

Verses Form

Sources
Prj., FR# EG-BW-294-97, 9

116.I.9

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, 1st arcade from qibla, E face, band around arches

116.I.10

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, 2nd arcade from qibla, W face, band around arches

116.I.11

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, 2nd arcade from qibla, E face, band around arches

116.I.12

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, 3rd arcade from qibla, W face, band around arches

116.I.13

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, 3rd arcade from qibla, E face, band around arches

116.I.14

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, band around 1st recesses, between 1st & 2nd
arcades

The verse ends as far as "in Thy hand is all
good" ""بيدك الخير

Difficult to read on site

2:255-58 (CCV), 59:19-20 (CCV)

Int., sanctuary, 1st arcade from qibla, W face, band around arches

Difficult to read on site
Difficult to read on site

2:255-58, 59:19-20

Quranic

Verses 24:36-7 is above the main doorway; verse
3:195 is on NE façade, 2nd panel from left; the
readable part of it is "the work of any of you be
he male or female" ""عمل عامل منكم من ذكر أو انثي
Difficult to read on site

The central panel is of 7 lines, the 1st is the
Basmala, the 2nd & 3rd are unknown and the
verse starts at the 4th line
Besides these verses there are also the following
verses: 3:190-200, 67:1-12 and 76:23-30. They
were read from Prj., FR# EG-BW-356-99, 71
but they need to be checked because photos are
not clear.

Fatimid Mausoleums:
Date

Monument Name & No.

Inscription type

Architectural Location

Quranic
Quotation No.

Quranic Quotation

478/1085

(304) al-Juyushi mash.

Foundation

Ext., main façade, panel above doorway

304.E.1

Basmala, 9:108, 72:18

9:108 (PV), 72:18 (CV)

6th/12th

(333a) 'Atika maus.

Quranic
Shi'i Shahada

Int., sanctuary, mihrab, band around frame & arch
Int., band above mihrab

304.I.1

Basmala, 25:10, 24:36-8, 9:128

25:10 (CV), 24:36-8 (CCV), 9:128
(CV)

304.I.2

35:41

PV

Ibid., 10

Ibid., 20-24
Ibid., 20

Quranic

Int., dome above mihrab, medallion at apex of dome, outer circle

Names of Muhammad
& 'Ali
Quranic

Int., dome above mihrab, center of the medallion at apex of dome
Int., dome above mihrab, band around walls

304.I.3

Basmala, 48:1-5

1-4 (CCV), 5 (PV)

Ibid.
Ibid., 11-19

Quranic

Int., band around walls below zone of transition

333a.I.1

Basmala, 2:255-56

255 (CV), 256 (PV)

S.V.

Quranic

Int., mihrab, band around the outer arch

333a.I.2

15:47

?

Remarks

Williams, "The Cult …, Part II, 43 &
Creswell, MAE , v. 1, Pls. 80b & c

Each name is repeated five times and interlocked
forming a six-pointed star pattern

This inscription band started originally in the
right-hand corner of the qibla wall, ran over the
arch of the mihrab and ended in the left-hand
corner.
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According to Willimas, "judging from the total
space along the walls, that at least verse 53
preceded it", which mentions the ta'wil of the
S.V.; Williams, "The Cult …, Part II, 44
Quran. It is an assumption of Williams.
Not preserved

6th/12th

(333b) al-Ja'fari maus.

Quranic

Int., band around walls below zone of transition
Int., mihrab, band around arch

333b.I.1
333b.I.2

Basmala, 7:54

CV

c. 1120-25

(301) Ikhwat Yusuf maus.

Quranic
Quranic

Int., triple mihrabs, band around outer arches
Int., central mihrab, band around inner arch

301.I.1
301.I.2

Basmala, 9:18, 2:285
112

9:18 (CV), 2:285 (CV)
CS

Refer to Prj., FR# EG-BW-207-97

c.1125-50

(315) al-Hasawati maus.

315.I.1

Basmala, 2:255

CV

Creswell photo collection, v. 14, Pl. 33D

527/1133

(273) Sayyida Ruqayya maus

Quranic

Int., mihrab, band around spandrel

Names of Muhammad
& 'Ali

Int., mihrab, capitals of the two blind colonnettes supporting the
arch of the mihrab

Quranic
Quranic

Int., narthex, right bay, band above mihrab
Int., narthex, left bay, band above mihrab

273.I.1
273.I.2

28:31, 15:99
5:55

28:31 (PV), 15:99 (CV)
CV

S.V.
S.V.

Date
Quranic
Quranic

Int., sanctuary, central bay, band around base of dome
Int., sanctuary, band above central mihrab
Int., sanctuary, band below hood of central mihrab

273.I.3
273.I.4
273.I.5

Basmala, 7:54
33:33
Basmala, 7:54

CV
PV
?

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Names of Muhammad
& 'Ali
Quranic
Quranic

Int., sanctuary, medallion at the center of the hood of central
mihrab
Int., sanctuary, right bay, mihrab, band around arch
Int., sanctuary, left bay, mihrab, band around arch

Williams, "The Cult …, Part II, 52

273.I.6
273.I.7

11:114
25:10

CV
CV

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

One capital has the name Muhammad & the
other has the name 'Ali

At the end of the inscription band there is
prayers for the prophet

Name 'Ali is surrounded by the name of
Muhammad repeated six times forming a sixpointed star pattern
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Bahri Mosques, Madrasas & Khanqas:
Date

Monument Name & No.

Inscription type

Architectural Location

683/1284-5

(146) khanqa of al-Bunduqdariya

Foundation

Ext., tiraz band type IV

683-4/1284-5

695-703/1295-1304

697/1298

(43) complex of Qalawun

(44) mad. of al-Nasir Muhammad

(172) Zawiya of Zain al-Din Yusuf

Quranic
Quotation No.

Quranic Quotation

Verses Form

Sources

Remarks

Creswell, Photo Collection, A19, 79D
For all survived inscriptions on the
monument refer to Prj., FR# EG-BW-(329334)-99

Quranic
Phrase al-mulk li'llah
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., maus. B, band around base of dome
Ext., maus. B, band around windows below base of dome
Int., maus. B, band around base of dome
Int., maus.A, band around walls below zone of transition
Int., maus.A, band around base of dome
Int., maus.A, around arch of mihrab

146.E.1

Basmala, 2:255

CV

146.I.1
146.I.2a
146.I.2b
146.I.2c

?
Basmala, 2:255-?
Basmala, 48:1-2
Basmala, 55:26-7

?
CCV
CCV

Quranic

Int., maus.A, medallion at apex of dome

146.I.2d

Basmala, 15:46-7

15:46 (CV), 15:47 (PV1)

Foundation
Foundation
Foundation

Ext., main façade, tiraz band type I
Ext., E & N facades, lintels of windows
Ext., lintel of main doorway

Restoration
Restoration
?
?
Word al-mulk
Name of Muhammad
Royal

Ext., minaret, S face, panel on lower base
Ext., minaret, band around lower base
Ext., dome, band around octagonal zone of transition
Int., maus., forecourt, band around wall
Int., maus., forecourt, E face band around window
Int., maus., E face, square kufic panel on two piers
Int., maus., medallion on coffered ceiling

Quranic

Int., maus., band around wall at middle height

Both the band around walls and that around piers
are restored by لجنة حفظ اآلثار

?

Int., qibla iwan

For all survived inscriptions on the
monument refer to Prj.# FR# EG-BW(252-255)-98, EG-BW-(420-424)-99

According to Creswell photo collection qibla
iwan was decorated: a wooden band around
walls at middle height, a band around spandrels
of mihrab & a panel above mihrab of a
foundation txt.; however, nothing extant

Foundation
Foundation
Royal
Royal

Ext., main façade, tiraz band type I
Ext., panel above doorway
Ext., main façade, lintel of window right of portal
Ext., main façade, lintel of window left of portal

Prj., FR# EG-BW-253-98, 18-20
Ibid., 21
Ibid., 22
Ibid., 23

Damaged

Royal
Names of God

Ext., minaret, upper band around square base
Ext., minaret, lower band around square base

Prj., FR# EG-BW-253-98, 25, 27-8; EGBW-255-98, 9
Prj., FR# EG-BW-253-98, 26-9

Quranic
?
?
?

Int., mad., qibla iwan , band around the arched frame above mihrab
Int., maus., band around walls below zone of transition
Int., maus., around arch of mihrab
Int., maus., below mihrab hood

Epitaph

Ext., NE isolated portal, panel above doorway

Prj., FR# EG-BW-266-98, 3-5 & Ibrahim,
"The Zawiya …", 81.

Foundation
Quranic

Ext., main portal, panel above doorway
Ext., main portal, lintel of doorway

172.E.1

10:62

CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-262-98, 20 & Ibrahim,
"The Zawiya …", 81.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-262-98, 21

Quranic

Ext., main portal, a band flanking sides of doorway

172.E.2

Basmala, 2:255

PV1

Ibid., 11-19

The verse ends as far as "His Throne doth
extended over heavens" ""وسع كرسيه السموات

Quranic

Ext., 1st wide band around base of dome

172.E.3

Basmala, 2:284-6

2:284-5 (CCV), 2:286 (PV2)

Prj., Inscr.# 172.6

Verse 2:286 ends as far as "condemn us not if we
forget
or fall" " "أو اخطانا,
p
pp

Phrase al-mulk li'llah

Ext., 2nd narrow band around base of dome

Prj., FR# EG-BW-265-98, 34-36

narrow band is kufic and lower wide band is
naskhi

Verse 15:47 ends as far as "sense of injury" "من
"غل

Roe, The Bahri …, Pl. 15c
43.E.1

24:36

Date of restoration is 702/1302, time of al-Nasir
Muhammad

CV
Creswell, MEA , Pl. 64
Creswell, MAE, Pl. 68
Ibid., Pl. 70a

44.I.1

Basmala, 22:77-78

22:77 (CV), 22:78 (PV2)

Prj., FR# EG-BW-403-99, 21-5
Ibid., 19-20
Ibid., 13-15
Ibid., 16-19

Almost nothing is survived
Illegible
The word is repeated around the window

Verse 22:78 ends as far as "be witness for
mankind" ""لتكونوا شھداء علي الناس
Illegible
Illegible
Illegible
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?
?
?

Epitaph
Epitaph
Quranic, Shahada ,
Du'a
Quranic

Ext., SE façade, lintel of 1st window at E corner
Ext., SE façade, lintel of 4th window
Ext., SE façade, lintel of 5th window at S corner
Int., band around walls of court & 4 iwan s above lintel of doors,
starts at the right of the S iwan
Int., qibla iwan , a band around arch of mihrab and continued
below its hood
Int., panel above doorway to maus
Int., a band forming rectangular frame to doorway to maus. and
continued below the ceiling of passage
Int., maus., concentric medallion at apex of dome

Phrase al-mulk li'llah
?

Int., maus., zone of transition, bands around niches and windows
Int., maus., band around arches of squinches

Quranic
Quranic
Name of Muhammad

Int., maus., 1st wide band around base of dome
Int., maus., 2nd narrow band around base of dome
Int., maus., two square kufic panels flanking the mihrab

Quranic & Du'a

700/1300-1

703/1303-4

706-9/1306-9

Basmala, 36:1-27

CCV

172.I.2

Basmala, 56:10-12

CCV

172.I.3
172.I.4

Ma'uza , Basmala, 33:22-24
10:62

CCV
CV

Ibid., 20-26
Ibid., 27-30

172.I.5
172.I.6

Basmala, 3:18-19 & 3:25
Basmala, 36:1-14

3:18 (CV), 3:19 (PV2), 3:25 (PV2)
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-263-98, 32-36 & EGBW-264-98, 1-3
Ibid.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-264-98, 5

Illegible
Verse 3:19 ends as far as "is Islam" "& "االسالم
verse 3:25 ends as far as "a day about which
there is no doubt" " "ليوم ال ريب فيه. It is an
interesting example of composing verses.
The name is repeated several times

Ext., anepigraphic tiraz band type II

(31) mad. of Qarasunqur
Quranic
Quranic

Int., maus., medallion at apex of dome
Int., maus., band around base of dome

31.I.1
31.I.2

Basmala, 22:41
Basmala, 28:77

PV1
CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-235-98, 18
Ibid., 19-26

Quranic
Royal

Int., maus., band around arch of mihrab
Int., maus., band around right column of mihrab

31.I.3

Basmala, 48:1-2?

?

Ibid., 27-28
Ibid., 29

The verse ends as far as "give regular charity"
""واتوا الزكاة
Bad condition, probably verse 48:2 ends as far as
"fulfill His favor to thee" ""ويتم نعمته عليك
Bad condition

Ext., anepigraphic tiraz band type II

(221) khanqa of Salar and Sanjar

(32) khanqa of Baybars al-Jashankir

172.I.1

Ibrahim, "The Zawiya …", Pl. 17a
Ibid., Pl. 17b
Ibid., Pl. 17c
Prj., FR# EG-BW-262-98, 22-36 & EGBW-263-98, 1-16
Prj., FR# EG-BW-263-98, 17-19 &
Ibrahim, "The Zawiya …", 81.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-263-98, 25
Prj., FR# EG-BW-263-98, 20-30 &
Inscr.# 172.15
Prj., FR# EG-BW-265-98, 19

Date
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Epitaph

Ext., main N façade, panel above entrance
Ext., band around square base of minaret
Ext., Salar maus., band around base of dome
Ext., Sanjar maus., band around base of dome
Int., Salar maus., lintel of door

221.E.1
221.E.2
221.E.3
221.E.4
221.I.1a

Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 24:36-8
Basmala, 21:101-5
Basmala, 3:133-5
55:26-7

PV2
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

184-183 ،1 ج، خانقاوات الصوفيه،رزق
Ibid.

Quranic
Quranic

Int., Salar maus., medallion at apex of dome
Int., Salar maus., band around base of dome

221.I.1b
221.I.1c

22:41
7:54-6

PV2
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-347-99, 20
Ibid., 21-28

Quranic

Int., Salar maus., qibla wall, wooden band above mihrab

221.I.1d

2:255

PV1

Prj., FR# EG-BW-348-99, 9-10

Quranic
Epitaph

Int., Salar maus., band around walls at middle height
Int., Sanjar maus., lintel of door

221.I.1e
221.I.2a

Basmala, 3:190-5
55:26-7

CCV
CCV

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., Sanjar maus., medallion at apex of dome
Int., Sanjar maus., band around base of dome
Int., Sanjar maus., band around walls at middle height
Int., cemetery, band below hood of mihrab
Int., cemetery, stucco band on qibla wall
Int., mad., band around walls at middle height
Int., tomb at end of corridor, medallion at apex of dome

221.I.2b
221.I.2c
221.I.2d
221.I.3a
221.I.3b
221.I.4
221.I.5

28:77
Basmala, 44:51-9
Basmala, 2:284-6
22:77
3:185
Basmala, 25:61-?
?

PV1
CCV
CCV
CV
CV
?
?

Prj., FR# EG-BW-348-99, 11
Ibid., 12-19
Ibid., 20-27
Ibid., 31
Ibid., 30
Prj., Inscr.# 221.2
Prj., FR# EG-BW-347-99, 19

Foundation
Quranic

Ext., main façade, tiraz band type I
Ext., main portal, band flanking sides of doorway

32.E.1
32.E.2

Basmala, 24:36-7
Basmala, 15:46-9

CCV
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-400-99, 32-35 & EGBW-401-99, 1-15
Prj., FR# EG-BW-401-99, 16-23

Du'a

Ext., medallion at each of the two niches at sides of doorway
Int., qibla iwan is anepigraphic

Prj., FR# EG-BW-347-99, 29-35 & EGBW-348-99, 1-8

Ibid., 24-26

The verse ends as far as "and fear non (at all)
except God" ""ولم يخشي إال ﷲ

The verse ends as far as "and forbid wrong" "ونھوا
"عن امنكر
The verse ends as far as "His Throne doth
extended over heavens" ""وسع كرسيه السموات
The phrase "and lying down on their sides" "وعلي
 "جنوبھمis repeated twice above each other
because the band is not seen because of the
rectangular frame of the mihrab; see Prj., FR#
EG-BW-347-99, 30-31
The verse ends as far as "as God has good to
thee" ""أحسن ﷲ إليك

Partially survived

Illegible

The phrase is "for God the One the Almighty" "
"الواحد القھار
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730/1329-30

725/1324-5

730/1329-30

730/1329-30

735/1335

736/1335-36

(24) mad. of Almalik al-Jukandar

(115) mos. of Ahmad al-Mihmandar

(26) mad. of Mughltay al-Jamali

(130) mos. of amir Ulmas

(143) mos. of al-Nasir Mohammad

(290 & 291) khanqa of Qusun

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Shahada
Name of Muhammad

Int., maus., panel above doorway
Int., maus., band around walls below zone of transition
Int., maus., band around walls above mihrab
Int., maus., band below hood of mihrab
Int., maus. two panels flanking mihrab
Int., maus., panel of square kufic on W wall

32.I.1
32.I.2
32.I.3
32.I.4

Basmala, 44:51-9
Basmala, 36:1-17
Basmala, 67:1-14
2:144

CCV
CCV
CCV
CV

Foundation

Ext., band flanking sides of doorway

Quranic

Int., qibla iwan , band below ceiling

24.I.1

Basmala, 24:?-37

?

Quranic
Quranic
Du'a

Int., qibla iwan , band around walls above mihrab
Int., qibla iwan , band below hood of mihrab
Int., iwan anti qibla iwan , band below ceiling

24.I.2
24.I.3

Basmala, 2:255-61
Basmala, 2:115

CCV
CV

Quranic

Int., iwan anti qibla iwan , two panels above two doors on W face

24.I.4

Prj., FR# EG-BW-416-99, 15-22
Ibid., 26-35
Prj., FR# EG-BW-417-99, 7-31
Ibid., 33-35
Prj., FR# EG-BW-418-99, 7-8
The name is repeated 6 times

Prj., FR# EG-BW-205-97, 6-9

Basmala, 25:10

CV

Ibid., 26-30
Prj., FR# EG-BW-204-97, 32a-36a & EGBW-205-97, 7-11
Prj., FR# EG-BW-204-97, 34a
Prj., FR# EG-BW-205-97, 12-15

2:255 (CV), 24:36-7 (CCV), 24:38
(PV)
CV
CCV

Basmala, 2:255, 3:185
?

2:255 (CV), 3:185 (CV)

26.E.1

Basmala, 24:37-8

CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-233-98, 5-11

Int., maus., medallion at apex of dome
Int., maus., band around base of dome

26.I.1
26.I.2

2:255
15:46-9

PV1
CCV

Ibid., 4
Ibid., 12-19

Du'a
Foundation

Ext., main façade tiraz band type II
Ext., band flanking sides of portal

130.E.1

17:80

PR

Prj., FR# EG-BW-214-97, 28-35
Ibid., 37

Quranic
Quranic

Int., band on qibla wall surrounds the spandrel of the mihrab
Int., maus., medallion at apex of dome

130.I.1
130.I.2

48:29
46:13

mostly CV
CV

43 ،...  جوامع ومساجد أمراء،كريم
Ibid., 44 & Fig. 109

Quranic
Quranic
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation

Ext., band around bulbous of W minaret
Ext., band around bulbous of NE minaret
Ext., panel above doorway of NW portal
Ext., panel above doorway of NE portal
Int., sanctuary, band around walls below dome

143.E.1
143.E.2

Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 1:1-2

PV1
CCV

143.I.1

Basmala, 9:18, 22:77

9:18 (CV), 22:77 (CV)

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Ext., main façade, tiraz band type I
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Ext., band around base of dome
Ext., portal, medallion on muqarnas hood
Int., maus., band around walls
Int., prayer hall, band below ceiling

115.E.1
115.E.2
115.E.3

Foundation

Ext., main façade, tiraz band type I

Quranic
Quranic

115.I.1

One phrase is repeated several times

Ibid., 26-30

Basmala, 2:255, foundation, 24:368
Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 48:1-4

Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Shahada
Foundation
?

Several parts are missing, and the only legible
part is 24:37

Prj., FR# EG-BW-290-98, 30-36 & EGBW-291-98, 1- 3
Prj., FR# EG-BW-291-98, 8-15
Ibid., 4-6
Ibid., 7
Prj., FR# EG-BW-311-99, 30-33

Quranic
Quranic

Int., sanctuary, band below hood of central mihrab
Int., sanctuary, band below hood of two lateral mihrabs

143.I.2
143.I.3

Basmala, 48:29
Basmala, 2:144

PV2
PV2

S.V.
S.V.

Quranic
Royal
Date
Quranic

Ext., N façade, tiraz band type II
Ext., medallion above doorway
Ext., band around square base of minaret
Ext., band around octagonal part of minaret

291.E.1

36:7-8

CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-259-98, 7-13
Ibid., 12

290.E.1
290.E.2

Basmala, 33:41-4
33:45; 9:18

CCV
33:45 (CV); 9:18 (CV)

Quranic
?

Ext., band around circular part
Int., band around base of dome

290.E.3

Basmala, 24:36-7
?

24:36 (CV), 24:37 (PV1)

The verse 24:38 ends as far as "according to the
best of their deeds" " ;"أحسن ما عملواplease note
that the location of verses 24:36-8 is directly
above the doorway

Illegible

The verse ends as far as "and on earth" "وما في
"االرض

Unique type of content for tiraz band. Also, it
shows the use of the paraphrased verse

The beginning of the band is missing

The verse ends as far as "the Living, the Selfsubsisting, Eternal" ""الحي القيوم

The originality of the inscription is doubtful; the
verse ends as far as "the traces of their
prostration" ""من اثر السجود, see Flood, "Umayyad
survivals and Mamluk …", Fig.14 in which
nothing is survived on the mihrab
The originality of the inscription is doubtful

These two verses are on the surviving part of the
façade

Verse 24:37 ends as far as "remembrance of
God" ""ذكر ﷲ
Illegible
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739-40/1339-40

(120) mos. of al-Maridani

Date
Quranic

Ext., tiraz band type II
Ext., band flanking sides of N portal

120.E.1
120.E.2a

Basmala, 2:255-6?, Basmala, 3:813, Basmala, 36:1-17 & Basmala,
67:1-17
Basmala, 2:255-6

Date

120.E.2b

Basmala, 9:18

PV1

S.V.

Quranic
Quranic

Ext., band above doorway of N portal
Ext., four panels flanking central window above doorway of N
portal
Ext. band flanking side of doorway of W portal

120.E.2c
120.E.3a

2:238
Basmala, 2:255

CV
CV

S.V.
S.V.

Quranic

Ext., medallion above doorway of W portal

120.E.3b

2:286

PV2 & 1

S.V.

Foundation
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., panel below medallion above doorway of W portal
Int., panel at right of the mihrab
Int., band around stucco panels on qibla wall
Int., band around spandrel of mihrab
Int., band below hood of mihrab
Int., band around hood of mihrab

120.E.3c

Basmala, 48:29

PV1

120.I.1
120.I.2a
120.I.2b
120.I.2c

Basmala, 62:9-11
Basmala, 24:36-8
Basmala, 2:144
Basmala, 2:255

CCV
CCV
PV2
PV?

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Quranic

2:255-6 (CCV), 3:8-13 (CCV), 36:117 (CCV) & 67:1-17 (CCV)
CCV

S.V.
S.V.

120.I.3a
120.I.3b

Basmala, 2:255-7
?

2:255-6 (CCV), 2:257 (PV2)

S.V.

Quranic

Int., band around base of dome above mihrab
Int. band around octagonal base of dome above mihrab
Int., circular panel on qibla wall of 1st N bay of sanctuary to the
left

120.I.4

Basmala, 22:77

CV

S.V.

Quranic
Quranic

Int., upper arched band of N portal
Int., lower arched band of N portal

120.I.5a
120.I.5b

Basmala, 24:36-8
Basmala, 2:238

24:36-7 (CCV), 24:38 (PV2)
CV

S.V.
S.V.

Quranic

Int., upper arched band of S portal

120.I.6a

Basmala, 24:36-8

24:36-7 (CCV), 24:38 (PV1)

S.V.

Quranic

Int., lower arched band of S portal
Int., medallion above doorway of W portal
Int., upper arched band of W portal
Int., lower arched band of W portal
Int., 1st S bay, band below ceiling
Int., 2nd S bay, band below ceiling
Int., 1st N bay, band below ceiling
Int., 2nd N bay, band below ceiling
Int., 2nd bay from court, band below ceiling
Int., 1st bay from court, band below ceiling

120.I.6b
120.I.7a
120.I.7b
120.I.7c
120.I.8a
120.I.8b
120.I.9a
120.I.9b
120.I.10a
120.I.10b

Basmala, 2:238-9

2:238 (CV), 2:239 (PV1)

75:1-19
Basmala, 3:190-?
Basmala, 67:1-5?
Basmala, 9:111-16
Basmala, 17:1-13 or 14?
Basmala, 36:1-21

CCV

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

The verse ends as far as "and the Last Day"
""واليوم اآلخر

The verse ends as far as "Blot out our sins" "واعف
"عنا
The verse ends as far as "and His good pleasure"
""ورضوانا

The verse ends as far as "in that direction" ""شطره
The verse ends as far as "form the depths of
darkness He will lead them forth into light" "من
"الظلمات إلي النور

Verse 24:38 ends as far as "and add even more
for them out of His Grace" ""ويزيدھم من فضله
Verse 24:38 ends as far as "for God doth provide
for those whom He will" ""وﷲ يرزق من يشاء
Verse 2:239 ends as far as "in the manner He has
taught you" ""فاذكروا ﷲ كما علمكم

The wooden grill of the sanctuary is a restoration
dated 740 H.

740/1339-40

745-6/1344-5

(252) mos. of Sitt Hadaq (Miska)

(112) mos. of Aslam al-Silahdar

Quranic
Foundation

Ext., tiraz band type II
Ext., panel above doorway
Int., anepigraphic

252.E.1

Quranic
Quranic

Ext., E façade, tiraz band type III
Ext., band around base of dome

112.E.1
112.E.2

Basmala, 36:1-10
Basmala, 2:255

36:1-9 (CCV), 36:10 (PV1)
CV?

S.V.

Foundation?
Foundation?
Quranic

Ext., band flanking sides of W portal
Ext., S portal, panel above doorway
Ext., band flanking sides of S portal

112.E.3

Basmala, 9:18

PV2

112.E.4a

Basmala, 39:73

CV

Karim, "The mosque of Aslam …," 241
Ibid., 240
S.V.

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., S portal, panel above doorway
Int., band below ceiling of qibla iwan
Int., concentric medallion on right side of qibla iwan
Int., concentric medallion on left side of qibla iwan
Int., band below ceiling of W iwan
Int., band below ceiling of S iwan
Int., band below ceiling N iwan
Int., W niche on S side of court
Int., central niche on S side of court

112.E.4b
112.I.1a
112.I.1b
112.I.1c
112.I.2
112.I.3
112.I.4
112.I.5a
112.I.5b

Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 2:255-7
?
?
Basmala, 3:190-1
Basmala, 55:1-29
36:12
?
?

PV1
CCV

Basmala, 36:1-20

CCV

The end part is missing
Roe, The Bahri …, plate 44

mostlyCCV
CCV
?

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Verse 36:10 ends on the E façade as far as
"admonish them" ""ءأنذرتھم
The verse ends as far as "and fear none at all
except God" ""ولم يخشى إال ﷲ

The verse ends as far as "establish regular
prayer" ""وأقام الصالة
Difficult to read on site
Difficult to read on site

The only surviving part
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Before 747/1346

747-8/1346-7

748/1347

750/1349

756/1355

757-64/1356-62

(22) mos. of Aydamur al-Bahlawan

(123) mos. of Mustahfizan (Aqsunqur)

(242) mos. of Qatlubugha al-Dhahabi

(147) mos. of Shaykhu

(152) khanqa of Shaykhu

(133) mos. of sultan Hasan

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., E niche on S side of court
Int., S niche on E side of court
Int., N niche on E side of court
Int., W niche on N side of court
Int., central niche on N side of court
Int., E niche on N side of court
Int., S niche on W side of court
Int., N niche on W side of court
Int., maus., band flanking side of doorway
Int., maus., band around spandrel of mihrab

112.I.5c
112.I.6a
112.I.6b
112.I.7a
112.I.7b
112.I.7c
112.I.8a
112.I.8b
112.I.9a
112.I.9b

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
Basmala, 15:46-7
Basmala, 13:15

CCV
CV

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Quranic
Quranic

Int., maus., band around arch of mihrab
Int., maus., band below hood of mihrab

112.I.9c
112.I.9d

Basmala, 2:144
22:77

PV2
CV

S.V.
S.V.

Du'a

Ext., band around lower octagonal base

Quranic
Hadith
Foundation?
Quranic

Ext., band around circular part
Ext., band around base of dome
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway of
Int., band below hood of mihrab

22.E.1

Basmala, 3:190-1

3:190 (CV), 3:191 (PV1)

The verse ends as far as "on their sides" "و علي
"جنوبھم

22.I.1

Basmala, 2:144

PV1

Bad condition
Mostly restoration

Foundation

Ext., panel above doorway of S portal

123.E.1

Basmala, 9:18

CV

S.V.

Quranic
Name of Muhammad
Epitaph
Royal
Royal

Int., around hood of mihrab
Int., square kufic panel back of minbar
Int., maus. of Kutjuk, stucco band above window level
Int., maus. medallion at apex of dome
Int., maus. of Kutjuk, two medallions on E wall

123.I.1

Basmala, 2:144

PV2

123.I.2

Basmala, 2:255

CV

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Foundation

Ext., tiraz band type III

Quranic
Shahada

Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Ext., lintel of doorway

242.E.1

Basmala, 9:18

PV1

Ibid., 16-18
Ibid., 18

Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., window lintel
Int., vestibule, band below ceiling
Int., band below hood of mihrab
Int., band around arch of mihrab

242.E.2

9:21-22

9:21 (CV), 9:22 (PV1)

242.I.1
242.I.2

22:77
2:144

CV
CV?

Ibid., 20
Ibid., 11
Ibid., 7-8
Ibid., 9

The verse ends as far as "a qibla that shall please
thee" ""قبلة ترضاھا

Refer to Prj., FR# EG-BW-204-97

The verse ends as far as "the truth from their
Lord" ""أنه الحق من ربھم

Prj., FR# EG-BW-312-99, 21-23

Quranic

Ext., tiraz band type III

147.E.1

Basmala, 2:255-7, 2:284-5

2:255-7 (CCV), 2:284(CV), 2:285(?)

Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Ext., band around bulbous of minaret
Ext., band around octagonal part of minaret
Int., qibla riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., band below hood of mihrab
Int., 2nd riwaq , band below ceiling

147.E.2
147.E.3a
147.E.3b
147.I.1
147.I.2
147.I.3

Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 48:1
?
Basmala, 24:35-39 or 40?
Basmala, 2:144
?

CV
CV

Quranic
?
Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Poetry
Foundation
Quranic

Ext., tiraz band type III
Ext., band around bulbous of minaret
Ext., band around octagonal part of minaret
Ext., panel above doorway
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Int., qibla & 2nd riwaq s, band below ceiling
Int., central square at 3rd riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., panel above secondary entrance

152.E.1
152.E.2a
152.E.2b
152.E.3a
152.E.3b

Basmala, 2:255-7, 2:284-6, 24:35
?
Basmala, 22:27-8?
Basmala, 24:36-37
Basmala, 15:45-9

152.I.1
152.I.2

Basmala, 24:36-37
Basmala, 76:5-11

CCV
CCV

Quranic

Ext. main portal, below hood

133.E.1a

Basmala, 24:36-7

CCV

S.V.
Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-(337-341 &
343)-99

The verse ends as far as "and practice regular
charity" ""واتوا الزكاة
Verse ends as far as "they will dwell therein"
""خالدين فيھا

The surviving part of verse 2:285 ends as far as
"His angels" " ;"ومالئكتهhowever, most likely, the
band had the complete verses 2:285-6

Difficult to read on site
CCV
CV?
Difficult to read on site

2:255-7 (CCV), 2:284-6 (CCV),
24:35(PV1)

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-(339-43)-99

Verse 24:35 ends as far as "from a blessed Tree"
""من شجرة مباركة
Difficult to read on site

?
24:36 (CV), 24:37 (PV1)
CCV

S.V.
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770/1368-9

772/1370

Before 776/1374

(125) mad. of Umm al-sultan Sha'ban

(185) mos. of Asanbugha

(18) mad. of al-Bakria

Quranic
Shahada
& the four orthodox
caliphs

Ext., main portal, two panels on sides of portal
Ext., square kufic panel on right side of portal

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Foundation

Int., vestibule, band top of walls
Int., qibla iwan , band above dado
Int., qibla iwan , mihrab, band surrounding spandrel
Int., qibla iwan, mihrab, band below hood
Int., courtyard, sides of 1st door right to W iwan
Int., courtyard, sides of 2nd door left to W iwan
Int., courtyard, panel above 1st door right to S iwan
Int., courtyard, sides of 1st door right to S iwan
Int., courtyard, sides of 2nd door left to S iwan

133.E.1b

Basmala, 48:1-2

48:1 (CV), 48:2 (PV1)

Ext., square kufic panel on left side of portal

Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Date
Date

Int., courtyard, sides of 2nd door left to S iwan
Int., courtyard, sides of 1st door right to N iwan
Int., courtyard, sides of 1st door right to N iwan
Int., courtyard, sides of 2nd door left to N iwan
Int., courtyard, sides of 2nd door left to N iwan
Int., courtyard, fountain, band surrounding ext. of dome
Int., maus. band surrounding walls above dado

Quranic
Foundation

133.I.1
133. I.2
133.I.3a
133.I.3b
133.I.4
133.I.5

Basmala, 9:18-25
Ma'uza , Basmala, 48:1-5
Basmala, 3:190-2
Basmala, 2:144
15:46
15:46

CCV
CCV?
CCV
CV
CV
CV

133.I.6

15:45-7

CCV

133.I.7

5:23

PV1

133.I.8

50:33-4

CCV

133.I.9
133.I.10
133.I.11

9:21-2
Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 2:255

CCV
CV
CV

Int., maus. mihrab, below hood
Int., SE madrasa, band around walls

133.I.12

Basmala, 2:144-5

2:144 (CV), 2:145 (PV2)

Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., tiraz band type III
Ext., main portal, band surrounding sides, above doorway
Ext., main portal, band surrounding spandrel of arch
Ext., main portal, sides of doorway
Ext., NE maus., band above window level
Ext., SE maus., band above window level
Int., corridor, octagonal plaque
Int., court, band below crenellation
Int., qibla iwan , surrounding band above window level
Int., qibla iwan , arched panel above mihrab

125.E.1
125.E.2a
125.E.2b
125.E.2c
125.E.3
125.E.4
125.I.1
125.I.2
125.I.3a
125.I.3b

Basmala, 36:1-29
Basmala, 57:21
Basmala, 2:255, ?
Basmala, 22:41
Basmala, 2:255-7
Basmala, 2:255-?
Basmala, 2:181
Basmala, 3:190-7
Basmala, 2:144-7
72:18

CCV
CV
2:255 (CV)
mostly CV?
mostly CV?
CV
CV
CCV
CCV
CV

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., NE maus., vestibule, band below ceiling
Int., NE maus., band around top of walls
Int., NE maus., medallion at apex of dome
Int., SE maus., medallion at apex of dome

125.I.4a
125.I.4b
125.I.4c
125.I.5

Basmala, 48:1-5
Basmala, 7:54-6
Basmala, 3:185
Basmala, 48:1-2

48:1-4 (CCV), 5 (PV)
CCV
PV?
CCV

Foundation

Ext., portal, panel above doorway

Quranic
Foundation

Ext., main façade, main inscription band
Int., vestibule, W wall, medallion

185.E.1

Quranic
Foundation

Ext., main façade, tiraz band type I
Ext., band flanking sides of portal

18.E.1
18.E.2

Quranic

Int., qibla wall

18.I.1

Quranic

Int., W wall opposite to qibla wall

18.I.2

67:1-8

mostly CCV

Quranic

Int., frieze below ceiling of sanctuary

18.I.3

2:255-6

mostly CCV

Basmala, 2:255-7

Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 15:46-7
Basmala, 2:144-5, 22:77, 22:78,
25:61-7

2:255-6 (CCV), 2:257 (PV2)

?
CCV
2:144-5 (CCV), 22:77 (CV), 22:78
(CV), 25:61-7 (CCV)

S.V.
S.V.

Verse 48:2 ends as far as "faults of the past" "وما
"تأخر

S.V.
al-Harithy, "The complex of sultan …", 74
& note 45.
Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-(393-399)-99

The verse starts at "assault them at the proper
gate" " "ادخلوا عليھم البابand ends as far as "Victory
will be yours" ""فإنكم الغالبون

Verse 2:145 ends as far as "nor art thou going to
follow their qibla" ""وما انت بتابع قبلتھم

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-(309-311)-99

The verse attached to the end of the foundation

Verse 48:5 ends as far as "to dwell therein for
aye" ""خالدين فيھا
?

Prj., FR# EG-BW-249-98, 4
Prj., FRS# EG-BW-248-98, 34-6 & EGBW-249-98, 2-3
Prj., FR# EG-BW-249-98, ?

Prj., FR# EG-BW-202-97, 18a-22a & EGBW-203-97, 5a-6a
Prj., FR# EG-BW-202-97, 9a-17a
Ibid., 21a-30a
Prj., FR# EG-BW-201-97, 34a-36a & EGBW-202-97, 2a-8a
Prj., FR# EG-BW-201-97, 32a, EG-BW202-97, 26a-35a, & EG-BW-203-97, 0a2a

Verse 2:257 ends as far as "into light" ""إلي النور

Parts of it are missing
For the distribution of the verses on the qibla
wall, see Fig. 5
Original location is unknown

Verses 2:255-6 are the only readable part
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Bahri mausoleums
Date

Monument Name & No.

Inscription type

Architectural Location

Quranic
Quotation No.

Quranic Quotation

666-72/1267-73

(279) maus. of Mustafa Pasha

Quranic
Quranic

Ext., portal, sides of doorway
Int., qibla iwan , band surrounding walls, below vault

279.E.1
279.I.1

Basmala, 15:46-7
Basmala, 2:255

?

Int., N room, adjacent to qibla iwan

279.I.2

296.E.1

Basmala, 2:255

?

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-265-98 &
EG-BW-365-99

275.I.1

Basmala, 3:190-3

3:190-2 (CCV), 3:193 (PV1)

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-283-98 &
EG-BW-326-99

c. 684/1285-6

(296) maus. of al-Sawabi

Quranic

Ext., band around base of dome

687/1288

(275) maus. of al-Ashraf Khalil

Foundation

Ext., tiraz band type IV

Quranic

Int., band around base of dome

c. 700-10/1300-10

(292) maus. of 'Ali Badr al-Qarafi

Verses Form

Quranic

Ext., façade, sides of doorway

292.E.1

Basmala, 15:46-7

CCV

Quranic
?
?

Int., around base of dome
Int., around walls below zone of transition
Int., medallion at apex of dome

292.I.1

Basmala, 2:255

CV

(270) maus. of Safi al-Din Gohar

Foundation

Ext., tiraz band type IV
Int., anepigraphic

722/1322

(261) maus. of 'Alam al-Din Sanja

Quranic

Ext., band around base of dome

261.E.1

Basmala, 2:255

CV

Quranic
Quranic
Shahada & Du'a

Int., band around base of dome
Int., band around walls below zone of transition
Int., medallion at apex of dome

261.I.1
261.I.2

Basmala, 39:63-4
Basmala, 7:54-5

39:63 (CV), 39:64 (PV1)
CCV

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., band around facades below crenellation
Ext., band flanking sides of portal
Int., medallion at apex of dome

128.E.1
128.E.2
128.I.1

Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 48:1-4
Basmala, 112

PV1
1-3 (CCV), 4 (PV1)
CS

(128) maus. of al-Qimar

Remarks

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-(260-262)-98

714/1315

c. 730/1329-30

Sources

Prj., FR# EG-BW-367-99, 6-7

Verse 3:193 ends as far as "blot out from us
inequities" ""وكفر عنا سيأتنا

Ali Badr al-Qarafi was an amir of sultan
Muhammad ibn Qalawun at the time of his third
reign over Egypt
It is an example illustrates that some inscriptions
were not previously designed
Damaged
Illegible

Prj., FR# EG-BW-204-97

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-329-99
Verse 39:64 ends as far as "truly fulfilled His
promise" ""صدقنا وعده

Quranic
?

Int., band around base of dome
Int., band around arch of mihrab

128.I.2

Basmala, 2:255

CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-374-99, 34

735/1334

(92) maus. of Tashtimur

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., tiraz band type IV
Int., medallion at apex of dome
Int., around base of dome

92.E.1
92.I.1
92.I.2

Basmala, 36:1-20
Basmala, 15:45-6
Basmala, 44:51-9

CCV
15:45 (CV), 15:46 (PV1)
(CCV)

Refer to Prj., FR# EG-BW-444-00

c. 735/1335

(10) maus. of Ahmad al-Qasid

Quranic
Epitaph

Ext., band around base of dome
Int. band above entrance

10.E.1

Basmala, 9:18

CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-202-97, 23-24
Prj., FR# EG-BW-235-98, 13

c. 760/1359

(298) maus. of Tankizbugha

Quranic

Ext., band around octagonal zone of transition

298.E.1

Basmala, 2:255-6

CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-265-98, 7-8

Quranic
Quranic

Int., band around base of dome
Int., medallion at apex of dome

298.I.1
298.I.2

Basmala, 3:190-3
Basmala, 44:51-4

3:190-2 (CCV), 3:193 (PV1)
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-266-98, 6-13
Ibid., 14

The verse ends as far as "or after or" "ما بين ايديھم و
"ما. It is another illustrates that some inscriptions
would not have previously designed
Illegible

heard the call of one calling us" "إننا سمعنا مناديا
"ينادي
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764/1362

765/1363-4

(85) maus. of Tankizbugha

(80) maus. of Khawand Tulbay

771/1370

(310) maus. of Ibrahim al-Ansari
(Aqsunqur)

Before 783/1382

(139) maus. of Yunus Dawadar

Quranic
Quranic

Ext., dome, band above window level
Int., medallion at apex of dome

85.E.1
85.I.1

Basmala, 2:255-6
?

CCV

Quranic
Date

Int., band surrounding base of dome
Int., band at top of wall

85.I.2
85.I.3

Basmala, 3:190-3
Basmala, 2:255-6 ?

190-2 (CCV), 193 (PV2)

Foundation
Quranic

80.E.1
80.E.2
80.E.3
80.I.1

Basmala, 24:36
Basmala, 36:1-19

CV
CCV

Quranic

Ext., sides of portal
Ext., main façade, tiraz band type II
Ext., band around base of dome
Int., medallion at apex of dome

17:84

PV1

Foundation

Ext., band on W & S facades

310.E.1

33:56, 67:1-5

?

Quranic
Quranic

Ext., band around drum of dome
Int., band around base of dome

139.E.1
139.I.1

Basmala, 24:36-7
?

CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-384-99, 5-10
Ibid., 8-11

Quranic

Int., medallion at apex of dome

139.I.2

3:18

PV2

Ibid., 19-20

Prj., FR# EG-BW-439-00, 32-3 & Inscr.#
157.4

783-4/1382

(157) maus. of Y. Dawadar (Anas)

Foundation

Ext., band around base of dome

157.E.1

2:255

mostly CV

8th/ 14th

(299) maus. N of Tankizbugha

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., band around base of dome
Int., medallion at apex of dome
Int., band around base of dome

299.E.1
299.I.1
299.I.2

Basmala, 36:1-11
15:45-7, 15:49
Basmala, 2:255

1-10 (CCV), 11 (PV1)
15:45-7 (CCV), 15:49 (CV)
CV

Quranic

Int., band around top of walls below zone of transition

299.I.3

Basmala, 48:1-6

48:1-5 (CCV), 48: 6 (PV)

Names of Muhammad
& orthodox caliphs
Quranic
Quranic
?
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., N dome, 1st large band around drum
Ext., N dome, 2nd band above 1st band around drum
Ext., S dome, 2nd band above 1st band around drum
Ext., minaret, upper octagonal inscription band
Ext., minaret, lower octagonal inscription band
Int., ? dome, surrounding base
Int., iwan , panel above mihrab
Int., iwan , band around walls

8th/14th

(288) & (289) maus. of al-Sultaniyya

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-(270-271)-98
Verse 3:193 ends as far as "believe ya in the
Lord, and we have believed" ""ان أمنوا بربكم فأمنا

Refer to FRS# EG-BW-268-98 & EGBW-446-00

RCEA , V. 17, 153-4 & Prj., FR# EG-BW224-97, 34-7

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-266-98 &
EG-BW-366-99

Partially survived?

Parts of it are destroyed
Difficult to read on site
The inscribed section of the verse is "There is no
god but He: that is the witness of God" "شھد ﷲ انه
 ;"ال اله إال ھوthis phrase is inscribed twice counter
clockwise forming a medallion.

Verse 36:11 ends as far as "and fears the Lord
most Gracious" ""وخشي الرحمن
Verse 15:48 is not inscribed
Verse 48:6 ends as far as "who imagine an evil
opinion about God' " "الظانين با

Refer to Prj., FRS# EG-BW-(257-259)-98
& EG-BW-(365-366)-99
289.E.1
289.E.2

Basmala, 2:255-6
Basmala, 2:255-6, 2:285-6

CCV
2:255-6 (CCV), 2:285-6 (CCV)

289.E.3
289.I.1
289.I.2
289.I.3

Basmala, 33:41-5 or 6?
Basmala, 24:36-8
112
Basmala, 36:1-11?

CCV
CCV
CS
CCV

Parts of it are missing
Not extant

Parts of it are missing
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Circassian Mosques, Madrasas &
Khanqas:
Date

Monument Name & No.

786-8/1384-6

(187) mos. of sultan Barquq

Inscription type

Architectural Location

Quranic
Quotation No.

Quranic Quotation

Verses Form

Sources

Foundation
Quranic
Date
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., anepigraphic minaret
Ext., anepigraphic dome
Ext., main façade, tiraz band type II
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Int., band around walls of court below crenellation
Int., band flanking sides of N door on court W wall
Int., band flanking sides of S door on court W wall
Int., band flanking sides of E door on court N wall
Int., band flanking sides of W door on court N wall
Int., band flanking sides of W door on court S wall
Int., band flanking sides of E door on court S wall
Int., band below ceiling of qibla iwan

187.E.1
187.E.2
187.I.1
187.I.2a
187.I.2b
187.I.3a
187.I.3b
187.I.4a
187.I.4b
187.I.5

Ma'uza , Basmala, 62:4
Basmala, 9:18-9
Basmala, 2:255-8
Basmala, 15:46
Basmala, 15:46
Basmala, 15:46-8
Basmala, 15:46-8
Basmala, 15:46-8
Basmala, 15:46-8
Basmala, 48:1-7

CV
CCV
CCV
CV
CV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Int., band around the recessed body of the mihrab of qibla
iwan
Int., maus., band around top of walls
Int., maus., anepigraphic mihrab

187.I.6
187.I.7

Basmala, 2:144 & 33:56
Basmala, 25:10

2:144 (CV), 33:56 (CV)
CV

S.V.
S.V.

Quranic
Foundation
?

Ext., anepigraphic minaret
Ext., band around base of dome
Ext., main façade, tiraz band type IV
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway

118.E.1
118.E.2

Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 25:10

CV
CV

S.V.
S.V.

Quranic

Int., band below ceiling of qibla iwan

118.I.1

Basmala, 2:255-6

CCV

S.V.

Destroyed
The style of the script is very archaic,
probably archaic restoration ?

Quranic
Quranic

Int., band below ceiling of iwan opposite to qibla iwan
Int., band below ceiling of sabil
Int., maus., anepigraphic

118.I.2
118.I.3

Basmala, 76:5-9
76:5-13

CCV
CCV

S.V.
S.V.

No Basmala; archaic script

Foundation
Foundation
Royal
Royal
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Royal Du'a
Royal
Royal

Ext., band flanking sides of doorway of W entrance
Ext., tiraz band type III on W façade
Ext., two medallions on the spandrels of W portal
Ext., two medallions on the spandrels of N portal
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway of N entrance ?
Ext., band around base of N dome
Ext., band around base of S dome
Ext., band around square base of N minaret
Ext., band around square base of S minaret
Int., band flanking sides of W door on S face of court
Int., band above S door on W face of court
Int., band flanking sides of E door on N face of court

Royal Du'a
Foundation

Int., band flanking sides of W door on N face of court
Int., panel on E face of court, facade of qibla riwaq

Quranic

Int., qibla riwaq , medallion at apex of dome above mihrab
Int., qibla riwaq , mihrab, anepigraphic
Int., panel above door to S maus.
Int., S maus., band around base of dome
Int., S maus., band around walls

Quranic
Foundation

794-5/1392-3

803-13/1400-11

(118) mos. of Inal al-Atabki

(149) khanqa of Faraj ibn Barquq

Foundation
Quranic
Foundation

Remarks

Minaret is not original, Ottoman

149.E.1
149.E.2
149.E.3
149.E.4
149.E.5

Basmala, 15:46
Basmala, 2:255-6
2:257-8
Basmala, 62:9-10
Basmala, 3:18

CV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CV

149.I.1

Basmala, 2:255

CV

149.I.2

Basmala, 24:35

PV?

149.I.3a
149.I.3b
149.I.3c

Basmala, 43:67-73
Basmala, 44:51-9

CCV
CCV

550 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق
Ibid.
al-Razik, The Circassian …, pl. 16
Ibid., pl. 18
554 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق
Ibid., 577
Ibid.
575 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق
Ibid.
559 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق
Ibid., 560
Ibid., 561
Ibid.

The part on the right side of door is missing
Probably this is not the original place ?

565 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., S maus., band below mihrab hood
Int., S maus., panel above door from inside
Int., N maus., medallion at apex of dome

149.I.3d
149.I.3e
149.I.4a

Basmala, 2:144 & 2:150
37:180-2
Basmala, 55:1-6

2:144 (PV2), 2:150 (PV1)
CCV
CCV

Quranic
?
Foundation

Int., N maus., 1st band around base of dome
Int., N maus., 2nd kufic band around base of dome
Int., N maus., band surrounding walls

149.I.4b
149.I.4c
149.I.4d

Basmala, 18:109-10, 33:56

18:109-10 (CCV), 33:56 (CV)

Basmala, 43:67-71

CCV

Verse 2:144 ends as far as "in that direction"
" ;"وجوھكم شطرهverse 2:150 starts at "that there
be no ground" " "لئالand ends as far as "fear
Me" ""واخشوني

The quotation ends with prayer for the Prophet
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Quranic

818-23/1415-20

(190) mos. of al-Mu'ayyad

829/1425

829/1425

(175) mad. of al-Ashraf Barsbay

(107) mad. of Kafur al-Zimam

Basmala, 2:144-8

CCV

Quranic

Int., N maus., band below hood of mihrab

149.I.4f

Basmala, 3:37

PV1

Quranic

Ext., part of tiraz band type III

190.E.1

Basmala, 24:36-38

24:36-7 (CCV), 24:37 (PV1)

S.V.

Verse 24:37 ends as far as "for those whom
He will" " يرزق من يش..." is not complete

Date

Ext., band flanking sides of portal
Ext., two square kufic panel at lower right & left sides of
portal
Ext., two square kufic panel at upper right & left sides of
portal
Int., vestibule, two square kufic panels
Int., qibla wall

190.E.2

Basmala, 9:18

CV

S.V.

The verse ends at "those who follow me" "ومن
"اتبعن

190.E.3
190.I.1

61:13
2:255

PV2
CV

Quranic
Quranic

(60) mad. of Qadi 'Abd al-Basit

149.I.4e

For all the inscriptions on the
monument refer to Prj., FRS# EGBW-(450-455)-00

Shahada

823/1420

Int., N maus., band around rectangular spandrels of mihrab

Foundation
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., tiraz band type III
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Ext., band around octagonal base of minaret

60.E.1
60.E.2
60.E.3

Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 48:1-3
Basmala, 22:27

CV
CCV
CV

Foundation
Shahada

Int., band around court below crenellation
Int., one medallion at the center of each side of court

60.I.1

Basmala, 2:255-7

2:255-6 (CCV), 2:257 (PV2)

S.V.
Swelim, The Complex … , 229
S.V.

Verse 2:257 ends as far as "into light" "إلي
"النور
Occurred 4 times
Verse 2:127 starts at "Our Lord accept…"
" "ربنا تقبلas if it is a du'a and the verses end
with prayer on the prophet on the panel at the
NW corner of the court
Illegible

60.I.2

Basmala, 2:127-8

2:127 (PV2), 2:128 (CV)

Ibid., 31-34
Prj., FR# EG-BW-207-97, 12-13

Foundation

Ext., tiraz band type III

175.E.1

Basmala, 48:1-3

CCV

Foundation

Ext., band flanking sides of portal

175.E.2

Basmala, 72:18

CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-434-00, 20-30
Prj., FR# EG-BW-434-00, 34-35 &
EG-BW-435-00, 1-4

Royal
Quranic
Foundation
?
?
?
Quranic
Foundation

Ext., two medallions flanking voussoirs above doorway
Ext., band around base of dome
Ext., panel above sabil window grill
Ext., band around square base of minaret
Ext., band around circular base of minaret
Int., sabil, band below ceiling
Int., band below ceiling of corridor
Int., band around walls of court

175.E.3

Basmala, 2:255

CV

Quranic
Quranic

Int., court, band flanking sides of S door
Int., band below ceiling of W iwan

Waqf

Int., band around walls of W iwan

CV
?

175.I.3
175.I.4

Basmala, 15:46-7
Basmala, 2:255

15:46 (CV), 15:47 (PV1)
CV

Difficult to read on site

Prj., FR# EG-BW-205-97, 35-37 &
EG-BW-206-97, 1-17
Prj., FR# EG-BW-205-97, 1, 5, 9

Int., panel below the stalactite of each of the 4 window
sets on the two lateral sides of the court
Int., sabil, band below ceiling

Basmala, 76:5-?
Basmala, 24:36-?

The partial verse is "help from God and
speedy victory" ""نصر من ﷲ وفتح قريب

S.V.
S.V.

Quranic
?

175.I.1
175.I.2

The verse starts at "to the care of Zakariya"
""وكفلھا زكريا

Prj., FR# EG-BW-434-00, 32-33
18
Prj., FR# EG-BW-434-00, 31
Prj., FR# EG-BW-438-00, 11, 13, 15
Ibid., 14, 16, 20
Prj., FR# EG-BW-435-00, 9-12
Ibid., 13-14
S.V.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-436-00, 35
Prj., FR# EG-BW-435-00, 15-24
Prj., FR# EG-BW-435-00, 25-35 &
EG-BW-436-00, 1-4

Quranic
Waqf
Quranic
mostly Quranic?

Int., W iwan , panels above doors
Int., band around walls of qibla iwan above mihrab
Int., qibla iwan , stucco windows on S & N walls
Int., maus., band around base of dome

175.I.5

Basmala, 3:193-4

3:193 (PV2), 3:194 (CV)

Prj., FR# EG-BW-436-00, 6-8
Prj., FR# EG-BW-437-00, 3-19

175.I.6
175.I.7

Basmala, 2:255
?

?

Quranic

Int., maus., band on wooden screen

175.I.8

Basmala, 3:185

PV2

Prj., FR# EG-BW-436-00, 20

Quranic
Date

Ext., tiraz band type III
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway

107.E.1
107.E.2

Basmala, 24:36-38
Basmala, 9:18

CCV
CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-250-98, 3-6
Ibid., 9-16

Illegible
Illegible
Illegible

Verse 15:47 ends as far as "brothers" ""اخوانا

Verse 3:193 starts at "Our Lord forgive us"
" ;"ربنا فاغفر لناat the end of the quotation is
prayer for the Prophet

The verse ends as far as "have attained" "فقد
"فاز
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Shahada
Foundation

830/1426-7

833 / 1429

(192) Zawiya of Fayroz

852-3/1448-9

CV

Ibid., 8
Ibid., 17

Ext., panel above doorway

Prj., FR# EG-BW-248-98, 8

Shahada

Ibid.

Quranic
Quranic

Int., prayer hall, band around inner arch of mihrab
Int., prayer hall, band around outer arch of mihrab

192.I.1
192.I.2

Basmala, 2:144
Basmala, 11:114-5

PV2
CCV

Ibid., 12
Ibid.

Quranic
Foundation

Int., maus., band around arch of mihrab
Int., band around base of dome

192.I.3

Basmala, 2:255

PV2

Ibid.,
Ibid., 24-32 & Kessler, Pl. II-14d

134.E.1
134.I.1
134.I.2
134.I.3

Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 43:68-71
Basmala, 76:1-3
Basmala, 76:5-9

CV
CCV
CCV
CCV

134.I.4
134.I.5
134.I.6

Basmala, 24:36-8
Basmala, 24:36-8
Basmala, 17:18-81

CCV
CCV
CCV

590 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق
Ibid., 591
Ibid., 592
Ibid., 593
Ibid.
Ibid., 595
Ibid., 595
Ibid., 596

(134) khanqa of Jawhar Lala

(121) khanqa of al-Ashraf Barsbay

(209) mad. of Taghribardi

Basmala, 2:255

Ext., two square kufic panels flanking window above
doorway

Quranic
Royal
Foundation
?
?
Royal Du'a
Foundation
Quranic
Name of Allah

844/1440

107.I.1

Foundation

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Date
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
?
?

835 / 1431

Ext., two square kufic panels flanking joggled voussoirs
above doorway
Int., band around court below ceiling

Ext., anepigraphic minaret
Ext., anepigraphic dome
Ext., anepigraphic tiraz band type III
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Int., band around ceiling of vestibule
Int., band below ceiling of bent corridor
Int., band below ceiling of corridor leads to court
Int., panel above mazmala
Int., band around body of mihrab of qibla iwan
Int., band below ceiling of qibla iwan
Int., band below ceiling of W iwan
Int., band below ceiling of N iwan
Int., band below ceiling of S iwan
Int., maus., anepigraphic

Ext., anepigraphic tiraz band type III
Ext., panel above doorway
Ext., two medallions flanking window above doorway
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Ext., band around base of N dome
Ext., band around base of E dome
Int., band below ceiling of qibla iwan
Int., band below ceiling of W iwan
Int., maus., band below hood of mihrab
Int., maus., at apex of the arch of the mihrab

The verse ends as far as "as He permitteth" "إال
"بإذنه

The foundation text of the sabil

Illegible
Illegible
Kessler, Pl. II-15c

121.E.1

121.I.1

Basmala, 9:18

Basmala, 24:36-8

CV

CCV

621 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق
Ibid.
Ibid.

Ibid., 622-3
Ibid., 626-7
Ibid., 628
Ibid.

Waqf

Int., on W wall of tombs?

121.I.2

Basmala, 2:215

PV2

Ibid., 630-2

Date
Shahada
Foundation

Ext., panel above doorway
Ext., roundel at the middle of panel above door
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway

209.E.1

72:18

CV

209.E.2

Basmala, 9:18

CV

Date
?

Int., band around walls of court
Int., band below ceiling of qibla iwan
Int., maus., anepigraphic

209.I.1

Basmala, 2:255-6

CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-217-97, 21
Ibid.
Ibid., 10
Prj., FR# EG-BW-215b-97, 28-37 &
EG-BW-216-97, 2-4
Prj., FR# EG-BW-216-97, 5-10
Kessler, Pl. II-21d

344.E.1

Basmala, 9:18

CV

Date

Ext., anepigraphic tiraz band type III
Ext., band flanking sides of portal

Foundation

Ext., 4 panels flanking central window above door of W
portal

Ibid., 17a-20a

Foundation
?

Ext., 4 panels flanking central window above door of S
portal
Ext., band around octagonal part of minaret

Ibid., 11a-14a
Ibid., 5a-11a

Quranic
Foundation

Int., 1st band below mihrab hood of qibla riwaq
Int., 2nd band below mihrab hood of qibla riwaq

(344) mos. of al-Qadi Yahya

The verse ends as far as "in that direction"
""شطره

344.I.1

22:77-8

22:77 (CV), 22:78 (PV1)

The verse starts at "and whatever" ""وما تفعلوا.
The exact location of the inscription needs to
be checked

Prj., FR# EG-BW-220-97, 2a-10a

Ibid., 27a-29a
Ibid., 32a-36a

Verse 22:78 ends as far as "He has chosen
you" ""ھو اجتباكم
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855-60/1451-6

856/1452

876/1472

877-9/1472-74

(158) khanqa of al-Ashraf Inal

(204) mos. of Yahya Zain al-Din

Foundation

Int., band on W face of court

Quranic

Ext., band above E portal

158.E.1

Basmala, 17:80

CV

669 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق

Royal
Foundation

Ext., two roundels flanking window above door of E portal
Ext., band flanking sides of E portal

158.E.2

Basmala, 9:18

CV

Ibid.
Ibid.

Foundation
Quranic

Ext., anepigraphic band flanking sides of doorway of E
portal
Ext., band flanking sides of N portal
Ext., sabil, lintel of E window

158.E.3
158.E.4

Basmala, 9:18
76:5

CV
CV

Ibid., 664
Ibid., 665

Quranic

Ext., sabil, lintel of N window

158.E.5

76:21

PV2

Ibid.

Quranic

Ext., tiraz band type ? around E & N facades of maus.

158.E.6

Basmala, 2:197

PV2

Ibid., 677

The verse starts at "whatever good" ""وما تفعلوا
The verse ends as far as "as He willeth" "إال بما
"شاء

Quranic

Ext., band around circular part of minaret

158.E.7

Basmala, 2:2:55

PV2

Prj., FR# EG-BW-274-97, 6

Quranic
Quranic

Int., band below hood of mihrab of qibla iwan
Int., band around walls of qibla iwan

158.I.1
158.I.2

Basmala, 2:144
Ma'uza , Basmala, 48:1-11

PV2
CCV

671 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق
Prj., FR# EG-BW-275-97, 13-23

Royal
Foundation
Shahada

Int., roundel above mihrab at the middle of the band on E
wall
Int., band flanking doorway of S portal to mad.
Int., maus., door lintel

158.I.3

3:26

CV

Ibid.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-276-97, 2-7
Ibid., 8

Quranic
?
Quranic
Foundation

Int., maus., band around base of dome
Int., medallion at apex of dome
Int., maus., band below hood of mihrab
Int., band around walls of courtyard

158.I.4

Basmala, 53:39

CV

158.I.5

Basmala, 73:20

CV

?
?
?
?

Ext., band flanking doorway
Ext., band around lower part?
Ext., band around lower part?
Int, band around walls of court

Quranic
Foundation

Int., 1st band below mihrab hood of qibla riwaq
Int., 2nd band below mihrab hood of qibla riwaq

204.I.1

22:77-8

22:77 (CV), 22:78 (PV2)

Prj., FR# EG-BW-371-98, 26-35
Ibid.

Quranic
Quranic

Int., 4 panels above mihrab
Int., band around base of dome above mihrab

204.I.2
204.I.3

Basmala, 2:144
Basmala, 33:41-6

PV2
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-372-98, 1-2
Ibid., 3-10

Foundation
Quranic
Shahada
Quranic
Quranic

no location for a tiraz band
Ext., band flanking sides of portal
Ext., portal, band above doorway
Ext., portal, band at zone of transition
Int., panel above mihrab
Int., corridor, band below ceiling

Royal
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Royal
Foundation
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., 2 roundels above doorway of portal
Ext., band flanking sides of portal
Ext., minaret, lower band on octagonal base
Ext., minaret, upper band on octagonal base
Ext., minaret, band on circular part
Ext., band around dome
Ext., 4 medallions on zone of transition of dome
Ext., band below eve of kuttab
Int., sabil, band below ceiling
Int., panel above door of mazmala
Int., vestibule, roundel above doorway
Int., band around walls of qibla iwan

(216) mos. of Timraz al-Ahmadi

(99) mad. of Qaytbay

Ibid.,
675 ،2  ج،...  الخانقاوات،رزق
Ibid.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-275-97, 28-36

The verse starts at "give to them to drink"
""وسقاھم

The verse ends as far as "in that direction"
""شطره

Only this verse is readable of the whole band
Destroyed

Prj., FR# EG-BW-272-97 & EG-BW273-97
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

216.E.1

Basmala, 72:18

CV

216.I.1
216.I.2

Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 24:36-8

PV1
CCV

99.E.1
99.E.2a
99.E.2b
99.E.2c
99.E.3

Basmala, 2:215
Basmala, 62:9-10
Basmala, 33:41-3
Basmala, 3:190-1?
Basmala, 36:1-17

PV2
CCV
CCV
3:190 (CV), 3:191 (PV2)?
CCV

99.E.4
99.I.1
99.I.2
99.I.3
99.I.4

Basmala, 17:80
Basmala, 76:5-6
Basmala, 83:25-6
17:84
Basmala, 48:1-7

CV
CCV
CCV
PV1
CCV

Verse 22:78 ends as far as "Muslims" ""المسلمين
The verse ends as far as "in that direction"
""شطره

Kessler, Pl. II-30, c
Prj., Inscr.# 216.1
Ibid., Inscr.# 216.12
Ibid., Inscr.# 216.11
Ibid., Inscr.# 216.2
Ibid., Inscr.# 216.13

Prj., FR# EG-BW-457-00, 1
Ibid., 2-9
Ibid., 24-6 & S.V.
Ibid., 29-31
Ibid., 34-35
S.V.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-457-00, 23
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-459-00, 32

The verse starts at "and whatever" ""وما تفعلوا.
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883-916/1478-1510

885-6/1480-1

(129) mos. of Janim al-Bahlawan

Quranic
Foundation
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic

Int., panel above each window of qibla riwaq
Int., panel above 4 door of courts
Int., band around walls of court
Int., band above windows on W wall of W iwan
Int., band below ceiling of W iwan

99.I.5
99.I.6
99.I.7
99.I.8
99.I.9

Basmala, 3:37
Basmala, 48:1-2
Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 9:128-9
Basmala, 24:36-8

PV2
CCV
CV
CCV
CCV

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Quranic
Quranic

Int., panel above two doors on N & S sidillas of W iwan
Int., band below ceiling of N sidilla

99.I.10
99.I.11

Basmala, 57:21
Basmala, 41:30

PV2
CV

S.V.
S.V.

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., band below ceiling of S sidilla
Int., band below ceiling of N iwan
Int., band below ceiling of S iwan
Int., maus., medallion at apex of dome
Int., maus., band around base of dome
Int., maus., upper band around walls

99.I.12
99.I.13
99.I.14
99.I.15
99.I.16
99.I.17

CCV
CCV

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
Prj., FR# EG-BW-460-00, 16
Ibid., 17-24
Ibid., 25-35; S.V.

99.I.18

Basmala, 2:286
Basmala, 39:73
Basmala, 67:1-3
?
Basmala, 6:1-7
Basmala, 6:8-19
Basmala, 44:51-7, foundation,
2:144, royal du'a , date

Foundation

Int., maus. band around walls above dado

Date

44:51-7 (CCV), 2:144 (PV2)

S.V.

Ext., band around base of dome

129.E.1

Basmala, 3:190-194

CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-313-99, 33-35 &
EG-BW-314-99, 11-12

Quranic

Ext., minaret, band around octagonal base

129.E.2

Basmala, 3:190-191

3:190 (CV), 3:191 (PV2)

?

Date
Quranic
Quranic
?

Ext., tiraz band type III-D
Ext., portal, upper band
Int., prayer hall, band below ceiling
Int., prayer hall, top of recess

129.E.3
129.E.4
129.I.1

Basmala, 3:190-191
Basmala, 24:36
Basmala, ?

CCV
CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-314-99, 15, 18-20
?
Prj., FR# EG-BW-311-99, 28-31
Ibid., 32-33

Quranic
?

Int., prayer hall, panel above mihrab
Int., maus., medallion at apex of dome

129.I.2

Basmala, 2:144

PV2

Quranic
?

Int., maus., band around walls below zone of transition
Int., maus., band below windows

129.I.3

Basmala, 2:255

CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-313-99, ?
Prj., FR# EG-BW-312-99, 28
Prj., FR# EG-BW-312-99, 29-35 &
EG-BW- 313-99, 1
Prj., FR# EG-BW-313-99, 2-6

Foundation
Quranic
Du'a
Quranic

Int., court, band below ceiling
Int., W iwan, band below ceiling
Int., upper room, band below ceiling
Int., around lantern

129.I.4
129.I.5

Basmala, 3:190-193
Basmala, 67:1-4?

3:190-192 (CCV) & 3:193 (PV1)
CCV

129.I.6

Basmala, 67:1-12

CCV

114.E.1
114.E.2
114.I.1
114.I.2
114.I.3
114.I.4
114.I.5

Basmala, 72:18
Basmala, 2:215
Basmala, 48:1-3
Basmala, 17:80
Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 9:18-20
Basmala, 2:144

CV
CV
CCV
PV1
CV
CCV
PV2

114.I.6
114.I.7

Basmalla, 35:34
Basmalla, 25:10

CV
CV

(114) mos. of Qijmas al-Ishaqi
Date
Quranic
Date
Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Foundation
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic

900/1494/95

(211) mos. of Azbak al-Yusufi

Ext., anepigraphic minaret
Ext., anepigraphic dome
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Ext., above window on eastern façade
Int., vestibule, band below ceiling
Int., vestibule, band flanking sides of door of tomb
Int., qibla iwan, 1st band below ceiling
Int., qibla iwan , 2nd band above windows
Int., qibla iwan , mihrab
Int., court, surrounding band below ceiling
Int., court, 4 doors, northern and southern walls
Int., northern side iwan , band above window
Int., southern side iwan , band above window
Int., maus., anepigraphic

Foundation

Ext., minaret, band on lower octagonal part

Foundation
Quranic

Ext., minaret, band on upper octagonal part
Ext., minaret, band around circular part

PV2
CV
CCV

Ibid., 7-15
Ibid., 18-21
Ibid., 22-28
Prj., FR# EG-BW- 314-99, 2-8

The verse starts at "every time that he" ""كلما

The verse starts at "that is the grace of God"
""ذلك فضل ﷲ
The verse starts at "our Lord condemn us not"
" "ربنا ال تؤاخذناand ends as far as "Have mercy
on us" ""وارحمنا
Originality?
Originality?

Verse 2:144 ends as far as "in that direction"
""شطره

Verse 3:191 ends as far as "not for naught
Hast thou created all this !" ""باطال

The verses ends as far as "of the sacred
mosque" ""المسجد الحرام

Verse 3:193 ends as far as "to faith" ""لاليمان
These verses are the only readable part

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Prj., FR# EG-BW-343-99, 32-35 &
Prj., FR# EG-BW-344-99, 10-11

211.E.1

Basmala, 3:190-1

3:190 (CV), 3:191 (PV2)

Prj., FR# EG-BW- 344-99, 1-5, 12-14
Ibid., 6-9, 15-16
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Foundation
Foundation
Royal
Foundation
Royal
Royal
?
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., band around façade?
Ext., façade, middle level
Ext., medallion above sabil
Ext., band flanking sides of portal
Ext., medallion on portal
Ext., medallion in portal
Int., kuttab, band below ceiling
Int., kuttab, roundel on ceiling
Int., durqa'a , 1st band below ceiling

211.E.2
211.E.3

Ma'uza , Basmala, 2:255, 48:1-4
Basmala, 76:5-9

2:255 (CV), 48:1-4 (CCV)
76:5-8 (CCV), 76:9 (PV1)

211.E.4

Basmala, 9:18

CV

211.I.1
211.I.2

17:84
Basmala, 67:1-9

PV2
67:1-8 (CCV), 67:9 (PV1)

Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Epitaph
Quranic

Int., durqa'a , 2nd band below ceiling
Int., durqa'a , S wall, panel over right door
Int., durqa'a , S wall, panel over left door
Int., durqa'a , N wall, panel over right door
Int., durqa'a , N wall, panel over left door
Int., durqa'a , panels above four doors
Int., S iwan , lintel of window
Int., N iwan , panel on wooden grill
Int., corridor, panel above mazmalla grill

211.I.3
211.I.4
211.I.5
211.I.6
211.I.7

Basmala, 3:190-4
Basmala, 35:34
Basmala, 25:10
Basmala, 17:80
Basmala, 15:45-6

CCV
CV
CV
CV
CCV

211.I.8

Basmala, 48:1-2

48:1 (CV), 48:2 (PV1)

211.I.9

76:5

CV

?
Foundation

Int., W iwan , panels above doors
Int., qibla iwan , band below ceiling

211.I.10

72:18

CV

Quranic

Int., qibla iwan , mihrab, band above mihrab
Int., qibla walls, lintel of 4 windows
Int., qibla iwan , N face, wooden panel above window
Int., W iwan , ?

211.I.11

2:144

PV2

Foundation

908/1502

911-3/1506-7

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

no location for a tiraz band
Ext., band around base of dome
Int., maus., medallion at apex of dome
Int., maus., band around base of dome

248.E.1
248.I.1
248.I.2

Basmala, 2:255-6
Basmala, 39:63
Basmala, 3:190-5

CCV
CV
CCV

Foundation
Quranic

Int., maus., around walls below zone of transition
Int., small room adjacent to maus., surrounding band

248.I.3
248.I.4

Basmala, 13:15
Basmala, 3:160-1

CV
CCV

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., prayer hall, band above dado
Int., sabil, lintel of door
Int., sabil, lintel of cupboard

248.I.5
248.I.6
248.I.7

Basmala, 48:1-17
Basmala, 76:6-7
Basmala, 76:8-9

48:1-16 (CCV), 48:17 (PV2)
CCV
76:8 (CV), 76:9 (PV1)

(248) khanqa of Khayrbak

Ibid., 12-20
Ibid., 21
Ibid., 22
Ibid., 23
Ibid., 24
Ibid., 25, 27-9
Ibid., 26
Ibid., 30
Ibid., 31
Prj., FR# EG-BW-345-99, 32-5 &
EG-BW-346-99, 1-4
Prj., FR# EG-BW- 346-99, 7-16
Ibid., 19-20
Ibid., 21-4
Ibid., ?
Ibid., 32-5

Prj., FR# EG-BW-306-99, ?
Prj., FR# EG-BW- 306-99, 27
Ibid., 28-35
Prj., FR# EG-BW- 306-99, 36 & EGBW- 307-99, 1-7
Prj., FR# EG-BW- 307-99, 8-11
Prj., FR# EG-BW- 307-99, 12-36 &
EG-BW- 308-99, 1-32
Prj., FR# EG-BW- 309-99, 9
Ibid., 10

Partially survived

Nothing is survived
The partial verse is repeated 3 times
The verse ends as far as ""قالوا بلى
The whole quotation ends as far as "وحسبنا ﷲ و
"نعم الوكيل

The verses ends as far as "of the sacred
mosque" ""المسجد الحرام
Kufic script, difficult to be read
Partially survived

The verse ends as far as ""لوجه ﷲ

For all the inscriptions on the
monuments refer to Prj., FRS# EGBW-(272, 273 & 274)-98

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Ext., anepigraphic tiraz band type III
Ext., main portal, band above window
Ext., portal, panels on sides, above door level
Ext., portal, band flanking sides of doorway
Ext., façade of sabil
Ext., band around base of dome
Ext., minaret, band around lower octagonal part
Ext., minaret, band around upper octagonal
Ext., minaret, band around upper circular
Int., mad., qibla iwan , band below conch of mihrab
Int., mad., qibla iwan , long band above mihrab

162.E.1
162.E.2
162.E.3
162.E.4
162.E.5
162.E.6a
162.E.6b
162.E.6c
162.I.1a
162.I.1b

Basmala, 62:4
48:28 ?
27:30, 9:18
Basmala, 76:5-11
Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 3:190-3
Basmala, 33:41-5
Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 22:77
Basmala, 24:36-8

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., mad., band around walls of court
Int., mad., W iwan , wooden band below ceiling
Int., maus., entrance, band flanking side of doorway
Int., maus., entrance, band above doorway
Int., maus., medallion at apex of dome

162.I.2
162.I.3
162.I.4a
162.I.4b
162.I.5a

Basmala, 3:18-9, 3:26-7
Basmala, 9:102-4, 33:45-8
?
Basmala, 61:13
17:84

Date
Quranic

Int., maus., upper band around walls
Int., maus., lower band around walls

162.I.5b
162.I.5c

Basmala, 9:21-2, 33:11-2
Basmala, 39:73-5

(162) khanqa of Qurqumas

Ibid., 17-28
Ibid., 29-32
Prj., FR# EG-BW-345-99, 1
Prj., FR# EG-BW-347-99, 9-12
Ibid., 13
Ibid., 14
Prj., FR# EG-BW-343-99, 27-30
Ibid., 31
Prj., FR# EG-BW- 345-99, 2-11

Most probably there is a foundation txt.
between 2:255 and 48:1-4, but photos# 20-21
are illegible
The verse ends as far as ""لوجه ﷲ

CV
?
27:30 (CV), 9:18 (CV)
CCV
CV
CCV
CCV
CV
CV
CCV
3:18 (CV), 3:19 (PV2), 3:26-7
(CCV)
?
PV2
PV1
9:21-2 (CCV), prayer, 33:11-2
(CCV), prayer, date
CCV

verse that has sajda
and verse 3:19 ends as ،قال ﷲ تعالي بعد البسملة
" "عند ﷲ االسالمfar as
partially survived
نصر من ﷲ و فتح قريب
The partial verse is repeated 4 times
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921/1515

Quranic
Quranic
Foundation
Name of Allah

no location for a tiraz band
Ext., band flanking sides of portal
Ext., band around base of dome
Int., prayer hall, band below ceiling
Int., prayer hall, mihrab hood

Quranic
Quranic
?

Int., prayer hall, mihrab, band below hood
Int., maus., mihrab
Int., medallion at apex of dome

(191) mos. of Baybars al-Khayat

191.E.1
191.E.2
191.I.1

Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 67:1-7
Basmala, 24:36-8

CV
CCV
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-246-98, 17-21
Ibid., 23-33
Ibid., 1-11
Ibid., 16

191.I.2
191.I.3

Basmala, 2:144
Basmala, 2:255

PV2
PV2

Ibid., 16
Prj., FR# EG-BW-245-98, 15-16

Quranic
Quotation No.

Quranic Quotation

Verses Form

Sources

Remarks

89.E.1

2:255

CV?

Prj., FR# EG-BW-269-98, 1
Prj., status list

Only fragment is survived

Attached to prayers for the Prophet

The verse ends as far as "a qibla that shall
please thee" ""قبلة ترضاھا

Circassian Mausoleums:
Date

Monument Name & No.

Inscription type

Architectural Location

805/1403

(89) Qubbat Guzal (Sidi Karak )

Quranic

Ext., band around base of dome
Int., anepigraphic

Before 808/1406

(94) maus. of Ibn Ghurab

Before 831/1427

(122) maus. of Jani Bek al-Ashrafi

c. 835-45/1430-40

(106) maus. of Umm al-Ashraf

c. 845/1441

(88) Qubbat Nasrallah

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Quranic
Quranic

Ext., band around base of dome
Int., medallion at apex of dome

Prj., status list

122.E.1
122.I.1

2:255-7
?

2:255-6 (CCV), 2:257 (PV1)

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Quranic

Ext., band around base of dome
Int., anepigraphic

Prj., FR# EG-BW-441-00, 1-6
Prj., FR# EG-BW-440-00, 30

Prj., status list

88.E.1

Basmala, 3:26-7

CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-267-98, 36 & EGBW-268-98, 1-7

Middle 9th/15th

(110) Qubbat al-Saba' Banat

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., status list

Before 853/1449

(86) maus. of al-Sadat al-Shanahra

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., status list

c. 860-951/14561544

(124) maus. of Barsbay al-Bajasi

c. 865/1460

(601) maus. of Umar ibn al-Farid

Foundation
Quranic

Ext., band around base of dome
Ext., 2 upper panels above portal

124.E.1
124.E.2

Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 15:46

CV
CV

Quranic
Quranic
?
Quranic
Date
?

Ext., 2 lower panels above portal
Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Int., medallion at apex of dome
Int., band around base of dome
Int., band below hood of mihrab
Int., band around walls

124.E.3
124.E.4

Basmala, 18:39
Basmala, 17:80

PV1
CV

124.I.1
124.I.2

Basmala, 3:193
Basmala, 22:77

?
CV

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Verse 2:257 ends as far as "who reject faith
the patrons are the evil ones" "والذين كفروا
"أوليؤھم الطاغوت

There is an epigraphic band around base of
dome & anepigraphic tiraz band type III,
Kessler, II-33, b

Prj., FR# EG-BW-443-00,
The partial verse "there is no power but with
God" " "ما شاء ﷲ ال قوة إال با
Prj., FR# EG-BW-443-00, 11-17
Prj., FR# EG-BW-442-00, 32
Ibid., 1-5
Ibid., 6-10
Kessler, Pl. II-26, c

Most probably verses start with 3:191
Partially survived

Prj., status list
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Quranic
Quranic

Ext., band around base of dome
Int., band surrounding walls below zone of transition

280.E.1
280.I.1

Basmala, 36:1-12
Basmala, 2:255-7

CCV
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BWPrj., FR# EG-BW-

c. 871/1466

(280) maus. of 'Abdallah al-Dakrori

c. 879/1474

(168) maus. of 'Abdallah al-Manufi

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., status list

End 9th/15th

(90) Qubbat Azdomor

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., status list

904/1499

(360) maus. of Qansuh Abu Sa'id

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., status list

904/1499

(164) maus. of sultan Qansuh Abu Sa'id

917/1511

(170) Qubbat Qurqumas

Quranic
Royal

Ext., band around base of dome
Ext., roundel on zone of transition

164.E.1

Ma'uza , Basmala, 2:255

CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-271-97, 29-36
Ibid., 31 & Kessler, Pl. II-40, c

Quranic
Name of Allah

Int., band below conch of mihrab
Int., inside the hood of mihrab

164.I.1

Basmala, 2:144

PV2

Prj., FR# EG-BW-440-00, 5-10
Ibid., 11

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

The verse ends as far as "in that direction"
""شطره

Prj., status list
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Ottoman Mosques:
Date

Monument Name & No.

Inscription type

Architectural Location

935/1528

(142) mos. of Sulyman Pasha

Shahada

NW façade, panel above portal

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Name of Allah , name of
Muhammad & names of
the four orthodox caliphs
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic
?
Quranic

Entrance canopy, writing on W wall
Int., sanctuary, medallion at apex of central dome
Int., sanctuary, band around base of dome

Int., sanctuary, 6 roundels divide the band around base of dome
Int., sanctuary, E iwan , band around outer arch
Int., sanctuary, E iwan , band around inner arch
Int., sanctuary, N iwan , band around outer arch
Int., sanctuary, N iwan , band around inner arch
Int., sanctuary, central dome, band around arch
Int., sanctuary, S iwan , band around outer arch

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, S iwan , band around inner arch

(47) mos. of Dawud Pasha

975/1568

(135) mos. of al-Mahmudiya

Quranic Quotation

Verses Form

Sources

Remarks

Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 6
142.E.1
142.I.1
142.I.2

27:30
17:84
Basmala, 3:190-4

CV
PV1
CCV

142.I.3
142.I.4
142.I.5
142.I.6

?
Basmala, 22:77-78
Basmala, 24:36-8
Basmala, 9:18

CCV
CCV
CV

142.I.7

Basmala, 2:255

CV

?

Ibid., 7
Ibid., 9
Ibid., 10-17

Interesting example because the verse has the
name of Sulyman
The used part of the verse is repeated 4 times

Ibid.
Ibid., 18-21
Prj., FR# EG-BW-392-99, 22-27
Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 22-24
Prj., FR# EG-BW-392-99, 28-33
Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 25-27
Ibid., 28-30
Prj., FR# EG-BW-392-99, 34-35 & EGBW-393-99, 1-4

Int., sanctuary, half medallion at the apex of the E half dome

142.I.8

Quranic
Shahada
Name of Allah

Int., sanctuary, band around base of E half dome above mihrab
Int., panel above mihrab
Int., at the apex of mihrab hood

142.I.9

Basmala, 48:1-5

48:1-4 (CV), 48:5 (PV2)

Ibid., 32-34
Prj., FR# EG-BW-391-99, 22
Ibid., 23

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, half medallion at the apex of the N half dome

142.I.10

17:84

PV1

Ibid., 17

The used part of the verse is repeated 3 times

Date

Int., sanctuary, band around base of N half dome above mihrab

142.I.11

Basmala, 56:1-18

CCV

Ibid., 8-10

The first appearance of this sura

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, half medallion at the apex of the S half dome

142.I.12

17:84

PV1

Ibid., 17

The used part of the verse is repeated 3 times

Quranic

Int., sanctuary, band around base of S half dome above mihrab

142.I.13

Basmala, 67:1-8

CCV

Foundation

Int., sanctuary, N, E & S iwan s, three roundels at each iwan

Ibid., 18-20
Prj., FR# EG-BW-389-99, 2-5 & EGBW-391-99, 11-16

Int., sanctuary, band around E iwan , N iwan , central dome & S
iwan above dado

Quranic
Foundation
Quranic
Name of Allah
Name of Allah
Name of Muhammad
Quran attached to a pious
phrase
Quranic
?

Int., arcade of court, band around wall above dado
Int., court, panel above main door
Int., band around base of dome above main door of court
Int., on spandrel of arch of S riwaq
Int., on spandrel of arch of N riwaq
Int., square kufic panel on S wall of S iwan

Foundation

Ext., panel above doorway
Int., anepigraphic

Int., square kufic panel on E wall of S iwan
Int., square kufic panel on E wall of S iwan
Int., E riwaq of court band below ceiling

142.I.14
142.I.15

Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 31

The partial verse has two citations. If it states the
following "for thy Lord is not unmindful of
anything that they do" " "وما ربك بغافل عما يعملون, its
citation will be 6:132 (PV2); however, if it states
the following "God is not unmindful of all that ye
do" ""وما ربك بغافل عما تعملون, its citation will be
either 3:99(PV2) or 27:93 (PV2)

Quranic

Quranic

955/1548

Quranic
Quotation No.

Basmala, 2:255, Basmala, 3:18-9,
3:26-7, Basmala, 24:36-8, prayer
2:255 (CV), 3:18 (CV), 3:19
for Prophet and His family,
(PV2), 3:26-7 (CCV), 24:36-8
Basmala, 48:1-7
(CCV)
Basmala, 2:255-6, Basmala, 3:18- 2:255 (CV), 3:18 (CV), 3:19
9, 3:26-7, prayer for Prophet
(PV2), 3:26-7 (CCV)

142.I.16

Basmala, 17:1-3

CCV

142.I.17
142.I.18

61:13
54:54-55

PV2
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-389-99, 6-31
Prj., FR# EG-BW-389-99, 34-35 & EGBW-390-99, 1-24
Prj., FR# EG-BW-390-99, 25-6
Ibid., 27-34
Prj., FR# EG-BW-391-99, 1
Ibid., 2
Prj., FR# EG-BW-392-99, 10
Ibid., 11
Ibid., 12
Prj., FR# EG-BW-393-99, 11-30

The Quranic verse is ""نصر من ﷲ و فتح قريب, but the
pious verse is ""وبشر المؤمنين يا محمد

S.V.

On the façade there is anepigraphic tiraz band
type I-D

Prj., FR# EG-BW-362-98, 6-21

Because Hasan 'Abd al-Wahab doesn't mention
epigraphic decoration in the interior of the
mosque, it seems that all the internal epigraphic
decoration is doubtful

Ext., anepigraphic

Quranic

Int., qibla iwan , band below ceiling

135.I.1

Basmala, 24:36-42

CCV
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979/1571

(160) mos. of Nur al-Din Massih Pasha

986/1578

(181) mos. of Murad pasha

10th/16th

1019/1610

1025-38/1616-29

Foundation

Int., court, lantern

Name of Allah

Ext., anepigraphic
Int., hood of NE squinch

Prj., FR# EG-BW-220-97, 17

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status list

11th/17th

(29) mos. of Marzuq al-Ahmadi

CCV
CV
CCV

Hadith

Prj., FR# EG-BW-363-98, 12-27
Prj., FR# EG-BW-362-98, 22-29
Prj., FR# EG-BW-363-98, 4-11
Prj., FR# EG-BW-362-98, 30-34 & EGBW-363-98, 1-3

181.E.1
181.I.1

9:18
2:144

mostly CV
PV2

Prj., FR# EG-BW-298-97, 13-19
Ibid., 10-11

Quranic
Quranic

Ext., anepigraphic
Int., qibla iwan , band below ceiling
Int., vestibule, band below ceiling

48.I.1
48.I.2

Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 39:73-75

mostly CV
CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-236-97, 11-15
Ibid., 17-20

42.I.1
42.I.2
42.I.3

Basmala, 25:1-15
Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 2:255

CCV
CV
CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-240-97, 30-37 & EGBW-241-97, 2-12
Prj., FR# EG-BW-241-97, 13
Ibid., 14

End of it is difficult to be read

The foundation inscription starts with a hadith

The verse ends as far as ""وجوھكم شطره

Ext., anepigraphic
Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Int., band below ceiling surrounding the whole mosque
Int., eastern iwan , on ceiling
Int., western iwan , on ceiling

Foundation

Ext., anepigraphic
Int., panel above entrance to prayer hall

Foundation

Ext., minaret, band around octagonal part

Name of Allah
Foundation

Ext., on façade
Int., qibla iwan , band below ceiling

201.I.1

Basmala, 48:1-5

CCV

Quranic
Quranic

Int., qibla iwan , band above mihrab
Int., western side, band below ceiling

201.I.2
201.I.3

Basmala, 2:143
Basmala, 2:255-6

PV2
CCV

Shahada

Int., S wall of prayer hall, square kufic panel

Du'a

Int., S wall of prayer hall, square kufic panel

Quranic

201.I.4

Basmala, 112

CS

Name of Muhammad

Int., S wall of prayer hall, square kufic panel
Int., prayer hall, square kufic panels on SE & NE corners of qibla
wall

Du'a

Int., prayer hall, mihrab, keystone of outside arch

Name of Allah

Int., prayer hall, mihrab, keystone of inside arch

(200) mos. of Malika Safiyya

(524) mos. of Abdin Bey Sidi Ruwaysh

Basmala, 9:18-23
Basmala, 2:255
Basmala, 48:1-4

Ext., band flanking sides of doorway
Int., sanctuary, band below hood of mihrab

(42) mos. of Taghribardi

(201) mos. of al-Burdayni

135.I.2
135.I.3
135.I.4

Quranic
Quranic

(48) mos. of Muhibb al-Din Abu al

1071/1660

1110/1698

Int., iwan opposite to qibla iwan , below ceiling
Int., southern entrance, below ceiling
Int., northern entrance, below ceiling

(349) mos. of Sinan Pasha

983/1575

10th/16th

Quranic
Quranic
Quranic

Prj., FR# EG-BW-256-97, 28-29

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Inscr.# 201.1
Prj., Inscr.# 201.7 & FR# EG-BW-21797, 9
Prj., Inscr.# 201.2
Prj., Inscr.#201.6 & FR# EG-BW-21697, 37
Prj., Inscr.# 201.13
Prj., Inscr.#201.3 & FR# EG-BW-21697, 33
Prj., Inscr.#201.4 & FR# EG-BW-21697, 34
Prj., Inscr.#201.5 & FR# EG-BW-21697, 35
Prj., Inscr.#201.10 & FR# EG-BW-218- The name of Muhammad is repeated four times in
97, 10-12
a square kufic panel
Prj., Inscr.#201.8 & FR# EG-BW-21897, 2
Prj., Inscr.#201.9 & FR# EG-BW- 21897, 3

Prj., Status list

Quranic
Foundation

Ext., W entrance, sides of doorway
Int., qibla riwaq , band below ceiling

29.E.1
29.I.1

Basmala, 9:18
Basmala, 24:36-38

CV
CCV

Quranic?
Foundation

Int., middle riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., rear riwaq , band below ceiling

29.I.2
29.I.3

Basmala, 48:1-?
Basmala, 9:108-111

CCV
?

Prj., FR# EG-BW-235-97, 5-9
Prj., FR# EG-BW-233-97, 22-33
Prj., FR# EG-BW-233-97, 34-37 &
FR# EG-BW- 234-97, 1-9
?

343.I.1
343.I.2

Basmala, 2:144-9
Basmala, 9:18-22

CCV
CCV

S.V.
S.V.

Difficult to read from contact sheet
Difficult to read from contact sheet

Ext., anepigraphic

(343) mos. of Mustafa Shurbaji Mirza
Foundation
Foundation

Int., 1st qibla riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., 2nd qibla riwaq , band below ceiling

Because of the archaic script, mostly all
inscription of the mosque is later addition
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Foundation
Foundation
Foundation

1188/1774

1207/1792

(98) mos. of Abu al-Dhahab

(30) mos. of Mahmud Muharram

Int., southern riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., northern riwaq , band below ceiling
Int., western riwaq , band below ceiling

Poetry, name of patron
Ext., N façade, panel above main doorway
Poetry, name of patron
Ext., E façade, panel above doorway at the S side
Poetry, name of patron,
date
Ext., narthex, panel above W doorway to main dome
Name of Allah & name of Ext., narthex, W doorway to main dome, two roundels flanking
Muhammad
the panel
Poetry, name of patron
Ext., narthex, panel above N doorway to main dome
Names of Abu Bakr & Ext., narthex, N doorway to main dome, two roundels flanking the
'Umar
panel
Ext., narthex, panel above S doorway to main dome
Poetry, name of patron
Ext., narthex, S doorway to main dome, two roundels flanking the
Names of 'Uthman & 'Ali
panel
Quranic
Int., maus., band around base of dome

343.I.3
343.I.4
343.I.5

Basmala, 48:1-5
Basmala, 3:190-3
Basmala, 24:36-41

CCV
CCV
CCV

S.V.
S.V.
S.V.

Prj., FR# EG-BW-243-97, 26
Ibid., 24
Prj., FR# EG-BW-242-97, 26
Ibid., 26
Ibid., 27
Ibid., 27
Ibid., 25

98.I.1

Basmala, 2:255

CV

98.I.2
98.I.3
98.I.4

Basmala, 48:1-15
Basmala, 24:35-38
Basmala, 112

CCV
CCV
CS

Ibid., 25
Ibid., 28-9
Prj., FR# EG-BW-242-97, 31-6 & FR#
EG-BW-243-97, 2-4
Prj., FR# EG-BW-243-97, 5-12
Ibid., 13

Foundation
Quranic
Quranic

Int., sanctuary, band below zone of transition
Int., sanctuary, band around base of dome
Int., sanctuary, medallion at apex of dome

Du'a

Int., sanctuary, two roundels on spandrels of mihrab

Ibid., 14-15

Poetry & date
Poetry & date

Ext., lintel above doorway
Ext., lintel above doorway

Prj., FR# EG-BW-233-97, 20
Ibid., 21

Quranic
?
?

Int., panel above mihrab
Int., roundel at right of mihrab
Int., roundel at left of mihrab

Poetry
Quranic
Hadith

Prj., FR# EG-BW-404-99, 17-8
Ibid., 19
Ibid., 20-1
Prj., FR# EG-BW-404-99, 23-35 &
FR# EG-BW-405-99, 1-25
Prj., FR# EG-BW-405-99, 26
Ibid., 27

Name of Allah at the right of the panel and name
of Muhammad at the left
Name of Abu Bakr at the right of the panel and
name of 'Umar at the left
Name of 'Uthman at the right of the panel and
name of 'Ali at the left

The right roundel has the phrase " "ما شاء ﷲand the
left one has " "ال قوة إال با

The verse ends as far as "the sacred mosque"
""المسجد الحرام

30.I.1

Basmala, 2:144

PV2

Int., band below ceiling
Int., S wall, band above door at right
Int., S wall, band above door at the middle

30.I.2

Basmala, 72:18

CV

Quranic

Int., S wall, band above door at left

30.I.3

13:24

CV

Ibid., 28

The three panels above doors are a single quotation

Inscription type

Architectural Location

Quranic
Quotation No.

Quranic Quotation

Verses Form

Sources

Remarks

Ottoman Mausoleums
Date

Monument Name & No.

941/1534

(510) Qubbat al-Shaykh Su'ud

c. 975/1567

(59) 'Abd al-Wahab al-Sha'rani maus.

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Quranic

Quranic

994/1585

(41) Shaykh Sinan maus

Ext., mostly anepigraphic?
Int., band around walls below zone of transition

Int., medallion at apex of dome

Quranic

Int., band around base of dome

Epitaph

Ext., panel above portal

Quranic

Ext., band flanking sides of portal
Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List & S.V.

59.I.1

59.I.2

59.I.3

41.E.1

2:255-7

17:84, 24:35

Basmala, 24:35-7

Basmala, 10:62

CCV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-230-97, 21-32a

17:84 (CV); 24:35 (PV1)

Prj., FR# EG-BW-230-97, 34a & FR#
EG-BW-231-97, 7

The used part of verse 17:84 is repeated 4 times at
the center. Verse 24:35 starts on the outer circle
of the medallion on the apex and ends as far as "a
brilliant star" ""كوكب درى. It is an interesting
example of a medallion.

35 (PV), 36 (CV), 37 (PV1)

Prj., FR# EG-BW-230-97, 35-6 & FR#
EG-BW-231, 1-6

On the base verse 24:35 starts at "a brilliant star"
" "كوكب درىand verse 24:37 ends as far as
"practice of regular charity" ""وإيتاء الزكاة

CV

Prj., FR# EG-BW-399-98, 32
Prj., FR# EG-BW-399-98, 34-5 & FR#
EG-BW-400-98, 1-6
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10th/16th

(256) Qubbat al-Komi

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List

Early 10th/16th

(413) Qubbat al-Shaykh Abd Allah

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List

1001/1593

(586) Ibrahim Jindian Tomb

Ext., panel above doorway
Int., anepigraphic

Prj., FR# EG-BW-286-97, 20

1031/1621

(354) Abd al-Latif al-Manawi maus

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List

1078/1667

(295) Mustafa Agha Jaliq maus

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List

1098/1686

(384) Abu Ja'far al-Tahawi maus.

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Inscr.#384.1

1117/1705

(393) Amna Qadin maus

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List

1162/1749

(383) Radwan Bey maus.

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List

1166/1753

(390) Hush al-Sinar

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List

1166/1753

(389) Mustafa Bey Shahin maus

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

Prj., Status List

1171/1757

(388) Ruqayya Dudu maus

1180/1766

(271) 'Uthman Qazdoghali Tomb

Foundation

Epitaph, du'a , Quran

Ext., band surrounding 4 columns of canopy
Int., anepigraphic

Ext. & Int., anepigraphic

388.E.1

15:46

CV

There is only a restoration panel above the door
dated 1098 H.

Prj., Inscr.#388.3

Prj., Status List
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Chart III.1
Types and Frequency of Inscriptions Bahri Religious Institutions,Exterior
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Chart IV.1
Types and Frequency of Inscriptions on Circassian Religious Institutions,Exterior
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Chart VI.1
Types and Frequency of Inscriptions on Circassian Mausoleums,Exterior
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Figure 1

Plan of the mausoleums of ‘Atika and al-Ja‘fari (6th/12th; Index 333)
(after Creswell, MAE, vol. 1, Fig. 19)

Plan of the mausoleum of Ikhwat Yusuf (6th/12th; Index 301)
(after Creswell, MAE, vol. 1, Fig. 133)

Plan of the mausoleum of al-Hasawati (6th/12th; Index 301)
(after Creswell, MAE, vol. 1, Fig. 158)

Figure 2

Plan of the mausoleum of Sayyida Ruqayya (527/1133; Index 272)
(after Principles of Architectural Design, Pl. 1/273)

Plan of the mashhad al-Juyushi (478/1085; Index 304)
(after Principles of Architectural Design, Pl. 1/304)

Figure 3a

Mosque of al-Hakim (380-403/990-1013; Index 15)
Locations of the epigraphic decoration on the N minaret
(after Creswell, MAE, vol. 1, Fig. 36)

Figure 3b

Mosque of al-Hakim (380-403/990-1013; Index 15)
Locations of the epigraphic decoration on the W minaret
(after Creswell, MAE, vol. 1, Fig. 40)

Figure 4

Mosque of al-Azhar (359-61/970-2; Index 97)
The design of the epigraphic bands on the dome in front of the entrance to the
transept (after Creswell, MAE, vol. 1, Pl. 91a)

Figure 5

Mosque of al-Bakri (before 776/1374; Index 18)
Sketch illustrates the use of various Quranic verses on the qibla wall

Plate 1

a. Window facing W

b. Window facing N

Al-Hakim mosque (380-403/990-1013; Index 15)
The third band of Northern minaret
(after Creswell, MAE, Plate 24b)

Plate 2

a. Detail of the end of the quotation

b. Sketch of the whole band

Sayyida Ruqayya mausoleum (527/1133; Index 273)
The inscription band above the central mihrab
(after Creswell, MAE, Plate 87b)

Plate 3

Sultan Hasan mosque (757-64/1356-62; Index 133)
The inscription band below the stalactite of portal

Plate 4

The front-page of the Northwest African Quran (1975)
Warsh transmission

Plate 5

The back page of the 1st quarter of the Northwest African Quran (1975)

Plate 6

The explanatory page of a modern copy of the Quran (Cairo, 1944)

Plate 7

The Dome of the Rock, part of the band on the inner face of the octagonal arcade
(Grabar, The Shape of the Holy, 1996)

Plate 8

a. Al-Hakim mosque (380-403/990-1013; Index 15)
Inscription panel above main doorway
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-433-00, 8 & 9)

b. Al-Salih Tala’i‘ mosque (555/1160; Index 116)
First window on qibla wall from right
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-355-99, 30)

Plate 9

a. Al-Hakim mosque (380-403/990-1013; Index 15)
N minaret, 2nd band, concentric medallion
Content:
Outer circle: Quranic
Center: Quranic
(after Creswell, MAE, vol. 1, Plate 24d)

b. Al-Aqmar mosque (519/1125; Index 33)
Concentric medallion on main port
Content:
Outer circle: Quranic
Center: phrase Muhammad and ‘Ali

c. Al-Juyushi (478/1085; Index 304)
Concentric medallion at apex of dome
Content:
Outer circle: Quranic
Center: names of Muhammad and ‘Ali
formed in a six-pointed star
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-294-97, 10)

Concentric medallions on Fatimid religious monuments

Plate 10

a. Al-Juyushi (478/1085; Index 304)
Six-pointed star pattern at the center of the concentric medallion
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-294-97, 10)

b. Al-Aqmar mosque (519/1125; Index 33)
Main Façade, pentagram pattern on side niche

c. Sayyida Ruqayya mausoleum (527/1133; Index 273)
Six-pointed star pattern at the center of the main mihrab

Plate 11

Al-Aqmar mosque (519/1125; Index 33)
Main façade

b. Al-Salih Tala’i‘ mosque (555/1160; Index 116)
Main façade

Plate 12

a. Beveled corner

b. Panel of mihrab-like arch

Al-Aqmar mosque (519/1125; Index 33), main facade

Plate 13

Al-Salih Tala’i‘ mosque (555/1160)
NW entrance
(Creswell Photo Collection, A15, 17D)

Plate 14

Al-Hasawati mausoleum (519/1125; Index 33), mihrab
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-279-98, 27)

Plate 15

a. Aydamur al-Bahlawan (before 747/1346; Index 22)
Hadith inscription around the dome of the mausoleum
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-204-97, 26)

a. Al-Nasir Muhammad madrasa (695-703/1295-1304; Index 44)
Names of God around the base of the minaret
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-253-98, 29)

Plate 16

a. Zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (697/1298; Index 172)
Phrase al-mulk li’llah around the dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-265-99, 36)

b. Zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (697/1298; Index 172)
Phrase al-mulk li’llah surrounds the windows and niches in the interior of the
dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-265-99, 25)

Plate 17

a. Zawiyya al-Abbar (683/1284-5; Index 146)
Al-mulk li’llah around the windows of the dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-330-99, 23)

b. Complex of sultan Qalawun (683-4/1284-5; Index 43)
Al-mulk around the grilled window above the entrance to the mausoleum
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-421-99, 3)

Plate 18

a. Mosque of sultan Hasan (757-64/1356-62; Index 133)
Square Kufic panel, left side of the portal

b. Al-Sultaniyya mausoleum (I8th/14th; Index 289)
b. Square Kufic band around the N dome
(Prj. FR# EG-BW-258-98, 1)

Plate 19

a. Jamal al-Din Ustadar mosque (811/1408; Index 35)
Square kufic panels on portal

b. Bardbak mosque (c. 865/1460; Index 25)
Square kufic panels on portal

Plate 20

a. Complex of sultan Qalawun (683-4/1284-5; Index 43)
Lintel of the main doorway-Content: Foundation
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-255-98, 18)

b. Zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (697/1298; Index 172)
Lintel of the main doorway-Content: Quranic
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-262-98, 21)

c. Qutlubugha al-Dhahabi (I8th/14th; Index 289)
Lintel of main door-Content: The shahada

Plate 21

a. Complex of sultan Qalawun (683-4/1284-5; Index 43)
Lintel of a window on the E façade-Content: Foundation
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-255-98, 1)

b. Al-Nasir Muhammad madrasa (695-703/1295-1304; Index 44)
Lintel of the right window on the façade-Content: Royal
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-253-98, 22)

c. Zawiya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (697/1298; Index 172)
Lintel of the fourth window on the E façade-Content: Poetry
(Creswell Photo Collection, A20, 16D)

Plate 22

a. Mosque of Baybars (665-7/1266-9; Index 1)
Panel above the door of the SW portal-Content: Foundation

b. Al-Nasir Muhammad madrasa (695-703/1295-1304; Index 44)
Panel above the main door-Content: Foundation

c. Al-Ghuri mosque (915/1509; Index 159)
Panel above the main door-Content: Foundation

Plate 23

a. Aytmish al-Bajasi mosque (785/1383; Index 250)
Panel above the central window on the portal-Content: Foundation

b. Taghribardi mosque (844/1440; Index 209)
Panel above the central window of the portal
Content: right part is Quranic; left part is the date; roundel is the shahada
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-217-97, 21)

c. Al-Ghuri madrasa (909-10/1504-5; Index 189)
Panel above the central window of the portal-Content: Quranic and du’a

Plate 24

a. Qijmas al-Ishaqi mosque (885-6/1480-1; Index 114)
Panel on the E façade-Content: Quranic

b. Azbak al-Yusufi mosque (900/1494-5; Index 211)
Panel on the E façade-Content: Royal

c. Al-Ghuri madrasa (909-10/1504-5; Index 189)
Panel on the center of the E façade-Content: Royal du’a

Plate 25

Al-Maridani mosque (739-40/1339-40; Index 120)
Panels flanking the central window of the N portal-Content: Quranic

Plate 26

a. Panel on the right side

b. Panel on the left side

Sultan Hasan madrasa (757-64/1356-62; Index 133)
Panels on the sides of the portal-Content: Quranic

Plate 27

a. W portal

b. S portal

Qadi Yahya mosque at Bulaq (852-3/1448-9; Index 334)
Panels flanking the central windows of the W and S portal
Content: Foundation

Plate 28

a. Left panel

b. Right panel

Qani Bay al-Muhammadi mosque (816/1413; Index 151)
Panels flanking the mihrab of the mausoleum-Content: Quranic
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-203-97, 13, 14, 15a & 17)

Plate 29

Qadi Yahya Zain al-Din mosque (852-3/1448-9; Index 204)
Panels flanking the oculus above the mihrab-Content: Quranic

Plate 30

a. Al-Sultaniyya mausoleum (8th/14th; Index 289)
Panel above the mihrab-Content: Quranic
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-365-99, 34)

b. Timraz al-Ahmadi mosque (876/1472; Index 216)
Panel above mihrab-Content: Quranic
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-229-97, 23)

c. Azbak al-Yusufi mosque (900/1494-5; Index 211)
Panel above mihrab-Content: Quranic

Plate 31

a. Zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (697/1298; Index 172)
Bands around the exterior of the dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-265-99, 36)

b. Zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf (697/1298; Index 172)
Bands around the interior of the dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-263-98, 33)

c. Al-Sultaniyya mausoleum (8th/14th; Index 289)
Bands around the exterior of the N dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-258-98, 4)

Plate 32

a. Mughltai al-Jamali khanqa
(730/1329-30; Index 26)
Inscribed tiraz band

b. Bardbak mosque
(c. 865/1460; Index 25)
Anepigraphic tiraz band

c. Almalik al-Jukandar madrasa
(730/1329-30; Index 24)
No tiraz band

Plate 33

a. The complex of sultan Qalawun (683-4/1284-5; Index 43)
Main façade
(Creswell Photo Collection, A19, 14A)

b. Al-Nasir Muhammad madrasa (695-703/1295-1304; Index 44)
Main facade

Plate 34

a. Baybars al-Jashankir khanqa
(706-9/1306-9; Index 32)
Main façade

b. Ahmad al-Mihmandar
(725/1324-5; Index 115)
Main façade

Plate 35

a. Al-Maridani mosque (739-40/1339-40; Index 120)
Main façade

b. Ulmas mosque
(730/1329-30; Index 130)
Main façade

c. Barquq mosque
(786-8/1384-6; Index 187)
Main façade

Plate 36

Main façade of Baybars madrasa (660-2/1262-3; Index 37),
Drawing (c.1850)
(Meinecke, Die mamlukische, Plate 2c)

Plate 37

a. Khanqa of Shaykhu (756/1355; Index 152)
Main façade

b. Madrasa of Umm al-sultan Sha‘ban (770/1368-9; Index 125)
Main facade

Plate 38

a. Tomb of ‘Aytmish al-Bajasi (785/1383; Index 250)
Main façade

b. Qadi ‘Abd al-Basit madrasa (823/1420; Index 60)
Main facade

Plate 39

a. Khanqa al-Bunduqdariya (683/1284-5; Index 146)
Main façade
(Creswell Photo Collection, A19, 7D)

b. Mausoleum of Tashtimur (735/1334; Index 92)
Main façade
(Kessler, The Domed Mausoleums, Plate I-5d)

Plate 40

Mosque of Janim al-Bahlawan (883-916/1478-1510; Index 129)
Main façade
(Herz, “La mosquee de l’emir Ganem”, Pl. III)

Plate 41

Al-Ghuri madrasa (909-10/1504-5; Index 189)
Main façade

Plate 42

a. ’Abu Mansur Isma‘il mausoleum (613/1216; Index 282)
A band flanking the sides of the entrance
(Creswell Photo Collection, A17, 30A)

b. Mustafa Pasha mausoleum (616-72/1267-73; Index 279)
A band flanking the sides of the entrance
(Creswell Photo Collection, A18, 38C)

Plate 43

a. Umm al-sultan Sha‘ban madrasa (770/1368-9; Index 125)
A band flanking the upper sides of the portal

Plate 44

a. Sultan Hasan madrasa (757-64/1356-62; Index 133)
Mihrab of qibla iwan

a. Barquq mosque (786-8/1384-6; Index 187)
Mihrab of qibla iwan

Plate 45

a. Al-Maridani mosque (739-40/1339-40; Index 120))
Hood of mihrab

b. Mosque of Aqsunqur (747-8/1346-7; Index 123)
Hood of mihrab

Plate 46

a.

b.
Madrasa of Qaytbay (877-9/1472-4; Index 99)
A band above dado surrounds the walls of the mausoleum

Plate 47

a. Khanqa of Faraj ibn Barquq (803-15/1400-11; Index 149)
Roundels on the spandrels of W portal

b. Al-Ashraf Barsbay madrasa (829/1425; Index 175)
Roundels flanking voussoirs above doorway

c. Khanqa of al-Ashraf Inal (855-60/1451-6; Index 158)
Roundels flanking window above door of E portal

Plate 48

a. Qaytbay madrasa 877-9/1472-4; Index 99)
Exterior zone of transition

b. Qadi ‘Abd al-Basit madrasa (823/1420; Index 60)
Roundel at the middle of the band on W façade of court

Plate 49

a. Baybars al-Jashankir
khanqa (706-9/1306-9; Index
32)
Half medallion in niche on S
side of portal
(Prj., EG-BW-401-99, 25)

b. Khanqa of al-Ashraf Inal
(855-60/1451-6; Index 158)
Name of Allah on a half
roundel on the mihrab
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-275-98,
24)

c. Dome of Sudun Majlis
(Before 873/1468; Index 105)
Name of Allah on the hood of
the mihrab
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-365-99, 2)

Plate 50

a. Al-Maridani mosque (739-40/1339-40; Index 120)
Concentric medallion on the W portal
Content: Quranic

b. Ahmad al-Mihmandar mosque (725/1324-5; Index 115)
Concentric medallion on the center of the hood of the central niche on the façade
Content: The shahada

Plate 50c

Qusun mausoleum (736/1335-6; Index 291)
Concentric medallion above the door
Content: Royal
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-259-98, 12)

Plate 51

a. Khanqa al-Bunduqdariya
(683/1284-5; Index 146)
Concentric medallion at the apex of
the mausoleum
Content: Quranic
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-330-99, 28)

b. Zawiyya of Zain al-Din Yusuf
(697/1298; Index 172)
Concentric medallion at the apex of the
mausoleum
Content: Quranic
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-265-99, 19)

c. Khanqa of Salar and Sanjar
(703/1303-4; Index 221)
Concentric medallion at the apex of
the mausoleum of Salar
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-347-99, 20)

Plate 52

a. Mughltay al-Jamali
(730/1329-30; Index 26)
Concentric medallion at the apex of
the mausoleum
Content: Quranic
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-233-98, 3)

b. Tomb of ‘Alam al-Din Sanjar
(722/1322; Index 261)
Concentric medallion at the apex of the
mausoleum
Content: Shahada & Du’a
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-329-99, 13)

c. Faraj ibn Barquq khanqa
(803-15/1400-11; Index 149)
Concentric medallion at the apex
of the S mausoleum
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-450-00, 12)

Plate 53

a. Al-Maridani mosque (739-40/1339-40; Index 120)
Concentric medallion on the W portal of from within
Content: Quranic

b. Al-Maridani mosque (739-40/1339-40; Index 120)
Concentric medallion on the E wall of the N side of the second riwaq
Content: Quranic

Plate 54

a. Aslam al-Silahdar mosque (745-6/1344-5; Index 112)
Concentric medallion on the E side of the qibla iwan of
Content: Quranic

b. Mosque of Aqsunqur (747-8/1346-7; Index 123)
Concentric medallion on the E wall of the mausoleum of Kujuk
Content: Royal
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-303-99, 9)

Plate 55

a. Concentric medallion on right side of the portal
Content: Quranic

b. Concentric medallion on left side of portal
Content: Quranic

Mosque of al-Zahir Baybars (665-7/1266-9; Index 1)
Concentric medallions on SW portal

Plate 56

a. The complex of sultan Qalawun (683-4/1284-5; Index 43)
Square kufic panel on S wall of the mausoleum
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-423-99, 20)

b. khanqa of Baybars al-Jashankir (706-9/1306-9; Index 32)
Square kufic panel on W wall of the mausoleum, right of door

Plate 57

a. Al-Maridani mosque (739-40/1339-40; Index 120)
Square kufic panel on E wall of second riwaq on N side

b. Sultan Hasan madrasa (757-64/1356-62; Index 133)
Square kufic panel on right side of portal

Plate 58

Mu’ayyad Shaykh mosque (818-23/1415-20; Index 190)
Square kufic panel on vestibule
(Swelim, Tarek, The Complex of Sultan al-Mu’ayyad, Plate 39a)

Plate 59

Madrasa of Salih Najm al-Din (641-8/1243-50; Index 38)
Main facade

Plate 60

a. Baybars al-Jashankir khanqa (706-9/1306-9; Index 32)
Verses 24:36-8 on portal above doorway

b. Ahmad al-Mihmandar (725/1324-5; Index 115)
Verses 24:36-8 on portal above doorway

c. Madrasa of Mughultay al-Jamali (730/1329-30; Index 26)
Verses 24:36-8 on portal above doorway

Plate 61

a. Sultan Hasan mosque (757-64/1356-62; Index 133)
Sides of the door right to W iwan

b. Sultan Barquq mosque (786-8/1384-6; Index 187)
Sides of door right to W iwan

Plate 62

a. Sultan Hasan mosque (757-64/1356-62; Index 133)
Sides of the door right to N iwan

b. Sultan Barquq mosque (786-8/1384-6; Index 187)
Sides of door right to N iwan

Plate 63

a. Dawud Pasha (955/1548; Index 472)
Panel above doorway
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-228-97, ?)

b. Muhammad Abu al-Dhahab mosque (1188/1774; Index 98),
Panel above the doorway of N façade
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-243-98, 26)

c. Muhammad Muharram (1207/1792; Index 30)
Lintel of doorway
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-233-98, 20)

Plate 64

a. General view of portal

b. Detail of the left side of the band flanking the doorway
Content: Quranic
Murad Pasha mosque (986/1578; Index 181)

Plate 65

a. General view of portal

b. Detail of the right side of the band flanking the doorway
Content: Quranic
Marzuq al-Ahmadi mosque (11th/17th; Index 29)

Plate 66

Mahmud Pasha mosque (975/1568; Index 135)
Main facade

Plate 67

Al-Burdayni mosque (1025-38/1616-29; Index 201)
S façade
(El-Rashidi, 1999, Plate 91)

Plate 68

a.

b.

Al-Burdayni mosque (1025-38/1616-29; Index 201)
The minaret
(El-Rashidi, 1999, Plate 90)

Plate 69

a. Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142)
Band around base of central dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 13)

b. Muhammad Abu al-Dhahab mosque (1188/1774; Index 98)
Band around base of dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-243-98, 5)

Plate 70

a. Medallion at apex of dome
Mosque of Sulyman Pasha
(935/1528; Index 142)
Content: Quranic: 17:84
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 9)

b. Half medallion at apex of E
half dome, Mosque of Sulyman
Pasha (935/1528; Index 142)
Content: Quranic: 17:84
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 31)

c. Medallion on the ceiling, qibla side
Mosque of Taghribardi
(10th/16th; Index 42)
Content: Quranic: 2:255
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-241-98, 13)

d. Medallion at apex of dome
Mosque of Abu al-Dhahab
(1188/1774; Index 98)
Content: Quranic: 112
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-243-98, 13)

Plate 71

a. Mosque of Taghribardi (10th/16th; Index 42)
Frieze below ceiling
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-241-98, 5)

b. Mosque of al-Burdayni (1025-38/1616-29; Index 201)
Frieze below ceiling
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-217-97, 25)

Plate 72

Murad Pasha mosque (986/1578; Index 181)
Band below hood of mihrab

Plate 73

a. Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142)
Panel above window
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-391-9, 25)

b. Muhammad Muharram (1207/1792; Index 30)
Lintel of door
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-405-99, 27)

Plate 74

a. Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142), roundel on N wall of S iwan
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-389-99, 25)

b. Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142), roundel on base of dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 12)

c. Muhammad Abu al-Dhahab (1188/1774; Index 98), roundel above E door to
sanctuary (Prj., FR# EG-BW-242-98, 26)

Plate 75

a. Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142), square kufic panel above dado
in S iwan (Prj., FR# EG-BW-392-99, 11)

b. Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142), square kufic panel above dado
in S iwan, (Prj., FR# EG-BW-392-99, 12)

Plate 76

a. Al-Burdayni mosque (1025-38/1616-29; Index 201), square kufic panel on SE
corner (Prj., FR# EG-BW-218-97, 10)
Content: the name of Muhammad

b. Al-Burdayni mosque (1025-38/1616-29; Index 201), square kufic panel on N
wall (Prj., FR# EG-BW-218-97, 5)
Content: du’a

c. Al-Burdayni mosque (1025-38/1616-29; Index 201), square kufic panel on N
wall (Prj., FR# EG-BW-218-97, 5)
Content: Quranic: 112

Plate 77

a. Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142)
Band above dado, S iwan
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-389-99, 25)

b. Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142)
Band above dado, court
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-390-99, 2)

Plate 78

a. Medallion at apex of dome dado
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-230-97, 34)

b. Band around base of dome
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-230-99, 36a & EG-BW-231-99, 1)
‘Abd al-Wahab al-Sha‘rani mausoleum (c. 975/1567; Index 59)

Plate 79

a. Baybars al-Jashankir khanqa (706-9/1306-9; Index 32)
Left side of the band flanking the doorway

b. Barquq mosque (786-8/1384-6; Index 187)
Right side of the band flanking the doorway

Plate 80

a. Mosque of Sulyman Pasha mosque (935/1528; Index 142)
Verse 27:30 on W wall of entrance canopy
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-388-99, 7)

b. Khanqa of Qurqumas (911-3/1506-7; Index 162)
Verse 27:30 on the band flanking the W portal
(Prj., FR# EG-BW-?, ?)

Plate 81

a. The whole band

b. The partial verse 28:31

Sayyida Ruqayya mausoleum (527/1133; Index 273)
Epigraphic band above the right mihrab of the narthex

